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Abstract
Previous work has shown that non-deprived rats’ intake of a 4% sucrose solution increases
over 24 h access periods if it is provided every 3 or 4 days (E3D or E4D) relative to every day
(ED; (Eikelboom & Hewitt, 2016). Once these access-intake differences are established, they can
be enduring, even if all rats are shifted to a common access schedule. Do changes in value
accompany these access-induced solution intake changes? Three approaches were applied to test
for access-induced value changes. First, following extended 24 h E3D (12 exposures) or ED (36
days) access to a flavoured 4% (Experiment 1) or 12% (Experiment 2) standard sucrose solution,
the standard solution was compared in a series of 24 h choice tests against ascending
concentrations of a differently flavoured alternate solution on a common E2D access schedule.
Experiment 1 revealed access-induced preference increases for the standard solution after E3D
relative to ED access while Experiment 2 did not, possibly due to the higher concentration of
sucrose used. Second, a progressive ratio procedure was used to evaluate changes in the
reinforcing efficacy of a 4% sucrose solution after an extended period of E3D or ED access. This
traditional operant procedure failed to reveal access-induced changes in the breakpoint for the
sucrose. The failure to reveal breakpoint differences is suggested to be due to context effects;
E3D/ED sucrose solutions were provided in the home-cage while sucrose solution breakpoints
were evaluated in operant chambers. Third, in Experiments 4 and 5, palatability changes of the
4% solution were evaluated with lick microstructure analysis. Water and sucrose microstructures
were compared (positive control), before comparing the microstructure of sucrose solutions
during ED or E4D access periods. Both microstructure comparisons revealed a similar pattern of
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changes, suggesting that palatability increases after E4D relative to ED access. Collectively, these
results suggest that sucrose solution increases in value with E3D or E4D relative to ED access.
The results highlight that tests conducted over longer durations (24 h) may yield different results
than similar tests conducted over shorter (~1 h), restricted access sessions. Experiments 1 and 2
also suggested that rats treated the two, distinctly flavoured solutions as different food sources in
the preference tests, something that is not readily revealed with shorter preference tests. Similarly,
the lick microstructure appeared to be different with the longer, 24 h sucrose solution access
duration relative to previous shorter (~1 h), access microstructure palatability studies. Finally,
Experiment 5, which also measured food intake, revealed that changes in foods provided could
also profoundly affect sucrose consumption, highlighting the importance of considering the
complete nutritional environment of the rat. This work underscores the need for further study of
the impact of access on value. Moreover, it encourages a holistic approach that includes
monitoring the rat’s 24 intake of food and fluids as a consideration in appetitive behaviour
studies.
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Conditions governing access to food and drink can exert a considerable influence on the
amount consumed. Since the 1970s, it has been known that non-deprived rats will increase their
intake of freely available nutritive or non-nutritive solutions when they are provided
intermittently. Relative to continuous, uninterrupted access, alternating periods of 48 h on, and 48
h off led to intake increases of ethanol and non-nutritive quinine or saccharin solutions that were
provided in addition to ad-lib food and water (Amit et al., 1970; Wayner et al., 1972). Similarly,
more ethanol or saccharin solution was consumed when provided for 24 hour periods on alternate
days relative to continuous every day access (Pinel & Huang, 1976; Wise, 1973).
More recently, work in our lab has shown that sucrose solution intake increases when
provided for 24 hour periods every 3rd or 4th day (E3D, E4D), but remains at lower, stable levels
when available continuously every day (ED; Eikelboom & Hewitt, 2016). Only sucrose solution
availability was manipulated in these experiments, with both food and water always available adlib. The duration of the period between 24-hour access sessions determines the magnitude of the
increase. Importantly, an extended period of intermittent access has a persistent effect on future
solution intake. When the solution schedule for both E3D and ED groups is changed to E2D
access, the access-induced solution intake differences between groups are maintained.
Similar access protocols developed to model binge-like feeding have also shown that
intake of fat or sugar solutions can be increased with intermittent, (Avena et al., 2008; Babbs et
al., 2012). While the type/quality and the parameters governing the access to food or solution
vary from protocol to protocol, all of these access protocols demonstrate that less frequent,
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relative to more frequent, access can result in increased consumption rates or consumption
amounts.
While it is evident that the intake of food and drink can be influenced by intermittent
access, the behavioural controls that underlie these increases in otherwise non-deprived rats are
unclear. This thesis explores the underlying behavioural factors that drive access-induced intake
changes. Specifically, I seek to determine whether access-induced intake changes are driven by a
perceived change in the value/palatability of, or motivation for the food or drink.
Moreover, access-induced intake increases are comparable with overeating patterns
characteristic of Bulimia Nervous and Binge Eating Disorder (Avena, 2008; Corwin & Babbs,
2012). Both human conditions are marked by episodes of uncontrolled excessive eating
(American Psychiatric Association, 2013). A better understanding of factors influencing accessinduced intake increases may help develop more effective clinical interventions or improved
clinical models for these eating disorders.

Intermittent and Continuous Sweet Solutions Access
Our lab has shown that sucrose solution intake is affected by intermittent access in two
key ways (Eikelboom & Hewitt, 2016). First, non-deprived rats’ intake of a relatively low, 4%
(w/v) sucrose solution increases markedly with intermittent relative to continuous access
schedules. Specifically, with 23.5 h periods of sucrose solution access, every second, third or
fourth day solution intake was found to escalate gradually (Figure 1, Phase I). The duration of the
inter-access interval was positively correlated with daily sucrose solution intake. In contrast, with
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ED access to the same sucrose solution over the same duration, intake remained at lower, stable
daily levels. This basic procedure has been replicated numerous times in our lab (Celejewski,
2011; Senthinathan, 2012; Unpublished Observations). Invariably, with each replication, the
intake of a 4% sucrose solution increased over the first several intermittent exposures, plateaued,
and remained stable for as long as the access schedule was maintained.
Second, experience with different access schedules was shown to impact sucrose solution
intake over the longer term. With sucrose solution intake collapsed over intermittent access
exposures, the absolute amount consumed is similar across intermittent and continuous access
conditions. Therefore, it might be argued that rats are maintaining a preferred level of sucrose
intake over two, three, or four days. To examine the effects of access experience on subsequent
intake, 7 weeks of E2D, E3D, E4D, or ED sucrose solution access was followed by E2D access
to the same sucrose solution for all rats (Figure 1, Phase II). The relative access-induced intake
differences that emerged in Phase I were maintained with E2D access in Phase II. Rats with
intermittent E2D, E3D or E4D access experience continued to consume more sucrose solution
than rats with continuous (ED) access experience. Moreover, the access-induced sucrose solution
intake differences persisted throughout the 24 E2D access sessions during which measurements
were taken. Therefore, the access-induced intake differences established in Phase I can have a
longer-term impact on subsequent sucrose solution intake. This longer-term, access-induced
intake effect was shown to be remarkably long-lasting and stable. Across multiple experiments
conducted in our lab, sucrose solution intake differences that emerge with E(3, 4)D1 relative to
1 Across multiple experiments conducted in our lab, E3D and E4D sucrose solution access schedules were often used
interchangeably. Although with both E3D and E4D relative to ED sucrose solution access, sucrose solution intake
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ED access have invariably persisted with E2D access for as long as intake was recorded
(Celejewski, 2011; Eikelboom & Hewitt, 2016; Senthinathan, 2012; Unpublished Observation).
In an experiment highlighting the longevity of access-induced intake changes, rats were
provided with a 0.25% saccharin solution (instead of sucrose) for either 12 E4D or 34 ED access
sessions (Celejewski, 2011). The relative solution intake increase that emerged with intermittent
relative to continuous access was maintained over 57 days of equivalent access condition for both
groups. Over this period, rats with both types of access experience received 12 E2D saccharin
sessions, another 4 E2D saccharin sessions following 8 days of solution absence, and finally, 8
E2D 4% sucrose solution access sessions. At no point during this equal access period did the
effect of the initial access experience show any evidence of dissipating. Such long-lasting
changes suggest that the effect of initial access conditions is durable, exerting a significant
influence over how much of a specific food or drink is consumed.
The access-induced intake differences that emerge with E(3, 4)D/ED access are not
always permanent. At least two different manipulations can influence the persistence of the
access-induced intake differences. First, the length of the initial ED access period in Phase I can
influence the persistence of the relative access-induced intake differences in Phase II (Eikelboom
& Hewitt, 2016). For instance, while only four E3D exposures and 10 days of ED access were
sufficient for observing the emergence of Phase I intake differences, with E2D access in Phase II,
those intake differences disappeared. The disappearance of the intake difference was due to

increases, the increase is greater with E4D relative to E3D access (Eikelboom & Hewitt, 2016). The notation E(3,
4)D is used when referring to both E3D and E4D access schedules.
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increased intake following ED access experience rather than due to decreasing intake following
E3D access experience. Therefore, the initial ED sucrose solution access duration is a parameter
that appears to influence subsequent intake. Second, access-induced solution intake increases may
not be permanent, even following an extended period of E(3, 4)D/ED access. When following 13
E3D sucrose solution access exposures (37 days), the access schedule was switched to ED access,
intake gradually decreased to ED access levels over approximately 30 days (Senthinathan, 2012).
While sucrose intake levels can eventually become comparable after exposure to various access
schedules, it is unclear whether any underlying changes continue to persist.
Another feature of the 24 h intermittent access effect is that with more concentrated, 8%
and 16% sucrose solutions, access induced intake changes are either not evident or are
significantly reduced (Senthinathan, 2020, Unpublished Observations). At these higher
concentrations, the effect of intermittent access may be masked by the increased calories
consumed or satiety. In one study, a period of E3D/ED 16% sucrose solution access was followed
by E2D access (Senthinathan, 2020). With 16% sucrose solution access in the E2D phase, E3D
experience resulted in a small intake increase relative to ED sucrose experience. When in Phase
II, the E2D concentration was reduced from 16% to 4%, a large access-induced solution intake
difference was revealed. Despite that 16% sucrose solution intake with E3D or ED access was
similar, with equivalent E2D access, E3D experienced rats consumed significantly more 4%
sucrose solution than ED experienced rats. This latent access-intake effect suggests a possible
ceiling on the expression of the intermittent access effect at higher sucrose concentrations due to
increased solution calories and satiety.
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It is important to note that access-induced sucrose solution intake differences do not
appear to result in changes to total calories consumed, nor have they been observed to result in
weight changes (Eikelboom & Hewitt, 2016, Fig 2). When food intake was followed during E3D
or ED 4% sucrose solution access, rats' overall caloric intake was comparable across access
conditions. E3D rats consumed fewer food calories when sucrose solution was provided relative
to days when it was not. Moreover, neither E3D nor ED sucrose solution access rats consumed
more calories than a food only control group. No weight differences were observed either.
Therefore, it appears that rats with E(3, 4)D/ED 4% sucrose solution access and ad-lib food
access adjust caloric intake by decreasing the number of food calories consumed in order to
maintain a fixed amount of calories overall.
The effect of intermittent access is not limited to the intake of sweet, caloric solutions but
is also evident with non-nutritive solutions flavoured with saccharin or quinine as well as
nutritive (and psychotropic) ethanol solutions (Pinel & Huang, 1976; Wayner et al., 1972; Wise,
1973). With the intermittent access protocol employed in our lab, following E(3, 4)D relative to
ED access to various saccharin solution concentrations, intermittent access-induced intake
increases were observed (Celejewski, 2011). The size of relative saccharin solution intake
increase corresponded roughly to the saccharin concentration-intake function. That is, the size of
the access-induced intake differences were greatest for the saccharin concentrations that were
most consumed. The fact that access induced intake increases were observed for both, caloric and
non-nutritive solutions, suggests that the increase can be driven by taste, in the absence of
calories.
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Thesis Question
Our lab found that intake of moderately sweet sucrose or saccharin solutions increases
with intermittent, E(3, 4)D access but remains at lower, stable levels with continuous ED access.
Additionally, experience with these different access schedules can have a lasting impact on sweet
solution intake. This dissertation addresses whether intake changes are accompanied by changes
to the value of, or the motivation for the solution.
Neither value nor motivation are monolithic constructs, and various attempts to
characterize their multifaceted nature have been made. For instance Konorski (1967) suggested
that motivated behaviour could be divided into preparatory and consummatory states. The
preparatory state is distal from the goal and may be influenced by internal stimuli such as hunger.
Consummatory behaviour is proximal to the goal and may be more influenced by the goal
stimulus's sensory properties. A more modern account of motivated behaviour distinguishes
wanting and liking sub-components components of motivation (Berridge, 2004; Berridge &
Robinson, 2003; Robinson & Berridge, 1993). Wanting is the incentive salience component of
motivation, while liking is the affective hedonic component that might be evoked by the reward's
specific quality. Importantly wanting and liking have been shown to have different
neurobiological substrates (Castro & Berridge, 2014; Wyvell & Berridge, 2000)
The distinction between these components of value or reward is relevant here because it
may provide further insight into the underlying cause of the access-intake changes. In particular
the incentive salience component of the reward has been suggested to be enhanced in addiction
(Robinson & Berridge, 1993, 2008). That is, addiction may be characterized by an increased
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wanting of a drug but not necessarily increased liking of the drug. It has been frequently
suggested that intermittent-access-driven increases in food or fluid intake may be driven
addiction-like processes (Avena et al., 2008; Corwin & Grigson, 2009; P. M. Johnson & Kenny,
2010). If this suggestion is correct, then it might be expected that E(3, 4)D access-driven
increases in sucrose solution intake may be accompanied by increases in wanting but not
necessarily in liking. Alternatively, increased intake may perhaps be driven by an increased liking
of the reward. Therefore, wanting and liking will discussed where possible. However, due the 24
h, free-feeding nature of the E(3, 4)D/ED access protocol, the generic term value, or the specific
measurement being made (e.g. choice), will be used when the distinction between these value
sub-components is not clear.
Although the daily intake measurements that have thus far been collected in our lab
clearly indicate that sweet solution intake increases with intermittent access, they reveal little
about the underlying behavioural cause. The access-driven intake changes are not due to
physiological need as rats are provided with a sucrose solution that is always additional to ad-lib
food and water. The relative intake increases also cannot be explained solely by the availability of
sucrose calories as access-driven intake differences emerge with sweet, but non-nutritive
saccharin solutions (Celejewski, 2011). Nor can the increased E(3, 4)D intake be explained as
being driven by matching the cumulative ED intake; the intake differences persist over the E2D
phase. The intake of sweet solutions is largely due to their palatable taste (G. P. Smith, 2000; J. C.
Smith & Sclafani, 2002) and appears to be further modulated by varying the solution’s access
schedule. A possible explanation for the access-driven changes in solution intake is that
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intermittent access modulates the value of, or the motivation for the solution. As will be discussed
further, this hypothesis is consistent with the literature and is evaluated directly in this
dissertation.
Thee primary focus of the work here is on measuring changes in the sucrose solution’s
value that might occur due to intermittent access. Relatively few studies have directly evaluated
access-driven intake increases in the absence of food deprivation (reviewed in the following
section, p. 34). Only two studies have explored directly whether such access-induced intake
increases are accompanied by changes in value. In both cases, access-induced fat intake increases
were accompanied by increases in measures of value or of motivation for the fat. Because drug
and food reward share many parallels, examples of access-induced drug self-administration
changes accompanied by motivation changes are also notable. Some previous work with drug
self-administration suggests that drug access schedules that promote self-administration increases
can also increase the drug’s value (Ahmed & Koob, 2005; Allain et al., 2015; Kawa et al., 2016).
Experiments 1 – 3 were designed to measure the putative value changes that might
accompany E(3, 4)D/ED access-induced sucrose solution intake differences. In Experiments 1
and 2, choice tests were used to evaluate possible changes in value. If the access-induced solution
intake differences are driven by or accompanied by changes in value, those differences should be
reflected in the choice between that sucrose solution and another alternative reward. A choice
procedure was selected because it could be integrated into the E(3, 4)D/ED access protocol
unobtrusively. In Experiment 3, an operant measure, the progressive ratio (PR) procedure, was
used to evaluate sucrose motivation following E4D relative to ED sucrose solution access
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experience. Access-induced food or drug intake changes were shown to be reflected in PR
breakpoints (Morgan et al., 2002; Paterson & Markou, 2003; Wojnicki et al., 2010; see:
Progressive ratio measure of reward value p. 31 for details PR procedure details). Access-induced
sucrose solution intake changes might be expected to be reflected in how much rats are willing to
work for that sucrose solution reward on a progressive ratio schedule. While it is not clear
whether 24 h preferences tests can separate between wanting and liking components of value,
PR procedures has been argued to measures changes in wanting wanting. Therefore accessinduced changes in the PR responding may reflect increased wanting of the sucrose solution
(Overduin et al., 2012; Uematsu et al., 2011)
Experiments 4 and 5 focus on how intermittent access influences the 24 h temporal
microstructure of sucrose solution intake as a function value. Recordings of licking/feeding
patterns can help explain why the amount of drink or food consumed changes (G. P. Smith,
2001). For short tests, (< 1 h), the size of short episodes of licking is positively correlated with
the palatability of a solution (Davis, 1973; G. P. Smith, 2001). Episodes of licking, or runs of
licks grouped by a maximum inter-lick-interval duration of 1 s or less, increase in size (number of
licks) with increasing concentrations of palatable carbohydrates (Davis, 1989; Davis & Smith,
1992; Spector et al., 1998). These episodes, sometimes referred to as bursts or clusters, also
decrease in size with increasing concentrations of bitter quinine (Hsiao & Fan, 1993; Spector &
St. John, 1998). Over more extended periods (e.g. 24 h), meal patterns have also been explored
(Rushing et al., 1997; J. C. Smith, 2000; Zheng et al., 2009). Such longer periods of licking or
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feeding may be influenced by factors like satiety rather than palatability, which appears to drive
short term intake.
Sucrose solution intake differences that emerge with E(3, 4)D and ED access schedules
must also be reflected in the intake microstructure. The nature of these changes to ingestive
microstructure would provide insight into the mechanism driving the access intake effects. In
Experiments 4 and 5, individual sucrose solution licks were recorded over 24 h E4D and ED
access sessions. An increase in burst and cluster size (number of licks) with intermittent access
might reflect a change to solution palatability. In other words, less frequent, more intermittent
availability might cause the solution to “taste sweeter,” thereby stimulating further intake.
Alternatively, lick microstructure changes can reveal if the intake increase is driven by factors
other than a change in value. An increase in burst or cluster number, but not in size, might reflect
changes to satiety or learning about the solution’s availability rather than a change in value.
Significantly, lick microstructure analysis in conjunction with the choice and the PR test
results may help address two issues. First, lick microstructure might help distinguish between
increases in the wanting versus increases in the liking components driving the access-intake
increases. Access-driven differences in burst or cluster size may reflect changes in liking, while
an increase or decrease in burst or cluster number may reflect changes in wanting (Dwyer, 2012).
Second, lick microstructure recordings, in conjunction with the choice and PR measures,
may help rule out that access-induced intake differences are caused by changes other than the
sucrose solution's value. For instance, an increase in the number of drinks, occurring in the
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absence of access-driven changes in PR responding and changes in preference, may suggest that
increases in solution intake are driven by diminished satiety.

Intermittent Access to Fluids and Foods
The effect of intermittent access on intake was initially observed with ethanol solutions by
Amit et al. (1970) and subsequently, Wayner (1971). In both cases, ethanol intake increases were
observed following alternating 24 or 48 h periods of ethanol access and absence. In further work,
Wayner et al. (1972) found that alternating 48 h periods of access and absence led to increased
intake of a relatively concentrated 20% ethanol solution, as well as saccharin and quinine
solutions. Similarly, Wise (1973) compared the intake of 20% ethanol when it was provided
continuously every day, relative to 24 h access every other day. Over 30 days, ethanol intake
remained at lower, stable levels with continuous daily access, but increased almost fourfold with
every other day access. Pinel & Huang (1976) used the same alternate day access schedule but
replaced ethanol with a saccharin solution. Again, saccharin solution intake increased with every
other day access relative to continuous every day access, in agreement with the observations
made by Wayner et al. (1972).
The access-induced ethanol intake increases were particularly notable as rats typically
avoid higher ethanol concentrations. The avoidance of more concentrated solutions is a common
problem faced in studies of voluntary alcohol intake as blood alcohol levels tend not to increase
to physiologically relevant levels without additional intervention (Crabbe, Harris, & Keoob,
2011). Despite the obvious utility for studies examining voluntary ethanol intake, intermittent
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access as a method of increasing ethanol intake was only reintroduced several decades later
(Simms et al., 2008), and has since been employed more frequently (e.g. Becker, 2012;
Carnicella, Ron, & Barak, 2014; Crabbe et al., 2011).
More recently, two additional access-protocols have been employed to systematically
assess the intake of intermittently available palatable foods or solutions. Both access-protocols
were developed to promote binge-like, or excessive eating/drinking of palatable foods/solutions
(Avena et al., 2008; Corwin & Buda-Levin, 2004). The first access-protocol compared intake of a
palatable food or fluid (vegetable shortening or sucrose solution) that was provided for a limited
duration daily, relative to a limited duration every two to three days on Mondays, Wednesdays
and Fridays (MWF; Corwin, 2011; Corwin & Buda-Levin, 2004). The second access-protocol
was used to explore the impact on the intake of various sugar solutions with continuous daily or
limited daily access (Avena et al., 2008). These access-protocols are reviewed in the following
sections (p. 35 and p. Error: Reference source not found)

Monday, Wednesday and Friday Access
Corwin and colleagues (Babbs et al., 2012; Corwin et al., 1998; Dimitriou et al., 2000;
Rice & Corwin, 1998) have compared the intake of fat or sugar solutions over limited 1 – 2 h
access periods every day, relative to 1 – 2 h access every two to three days, on Mondays,
Wednesdays, and Fridays. This MWF access regime is similar to our intermittent access protocol
in that rats receive access to an optional palatable food source either every day or every two to
three days. Also, as with our access-protocol, rats are neither food nor water deprived; only
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access to an additional palatable food is manipulated. Compared to our protocol where ED access
is almost uninterrupted, the 1 – 2 h access sessions are necessarily intermittent with at least 22 –
23 h daily periods of absence.
With 1 – 2 h vegetable shortening (9.2 kcal/g) access daily, shortening intake is
maintained at similar levels over a 5 – 8 week period (Babbs et al., 2012; Corwin et al., 1998).
With 1 – 2 h vegetable shortening access MWF, intake escalates over the same 5 – 8 weeks.
Relative to daily access, MWF intake increased by approximately 1.6 – 1.8 times over the 1 – 2 h
access sessions. Across multiple studies, mean fat intake ranged from approximately 4 – 5 g with
MWF access, relative to approximately 2 – 3 g with daily access. As vegetable shortening intake
increased with MWF access, the intake of regular food decreased. Ultimately, regardless of
access condition, a similar amount of total calories (regular food + vegetable shortening) were
consumed and, no differences in body weight were observed (Corwin et al., 1998; Dimitriou et
al., 2000).
While most of Corwin’s work focused on vegetable shortening, two MWF protocol
studies examined MWF or daily sucrose solution access. Providing sucrose solutions for 1.5 – 2 h
MWF relative to 1.5 – 2 h daily, also led to sucrose solution consumption increases (Corwin &
Wojnicki, 2009; Wojnicki et al., 2007). These intake increases emerged with the two lower 3.2%
and 10%, but not the highest 32% concentration evaluated (w/v; 0.12, 0.39, and 1.24 kcal/ml
respectively), following 5 weeks of MWF relative to daily access. Solution intake was 1.4 times
greater with MWF relative to daily access for the lower two concentrations, an increase
comparable in magnitude to increased vegetable shortening intake with MWF relative to daily
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access. It is also notable not all sucrose solution MWF protocol replications yielded statistically
significant differences, with one of two replications reported by Wojnicki et al. (2007) failing to
reveal an access-intake effect.
Compared to our E(3, 4)D/ED access protocol, amounts of sucrose solution consumed
over MWF/daily access sessions were significantly smaller, always below 20 g or ml. With E(3,
4)D/ED access, the amount of 4% sucrose solution consumed was ten to twenty-fold more than
that of the comparable 3.2% sucrose solution consumed over the 1.5 – 2 h of MWF or daily
access. Approximately 100 ml of 4% sucrose solution (15.5 kcal) is consumed per day of ED
access and 300 ml (46.5 kcal) with E4D access. It should also be noted that with the MWF/daily
protocol, 1 – 2 h daily meals could be entrained to a 24 h rhythm, but not with MWF access.
Circadian entrainment is not an issue in the E(3, 4)D/ED access protocol design.
Finally, as with extended E(3, 4)D/ED access, there is some evidence to show that
extended experience with MWF/daily shortening access can impact intake after access conditions
are changed. In one experiment, the effect of access experience on intake was assessed after 10
weeks of MWF/daily shortening availability by providing 24 h shortening access (Wojnicki et al.,
2008). Rats with MWF access experience continued to consume more fat daily for one week
before reducing their intake to that of daily access experienced rats. Therefore, experience with
different MWF/daily access schedules has some influence on intake after access conditions have
been changed (made equivalent).
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Daily 12 h Sugar Solution Access
A second access protocol designed to promote increased sugar solution intake pitted
cyclic sugar solution access and deprivation against ad-lib food and sugar access (Avena et al.,
2008). Rats were either cycled daily between 12 h of food restriction followed by 12 h of food
and 10% – 25% sugar solution access (glucose or sucrose) that was provided 4 hours into the
dark cycle, or in the second condition, provided with ad-lib access to sugar solutions and food.
Although the cyclic diet resulted in more sugar solution consumed over the first hour of access,
overall daily solution volumes consumed were comparable to the unlimited (continuous) food and
sugar diet condition (Colantuoni et al., 2001, 2002; Rada et al., 2005). This manipulation can be
compared to skipping breakfast while maintaining total daily intake. In contrasts with
MWF/daily, or the E(3, 4)D/ED access schedules, more fat or sucrose solution was consumed
with more intermittent access, both initially, as well as throughout the entire access session.
Several behavioural and neurobiological differences between rats with cyclic (12 h on, 12
h off) and uninterrupted food and sucrose solution access experience have been reported and are
reviewed in Avena et al. (2008). In the view of the authors, the changes detected reflect the
emergence of sugar dependence, mirroring the emergence of drug dependence following drug
administration or intake. For instance, enhanced locomotor activity was reported following
cyclic, relative to uninterrupted diet experience in response to a dose of amphetamine suggesting
cross-sensitization (Avena & Hoebel, 2003). Relative to uninterrupted diet rats, cyclic diet
experienced rats displayed an increased preference for an alcohol solution (Avena et al., 2004).
Moreover, several changes were detected in opioid, dopamine and acetylcholine neurotransmitter
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systems that parallel changes observed following administration or intake of some rewarding
drugs (Avena et al., 2008; Avena & Hoebel, 2003; Colantuoni et al., 2001, 2002; Rada et al.,
2005; Spangler et al., 2004). However, the overlap between the changes observed with the cyclic
diet and those produced by some rewarding drug may be superficial as more rigours criteria
developed for modelling drug dependence in animals have not been applied (Ahmed, 2012;
Deroche-Gamonet et al., 2004; Vanderschuren & Everitt, 2004). Therefore, while it is clear some
access-induced behavioural and neurobiological alterations can be detected following this cyclic
diet, whether they reflect the emergence of ‘sugar dependence’ is still a matter for debate.
Compared to our E(3, 4)/ED or the MWF/daily schedules, the cyclic food/sugar access
and deprivation protocol differs in several key ways. First, the cyclic sugar solution protocol
employs mild food deprivation while postponing the start of regular feeding by 4 hours (rats
typically begin feeding around the onset of the night cycle). The E(3, 4)/ED or the MWF/daily
access protocols do not employ any form of deprivation; only palatable food or solution
additional to the always available food is provided. Second, in contrast with E(3, 4)/ED or MWF/
daily protocols, no reported evidence suggests that the cyclic diet has any lasting impact on
intake. Third, only the intake of relatively concentrated 10 – 25% glucose/sucrose solutions was
examined with the cyclic diet. With our E(3, 4)D/ED protocol, the most robust access-induced
differences were observed with a 4% concentration, while little to no intake differences were
found with to 8 and 16% sucrose solutions. Similarly, MWF/daily access-induced differences
were reported with 3.2 and 10% but not with 32% sucrose solutions. Therefore, it is not
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inconceivable that the cyclic diet would result in a different pattern of results with less
concentrated sugar solutions provided.

Measuring Sugar Solution Intake
A non-deprived rat provided with a sugar solution will consume it readily, and under the
appropriate conditions, in prodigious quantities. In our lab, we have observed individual 300 –
500 g rats consuming their body weight in sucrose solution. When provided with ad-lib water and
a 4% (w/v) sucrose solution, rats will consume negligible quantities of water in favour of the
sucrose solution. Intuitively, the sucrose solution is palatable or has some hedonic value for the
rat, presumably due to its taste and corresponding caloric content. While the amount of solution
consumed is a straightforward measure of intake, it does not always adequately reflect solution
value or palatability.

Intake by Volume or Calories Consumed
With ad-lib, 24 h access to a single sucrose solution bottle, a rat’s solution concentrationintake function takes the shape of an inverted U (Cagan & Maller, 1974; Richter & Campbell,
1940; J. C. Smith & Sclafani, 2002). Sucrose solution intake peaks around 8% with smaller
volumes consumed at both higher and lower concentrations. A similar inverted U concentrationintake function is also obtained over shorter, 30 min intake periods (Nissenbaum & Sclafani,
1987).
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Unlike the volume of sucrose solution consumed over 24 h, intake of sucrose solute and,
therefore, calories have a sigmoidal relationship with the sucrose solution concentration (Collier
& Bolles, 1968b; Khavari, 1970; J. C. Smith & Rashotte, 1978). Sucrose solute/calorie intake
increases with increasing solution concentration before plateauing around 16%. With
concentration increases beyond 16%, the volume of sucrose solution consumed decreases while
the amount sucrose solute/calories consumed remains stable.
At least two factors further limit sucrose intake increases with higher concentrations.
First, as the sucrose concentration increases, so do its postingestively mediated satiating effects
that exert a limiting effect on further intake (Davis et al., 2000). Second, the quantity of sucrose
solute from the solution consumed over 24 h is further determined by the rat’s total nutritional
requirements. With ad-lib food availability, rats will consume up to a maximum of about 60% of
their total calories from sucrose (Collier & Bolles, 1968b; J. C. Smith & Sclafani, 2002). This
sucrose calorie cap may be in part due to rats’ ability to distinguish between different
macronutrient sources and adjust their diet accordingly (Collier & Johnson, 2000; W. Hill et al.,
1980; Lepkovsky, 1948).

Intake by Preference
Initially, peak sucrose solution intake by volume was taken to reflect the most preferred or
optimal concentration for stimulating intake (Richter & Campbell, 1940). However, when a
choice is provided between two different sucrose concentrations, rats tend to consume more of
the higher concentration (Collier & Bolles, 1968a, 1968b; Young & Greene, 1953). So, for
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instance, with two-bottle 24 h preference tests, while rats drank some of each concentration, more
of the higher concentration was consumed (Collier & Bolles, 1968b). Therefore, the measure of
relative solution preference appears to reflect the value or palatability of the solution more
adequately and agrees with multiple other measures.

Short Term Intake Tests
Very short duration intake tests, 5 min or less, reveal a pattern of intake that is very
similar to the two-bottle preference tests (Davis, 1973; J. C. Smith, 2001; J. C. Smith et al., 1992;
J. C. Smith & Sclafani, 2002). Note that because the number licks are closely correlated with the
amount of solution consumed, lick number can also be taken to reflect the amount ingested (G. P.
Smith, 2001; J. C. Smith, 2000). Over brief, 30 s access tests to various sugar solutions (sucrose,
maltose, glucose or fructose), the number of licks increased monotonically with the sugar
concentration (J. C. Smith et al., 1992). With higher concentrations, the lick rate at the start of a
30 s session approached the maximal rate of licking, 6 – 7 licks/s. As the session progressed, the
lick rate declined. The speed of this decline was inversely related to concentration and was slower
with higher concentrations.
With tests 30 min or longer, the concentration-intake curve can resemble that of 24 tests,
an inverted U (Sclafani & Ackroff, 2003; J. C. Smith et al., 1992). The most likely reason for the
difference between the short and long intake tests is negative, satiating feedback. With very short
tests, an insufficient quantity of solution is consumed for the intake-limiting effects to manifest.
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Sham Feeding
Another means of uncoupling ingestion from postingestive consequences is by surgically
preparing rats with an oesophagal or gastric fistula that can be open or closed. An open fistula
permits the drainage of ingested substances, limiting the absorption of nutrients and preventing
the accumulation of drink or food in the gut (Davis, 1973; Mook, 1963). Consequently,
postingestive feedback is limited.
With such sham feeding preparations, over 30 min periods, rats will monotonically
increase their intake of a sucrose solution with increasing sugar concentrations (Nissenbaum &
Sclafani, 1987; Weingarten & Watson, 1982). Furthermore, sucrose solution consumption is
substantially higher with sham relative to real feeding over the same access period. This suggests
that unlike real feeding, when sucrose solution intake is unconstrained by postingestive
consequences, intake more closely reflects the value/palatability of the solution.
Although sham feeding has been suggested as a means of assessing palatability
(Weingarten & Watson, 1982), short term sham feeding tests are susceptible to a ceiling on the
maximum amount the rat can consume within a given period (Nissenbaum & Sclafani, 1987). On
the other hand, longer-term sham feeding tests are not practical, given that rats have to eat and
drink to survive. Moreover, the sham feeding preparation involves surgery and the monitoring of
fluids drained through the fistula. Such considerations make sham feeding a comparatively
impractical means of assessing value/palatability.
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Non-Nutritive Sweeteners
Non-nutritive, palatable substances such as saccharin, provide another means of
uncoupling intake from the satiating effect of calories. Like sucrose, the saccharin concentrationintake curve also takes on an inverted U shape, with intake peaking at a concentration of
approximately 0.3% (Collier & Novell, 1967; J. C. Smith & Rashotte, 1978; J. C. Smith &
Sclafani, 2002). However, because saccharin is non-nutritive, the descending component of the
concentration-intake function cannot be explained by calories.
Unlike sucrose, saccharin has a bitter, quinine-like taste component in addition to the
sweet (Dess, 1993). In contrast to sucrose, the saccharin concentration consumed in the greatest
volumes corresponds approximately to the saccharin concentration that is most preferred in twobottle tests (J. C. Smith & Rashotte, 1978). Similarly, the sham saccharin concentration-intake
curve resembles that of real (non-sham) saccharin intake (Sclafani & Nissenbaum, 1985). If both
preference and sham intake are taken as indicators of palatability, it would appear that saccharin
becomes increasingly unpalatable past an optimal concentration, presumably due to the
increasing salience of the bitter taste component.

Measuring the Value of Food and Drink
Of particular importance to understanding how and why ingestion occurs is determining
how valuable a particular drink or food is under a given set of conditions. Rats with E3D relative
ED access to a sucrose solution escalate their intake to consume more of it. Is this intake increase
a reflection of an increase in sucrose solution value? From the preceding discussion of sugar
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solution intake, it is apparent that the volume consumed is a poor measure of value or palatability.
Instead, to evaluate possible changes in value/palatability that may be concomitant with intake
increases, several other measures of reward can be used.

The Problem with Consumption or Response/Reinforcement Rate Value Measures
A central issue faced in the study of motivated behaviour is determining whether and how
response measures reflect reward value. Since Olds and Milner (1954) discovered that rats
respond for electrical stimulation of various brain regions, much of the pioneering work
measuring reward value was conducted in studies of brain stimulation reward (BSR). Unlike
natural reward, electrical stimulation parameters have no intuitive relationship with reward value.
Although it is now known that the most important stimulation parameters are the intensity of
electrical current and number of pulses per stimulation train (Arvanitogiannis & Shizgal, 2008;
Carlezon Jr & Chartoff, 2007; Edmonds & Gallistel, 1974; Gallistel et al., 1974), early attempts
to measure BSR value shared common methodological concerns by relying on rate of response
measures (Edmonds & Gallistel, 1974; J. R. Stellar & Stellar, 1985; Valenstein, 1964).
Much of the early BSR work relied on the rate of responding (vigour of responding) for
determining the value of stimulation trains (Hodos & Valenstein, 1962; Stellar & Stellar, 1985).
Response rate, however, is constrained by performance factors; the speed of responding is finite
and affected by fatigue. Moreover, the rate of responding may be further affected by the sideeffects of the BSR paradigm, such as uncontrolled motoric consequences of electrical stimulation
(Valenstein, 1964). Because performance factors can obscure changes under various conditions, a
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number of alternative measures of reward have been developed. Measuring BSR magnitude
through motor system output ultimately becomes a problem of separating behavioural output
from the rewarding value of the stimulation (J. R. Stellar & Stellar, 1985). Although a large
number of procedures that aim to separate performance from reward value have been evaluated,
choice measures and progressive ratio measures are the primary focus of the following review.

Choice as a Measure of Reward
The choice between two or more alternatives has been a frequently employed means for
discriminating between different rewards that vary in type and value (e.g. Banks & Negus, 2016;
Lenoir et al., 2007; Schultz, 2006). Preferences measures effectively discriminate between
different concentrations of various sweet solutions, whereas measures of intake alone do not (J.
C. Smith & Sclafani, 2002). Two-lever or Y-maze choice tests have also been used to discriminate
between BSR, drug, and natural reward (J. R. Stellar & Stellar, 1985)
Choice tests are resilient to performance effects, as absolute choice is unlikely to be
influenced by motor impairments (J. R. Stellar & Stellar, 1985). Motoric impairments are a
concern with BSR, particularly at higher stimulation intensities, as they may influence (decrease)
responding for BSR (Hodos & Valenstein, 1962; Valenstein, 1964). For instance, in an early
study, the rate of lever pressing for BSR at three different stimulation intensities was measured.
The rate of responding function took the shape of an inverted U; the response rate was highest for
the intermediate relative to both higher and lower stimulation intensities (Hodos & Valenstein,
1962). When rats were provided with a choice between pairs of the three stimulation intensities,
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the higher stimulation intensity was preferentially chosen. Therefore, while the response rate
peaked at the medium intensity, choice tests suggest that BSR increases with the stimulating
current. Similar choice procedures have been employed to examine stimulation in different brain
areas, or while varying stimulation parameters, or the deprivation state (Gallistel & Beagley,
1971; Hodos & Valenstein, 1962; Hoebel, 1969; Miliahessis et al., 1974; Ross, 1973).
Choice can be influenced by manipulating the physical properties of the reward itself, or
by manipulating the state of the animal. In a series of experiments, Shizgal and colleagues
demonstrated how a relatively simple binary choice procedure could become a sophisticated tool
for discriminating between various types of reward and various types of reward manipulations
(Conover et al., 1994; Conover & Shizgal, 1994a, 1994b). When given a choice between a
gustatory reward, an intraorally delivered, pre-gastrically drained (via gastric fistula) fixed
sucrose concentration (the Standard reward), and a variable number of BSR pulse (the Alternate
reward), preference for the Standard varied as a function of the number of BSR pulses of the
Alternate (Conover & Shizgal, 1994a). When the number of Alternate BSR pulses was low, rats
almost exclusively chose the Standard reward. As the number of Alternate BSR pulses increased,
responding shifted to match, and eventually favour the Alternate reward. Enhancing the Standard
intraoral sucrose reward by concurrently delivering a fixed number of pulses (sucrose + BSR)
resulted in a rightward displacement of the point at which the Standard and Alternate were isopreferred. In other words, a greater number of Alternate BSR pulses was required to drive the
switch in preference from Standard to Alternate reward.
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Similarly, preference can be altered by manipulating the rat’s state rather than the physical
properties of the reward itself (Conover et al., 1994). Rats that were given a choice between a
Standard reward of intraoral, pre-gastrically drained saline, and an Alternate reward varying in
the number of BSR pulses, similarly altered their preference as a function of the Alternate BSR
pulse number. Again, when the Alternate reward BSR pulses number was low, rats almost
exclusively chose the Standard saline reward. As the number of Alternate BSR pulses increased,
rats shifted their preference to match, and eventually favour the Alternate reward. The same rats,
salt depleted with furosemide but under otherwise identical experimental conditions, shifted their
iso-preference point to the right. As with the enhanced BSR + sucrose reward, the number of
Alternate reward pulses required to drive the switch from the Standard saline to the Alternate
BSR increased in the salt deprived relative to the non-deprived state. This shift in the number of
pulses required to drive the switch suggests that the saline reward was more valuable in the saltdeprived, relative to non-deprived states.
Postingestive feedback can also influence preference when the sucrose solution was
allowed to accumulate in the gut by closing the gastric fistula (Conover & Shizgal, 1994b).
Initially, rats given a choice between two fixed rewards, a concurrent BSR + sucrose reward, and
a fixed number of BSR pulses alone, preferred the concurrent reward. As the session progressed,
rats switch their preference from the concurrent reward to BSR reward alone. This switch
presumably reflected the progressive devaluation of the concurrent reward by the satiating
postingestive consequence of fluid accumulation in the gut.
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Choice as a Measure of E(3, 4)D/ED Access-Induced Value Differences

Choice as a Measure of E(3, 4)D/ED Access-Induced Value Differences. The BSR
experiments conducted by Shizgal and colleagues just described (Conover et al., 1994; Conover
& Shizgal, 1994b, 1994a) illustrate the utility of choice procedures for discriminating between
different types of reward while manipulating the rat’s experience. Extended E(3, 4)D relative to
ED sucrose solution access experience leads to more of the solution being consumed. A choice
procedure could also be applied to evaluate value changes of a sucrose solution following E(3,
4)D relative to ED access experience.
Suppose that extended E(3, 4)D relative to ED access experience with a specific,
distinctly flavoured Standard sucrose solution increases the value of that solution as well.
Suppose further that a choice is offered next, between that specific Standard solution and a
second, equally sweet but distinctly flavoured Alternate solution with which rats had no previous
experience. In this case, setting other factors aside, it might be expected that the Standard would
be more preferred relative to the Alternate after E3D relative to ED experience. Moreover, just
how Shizagal and colleagues varied the BSR pulse number of the Alternate to vary its reward
value, the concentration of a sucrose solution Alternate can also be varied. By varying the
concentration of the Alternate, the iso-preference points for the Standard and Alternate solutions
could also be determined. The difference in the iso-preference points in terms of sugarconcentration (along the x-axis), following E3D relative to ED access, could reveal the relative
access-induced value difference in sucrose concentration units. This approach is tested in
Experiments 1 and 2, with a series of 24 h choice tests following a period of E3D/ED access.
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Progressive Ratio Measure of Reward Value
Another alternative to simple rate of response reward measures are progressive ratio (PR)
schedules of reinforcement (Hodos, 1961; Richardson & Roberts, 1996). With the PR procedure,
the number of responses required increases either linearly, or exponentially with each successive
reward obtained. The highest completed ratio run is usually taken as the “breakpoint,” an index of
reward value. In other words, the breakpoint is the greatest amount of work that an animal is
willing to perform for a single unit of the reward.
The PR procedure was first applied as a measure of food reward. Breakpoints were shown
to increase as a function of increasing milk concentration in milk/water solutions, increased
reward volume, and as a consequence of food deprivation (Hodos, 1961; Hodos & Kalman,
1963). The breakpoint has also been shown to increase in an almost linear manner with BSR
pulses number (Hodos, 1965).
Parametric assessments of breakpoints across the sucrose concentrations range also reveal
increasing breakpoint as a function of increasing sucrose concentration (Reilly, 1999; Sclafani &
Ackroff, 2003). First, with a PR-3 schedule, for 2 s of access to a range of sucrose solution
concentrations (0.3 – 65% [w/v]), food-deprived rats increased their breakpoint as the sucrose
solution concentration was increased (Reilly, 1999). A second study explored a lick-based variant
of the typical PR procedure (Sclafani & Ackroff, 2003). For each reinforcement ratio reached, a
fixed amount of sucrose solution was dispensed (0.065 ml) from a spout and the number of
required responses (licks on the same spout) for the subsequent reinforcement increased by one (a
PR-1 schedule). As with the lever-based PR schedule, the breakpoint increased monotonically
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with increasing sucrose concentrations (1 – 64% w/v). Therefore, unlike single-bottle intake
measures, breakpoints as a measure of value, agree with choice, brief access, and sham feeding
tests, indicating that the value of the sucrose solution increase with its concentration.
The vast majority of PR studies have examined drug rather than food reward (Allain et
al., 2015; Richardson & Roberts, 1996; Sanchis-Segura, 2006). A few of these studies have
examined the impact of different drug self-administration access schedules on subsequent PR
drug breakpoints (Paterson & Markou, 2003; Zimmer et al., 2012). In one study, rats were
provided with continuous access to cocaine for 72 h on an FR-1 schedule or were limited to 4
doses of cocaine per hour on an FR-1 schedule over 7 days (Morgan et al., 2002). With both
reinforcement schedules, rats self-administered similar amounts of cocaine overall. However,
breakpoints were found to be higher following the less frequent access over the longer period,
relative to more frequent access over the shorter period. Therefore, despite that the amount of
cocaine self-administered was similar, the access schedule was found to influence cocaine reward
efficacy.
With a separate paradigm, it was found that rats with an extended history of 6 h daily
cocaine access (Long Access) escalate their cocaine self-administration, while rats with extended
cocaine access for only 1 h daily (Short Access) do not (Ahmed & Koob, 1998). When compared
over the first hour of intake only, Long Access rats began to self-administer more cocaine than
Short Access rats. When tested with a PR schedule, Long Access rats that escalated their cocaine
intake also exhibited higher breakpoints for cocaine than Short Access rats that did not escalate
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(Paterson & Markou, 2003). Therefore, an access schedule that led to increased cocaine selfadministration also resulted in increased motivation for cocaine.
Breakpoints were also found to be affected in the MWF/daily fat diet protocol in two
studies with somewhat different experimental designs (Wojnicki et al., 2006, 2010). In the first
study, operant training was conducted before an extended period of 1 h daily or 1 h per MWF
vegetable shortening access (Wojnicki et al., 2006). After 8 weeks of MWF or daily fat access,
the breakpoints were evaluated with an exponential PR procedure while rats were maintained on
their respective access schedules (rats also received 0.5 h shortening following the operant
sessions). Following MWF experience, rats increased their breakpoint relative to their breakpoint
baseline. That is, only within-group, but no between-group differences were observed.
The design of the second study had two main differences (Wojnicki et al., 2010). First,
more gradually incrementing PR-1 and PR-3 schedules were evaluated (response requirements
were incremented by either 1 or 3 with each reward earned). Second, both training and testing
took place following 5 weeks of 1 h daily or 1 h MWF shortening access. Again the breakpoints
were evaluated while MWF or daily access schedules were maintained with all rats receiving 0.5
h shortening access following the operant sessions. With the PR-1, but not PR-3 schedule, rats
with MWF access displayed a higher breakpoint for the shortening compared to rats that had
received it daily. That this breakpoint difference was revealed with the more gradually
incrementing PR-1 but not PR-3 schedule may suggest that the effect of access is apparent when
the amount effort required for a unit of the fat is low. However, both studies suggest that the
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increased intake following MWF relative to daily access is accompanied by increased fat value,
as reflected in the PR breakpoints.
Progressive Ratio as a Measure of E(3, 4)D/ED Access-Induced Value Differences.

Progressive Ratio as a Measure of E(3, 4)D/ED Access-Induced Value Differences. To
summarize, breakpoints as assessed by PR schedules, map onto other measures of sucrose value.
As with two-bottle choice tests, short term, and sham intake measures, breakpoints also suggest
that the value of a sucrose solution increases monotonically with concentration. Second,
breakpoints for both food and drug reward can be affected by different access schedules,
suggesting that access conditions, in the absence of deprivation, can make a food or drug more or
less valuable. In Experiment 3, breakpoints for sucrose solution are evaluated before and after an
extended period of E(3, 4)D or ED access. If access-induced intake differences are accompanied
by changes in the value of the solution, they should be reflected in breakpoint differences on a PR
schedule.

Microstructure of Sucrose Solution Intake
In addition to measures of food or drink value, recordings of the temporal pattern of
eating or drinking, or the microstructure of intake, have been shown to provide significant insight
into factors influencing or controlling intake. The microstructure of ingestive behaviour refers to
the basic behavioural building blocks that together make up intake over a given period (Kissileff,
2000). Rats’ licks are one such basic unit of fluid intake. Licks are commonly grouped into larger
microstructural units, or episodes, of fluid intake, sometimes referred to as bursts, clusters, or
meals (G. P. Smith, 2001).
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Central to the study of ingestive microstructure is understanding how intake is organized
into behaviourally relevant episodes, and how these episodes reflect the various influences on
ingestion. Licks grouped into episodes of drinking have been shown to reflect the influences of
state or taste on ingestion (Kissileff, 2000; G. P. Smith, 2001; J. C. Smith, 2000). Depending on
how these episodes of intake are parsed, they may reflect gustatory properties of the fluid, learned
properties of the fluid, or the rat's present sate (Dwyer, 2012; Kissileff & Herzog, 2017; G. P.
Smith, 2001; J. C. Smith, 2000).

Organization of the Microstructure of Drinking
Early recordings of drinking microstructure examined water or sucrose solution intake
under water-deprived and non-deprived conditions (Corbit & Luschei, 1969; Davis & Keehn,
1959; E. Stellar & Hill, 1952). These recordings revealed that drinking was composed of bursts of
licking that always occurred at a fixed rate, 6 – 7 licks/s at approximately 4 μl/lick, regardless of
the sugar solution concentration or deprivation state. That is, drinking consisted of lick streams
that were either emitted or not, regardless of the fluid consumed or the water deprivation state of
the rat. The invariability and highly stereotyped nature of licking are consistent with it being
driven by a central pattern generator (G. P. Smith, 2000; Travers et al., 1997).
While the rate of licking is invariable, as noted early on by Davis & Keehn (1959), the
total intake is a function of the duration (or size) and frequency of the uninterrupted streams of
licking and of the pauses that separate these streams. These short streams usually contain tens of
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licks (Davis & Smith, 1992; Spector et al., 1998) and come together to make up larger temporally
discrete episodes.
In addition to the lick microstructure, a parallel and often separate literature has explored
the microstructure of solid food ingestion, typically of pellets (Clifton, 2000; Glendinning &
Smith, 1994; Zorrilla et al., 2005). This literature will not be explored here.
A practical consideration for quantifying intake microstructure is determining how to
separate individual licks into behaviourally relevant episodes of drinking that reflect some
influence on intake. One common approach to grouping a series of licks into episodes is
according to some inter-lick-interval (ILI) duration. For example, a 1 s ILI episode criterion
would result in episodes encompassing all licks separated by 1 s or less in time. Figure 2
illustrates how varying the duration of this ILI episode criterion, which will henceforth be
referred to as an episode pause criterion (EPC), influences episode size and duration. For
historical and theoretical reasons, the lick microstructure literature has evolved into two
categories of recording session durations. Short recordings sessions, lasting 60 min or less, and
longer sessions, spanning multiple hours or days. For the shorter recording sessions, episodes of
intake have been grouped according to short EPCs, often 200 – 250 ms, referred to here as bursts,
or 500 ms referred to as clusters (Davis, 1989; Davis & Smith, 1992; Hsiao & Fan, 1993). For
longer 24 h recording sessions, episodes of licking have often been grouped into by longer, 300 s
EPCs referred to here as meals (J. C. Smith, 2000). Early lickometer studies were necessarily
short for technical reasons, primarily due to data acquisition and data analysis constraints; early
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studies employed kymograph recording. With advancements in computing, analysis of
increasingly large datasets has become possible and straightforward.
Studies that have examined episodes of drinking at the microsecond resolution have
typically been obtained from sessions lasting 60 min or less (Dwyer, 2012; Dwyer & Gasalla,
2017). A microsecond lick resolution permits the examination of lick episodes with EPCs of less
than one second, such as bursts and clusters. In contrast, studies that have followed licking over
24 hour periods have typically resolved licks at lower temporal resolutions. In the first study to
follow licking over 24 h periods, data were collected in 6 s bins, and 300 s EPC episodes (meals)
were reported only (Spector & Smith, 1984). Much subsequent 24 h work followed similar
conventions (e.g. Dotson, Colbert, Garcea, Smith, & Spector, 2012; Glendinning & Smith, 1994;
Rowland, Nicholson, & Smith, 1993; J. C. Smith, 2000, 2004; J. C. Smith & Gannon, 1991). I am
aware of only a handful of studies that have collected microsecond resolution lick data over
periods of 12 h or more in rats (Marco et al., 2009; Rushing et al., 1996, 1997). Due to this
typically lower resolution, most of the 24 h lick microstructure literature has examined episodes
with longer EPCs on the scale of several minutes, usually 300 s EPC meals (see Figure 2).
Because of this distinction in recording length duration and resolution in the literature, these
differences will be further underscored in the subsequent sections.

What is an Optimal Episode Pause Criterion?
Lick Microstructure Over Shorter Recording Sessions, 60 Min or Less.

Lick Microstructure Over Shorter Recording Sessions, 60 Min or Less. For studies
employing shorter recording sessions, several different approaches have been used for
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determining an optimal EPC duration. In some early work, log survivorship functions were fit to
ILI durations (Allison & Castellan, 1970; Slater, 1974). Using this approach, Allison and
Castallan (1970) suggested that 250 ms was an ideal EPC. Others have chosen EPCs that simply
encompass a majority of ILIs, for example, 95 or 97 % of all recorded ILIs, or 200 ms and 230
ms, respectively (Corbit & Luschei, 1969; Hsiao & Fan, 1993).
An influential approach for determining EPC durations for shorter recording sessions
originates from the analysis of the ILI frequency distribution itself (Davis, 1989; J. C. Smith et
al., 1992). The ILI frequency distribution is heavily skewed rightwards, with a major peak around
150 ms (Davis, 1989; Davis & Smith, 1990, 1992). The ILIs around this peak are part of lick
streams separated on average by 150 ms, that is, around the fixed 7 licks/s rate. Davis and Smith
noted a second, smaller distribution of ILIs, with a mean approximately twice that of the first
distribution, or equivalent to the duration of a skipped lick (Davis, 1989; Davis & Smith, 1992).
They termed the streams of licking separated by intervals less than 250 ms, bursts (first
distribution), and those by less than 500 ms, clusters (first and second distributions). Longer EPC
durations, including 1 s, have also been proposed (Spector & St. John, 1998). However, the
authors conceded that a majority of ILIs less than 1 s were also less than 500 ms, and therefore,
there is little difference between 500 ms and 1 s EPCs in practice.
While the approach for determining an optimal EPC duration may remain a matter for
debate (Davis, 1996; Sibly et al., 1990; Spector et al., 1998; Zorrilla et al., 2005), ultimately of
interest is what the episodes reveal about the influences on intake. Importantly, in short access
studies, the size or number of licks per burst or cluster has been shown to be proportional to the
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sugar concentration (Davis, 1989; Davis & Perez, 1993; Davis & Smith, 1992; Spector et al.,
1998). Over 30 – 60 min periods, both burst and cluster size increased with increasing sugar
concentrations, while the total number of bursts/clusters decreased. Conversely, burst and cluster
size decreases with increasing concentration of bitter quinine (Hsiao & Fan, 1993; Spector & St.
John, 1998).
In these short access studies, in addition to solution quality, burst and cluster size are also
affected by experience and motivational state. For instance, while both sham feeding and food
deprivation manipulations lead to increased intake, they influenced the lick microstructure
differently. Food deprivation can lead to increasing cluster size with higher sucrose
concentrations (Davis & Perez, 1993; but see Spector et al., 1998). This increased cluster size is
consistent with a hunger-driven palatability enhancement (Berridge, 1991). Sham feeding, on the
other hand, can lead to increases in burst and clusters number while leaving their size intact
(Davis & Smith, 1992). The increased number of bursts and clusters is consistent with increased
intake due to diminished negative feedback in the absence of palatability changes.
Similarly, changes to episode size can reflect learning such as conditioned taste aversion
and taste preference or familiarly (Dwyer, 2008; Dwyer et al., 2008; Lin et al., 2012, 2014;
Myers & Sclafani, 2001; Riordan & Dwyer, 2019; Sclafani, 2002). In conditioned taste aversion
or taste preference procedures, a flavoured solution is paired with a negative (e.g., illness) or
positive stimulus (e.g. addition of sugar). Following a number of conditioning sessions, rats will
come to drink more, or less of the flavoured solution when presented alone (unpaired), reflecting
the nature of the stimulus that the solution was paired with. These taste preference and taste
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aversion changes were shown to be accompanied by increased or decreased cluster size,
suggesting underlying changes to palatability due to learning. Therefore, in addition to changes in
fluid quality or the rat’s state, lick microstructure can be influenced by prior experience.
Regardless of the approach used for setting an EPC duration, the size of episodes defined
by relatively short EPCs, approximately 1 s in duration, appear to be related to solution
palatability in studies of around an hour or less in duration. Because 250 and 500 ms EPCs have
been frequently used in the literature, in order to facilitate juxtaposition with previous work, they
will continue to be referred to here as bursts and clusters, respectively.
Lick Microstructure Over Longer Recording Sessions, 24 h or More.

Lick Microstructure Over Longer Recording Sessions, 24 h or More. As discussed, a
majority of lick microstructure recordings have been made over 30 – 60 min daily sessions. With
this kind of limited daily access design, rats are generally first taught to drink a stimulus fluid as
soon as it is made available. Usually, the fluid is provided in a recording chamber environment
that is separate from the home environment. Once rats learn to drink readily at the start of a
session, test recordings are obtained for the fluid and manipulation of interest. Initiation of fluid
intake in this design is, therefore, at least in part tied to cues that signal the start of sessions (e.g.
placement into the recording chamber, time of day, etc.).
Depending on the deprivation state and stimulus solution quality, a significant proportion
of a 30 – 60 min access session can be occupied by drinking. In contrast, with ad-lib 24 h
solution availability, both the initiation and termination of drinking can occur spontaneously at
any time. Relative to the shorter, limited daily access sessions, how rats drink over 24 h access
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sessions is different, a difference that is likely reflected in the intake microstructure. In order to
better understand how episodes of intake are initiated and terminated over 24 h periods, including
under E(3, 4)D/ED access conditions, the 24 h intake microstructure should be considered.
No studies to date have explored the relationship between short EPC episode parameters,
such as burst or cluster size and number, and the concentration of sweet solutions over 24 h
sessions. However, a number of studies have examined how longer episodes of drinking as
defined by 300 s EPCs, referred to here as meals, vary with the concentration of sucrose and other
sweet solutions over longer, 24 h periods. Most 24 h studies recorded licks below the resolution
necessary for resolving bursts or clusters, often in 6 s bins. Spector and Smith (1984) initially
defined episodes over 24 h sessions by an EPC of 300 s, 15 licks within the first 30 seconds, and
consisting of 30 or more licks in total. The choice of these parameters was somewhat arbitrary,
based on what appeared to be a “reasonable set of criteria to describe this behaviour”, and
reportedly encompassing 97% of all recorded licks (Spector & Smith, 1984). Many subsequent
24 h studies followed suit, using similar EPCs (eg. (Dotson et al., 2012; Evans et al., 2005; J. C.
Smith, 2000; J. C. Smith et al., 1987)
Because taken together, episode size and number parameters should reflect overall intake,
recall that with ad-lib food, water and sucrose solution, the 24 h, sucrose solution concentrationintake function (intake by volume) takes on an inverted U shape. Solution volume consumed
peaks around an 8% concentration with less consumed at both lower and higher concentrations.
While the volume consumed over 24 h begins to decrease beyond 8%, the intake of sugar solute,
or sugar calories peaks and plateaus with concentrations beyond 16%. In this case, the
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relationship between sucrose calories and sucrose concentration is sigmoidal, plateauing after
concentrations of 16% or more. This plateau reflects the maximum fraction of sugar calories rats
are willing to consume in a situation where ad-lib food is available (Collier & Bolles, 1968b; J.
C. Smith & Sclafani, 2002).
Over 24 h periods, the number of 300 s EPC sucrose meals remains relatively stable over
lower concentrations, ~2 – 8%, but decreases as concentration increases further (Dotson et al.,
2012; J. C. Smith, 2000; Spector & Smith, 1984). By comparison, over limited 30 – 60 min
access sessions, bursts and cluster numbers have an inverted U relationship with sucrose
concentrations, peaking around 4 – 8% (Davis & Smith, 1992; Spector & St. John, 1998). The
size of 300 s EPC meals appears to take on an inverted U shape across the sucrose concentration
range peaking around 8% (Dotson et al., 2012; J. C. Smith, 2000; Spector & Smith, 1984). By
comparison, over limited 30 – 60 min access sessions, the size of bursts and clusters increases
monotonically with increasing sugar concentration (Davis & Smith, 1992; Spector et al., 1998).
Therefore, over the sucrose concentration range, meal size appears to vary like burst or cluster
number, approximately with the total sucrose solution intake. Meal number, on the other hand,
tends to decrease over most of the sucrose concentration range. Neither meal size nor the number
of meals appears to reflect palatability across the sugar concentration range like burst/cluster size.
Although meal size and number over 24 h does not vary with the sugar concentration in
the same way that burst and clusters do over the shorter recording sessions, it has been previously
argued that the lick rate within a meal may reflect palatability (J. C. Smith, 2000; J. C. Smith &
Sclafani, 2002; Spector & Smith, 1984). While the rate of uninterrupted licking is a steady ~7
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licks/s, the rate of licking within a meal was obtained by dividing the number of licks within a
meal over its duration. That is, the within meal lick rate included the intervals between the bursts/
clusters as well as the bursts and clusters that make up the meal. Some reports have suggested
that meal lick rate may increase monotonically with increasing sucrose concentration (J. C.
Smith, 2000; Spector & Smith, 1984). Similarly, the within meal lick rate has also been shown to
vary with the saccharin concentration in a manner that agrees with other measures of saccharin
palatability (J. C. Smith, 2000). As discussed in greater detail earlier (p. 44), the 24 h saccharin
concentration-intake curve is an inverted U, with the descending arm reflecting decreasing
palatability due to the increasing salience of saccharin's bitter, aversive taste component ( (Dess,
1993; J. C. Smith & Sclafani, 2002). The integrated saccharin meal lick rate recorded over 24 h
periods also took on an inverted U shape, mapping on to other measures of saccharin solution
palatability (J. C. Smith, 2000). These findings suggest that under some conditions, the episode
rate may reflect palatability.
Compared to the extensive literature that has established the relationship between
palatability and burst/cluster size (licks per episode) in short session studies, I am aware of only
two reports that have reported a relationship between the within meal lick rate and palatability (J.
C. Smith, 2000; Spector & Smith, 1984). However, in two other studies, the relationship between
palatability and the within meal lick rate was not as clear (Dotson et al., 2012; Sclafani et al.,
1998). In the more recent of these two studies, the rate of licking plateaued for sucrose
concretions above 8% through to 34% (Figure 7, Dotson et al., 2012). While in the older study,
despite that rats demonstrated an overwhelming preference for a combined sucrose +
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maltodextrin + saccharin solution relative to a combined sucrose + maltodextrin solution
(Sclafani et al., 1998, Figure 4), the within meal lick rate was comparable for both solutions
(Sclafani et al., 1998, Figure 3). That is, the within meal lick rate did not increase with increasing
preference. Therefore, the mean meal lick rate may not always reflect solution palatability as
robustly as burst or clusters size does, and is probably shaped by additional factors.

Microstructure Sucrose Solution Intake Under E4D/ED Access Conditions
The preceding summary hopefully makes it clear that recordings of intake microstructure
provide important information about how intake occurs. The information provided by
microstructure analysis is additional to that revealed by the relatively simple measure of total
quantity consumed. Importantly, lick microstructure recordings can provide information about the
quality of what is being consumed as well as the state and previous experience of the rat. In short
tests, clusters or bursts grow larger in size when a fluid is made sweeter, and diminish as it is
made more bitter (Davis & Smith, 1992; Hsiao & Fan, 1993; Spector et al., 1998; Spector & St.
John, 1998). Moreover, both state (e.g. hunger) and experience (e.g. illness or familiarity) can
alter the burst/clusters size (Davis & Smith, 1992; Dwyer, 2012). Therefore, microstructure
recordings can reveal how manipulating the rat’s state or experience can influence the
palatability/value of a fluid from the rat’s perspective.
Work in our lab has begun to examine the influence of E(3, 4)D/ED access on the lick
microstructure of sucrose solution intake (Eikelboom & Hewitt, 2016). In the single experiment
conducted thus far, lick microstructure was recorded over the first and sixth joint E4D/ED access
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session (Day 1 and 16; see Figure 4 Eikelboom & Hewitt, 2016). Although the recordings were
made at a resolution that was too low for resolving the shorter bursts or clusters, 120 s EPC
episodes of drinking were examined. Relative to 16 days of ED access, six E4D exposures led to
larger episodes but did not result in an overall increased number of episodes. In other words, E4D
relative to ED access experience did not lead to an increased likelihood of a meal being initiated
but decreases the likelihood of a meal terminating once it was initiated.
Because the hypothesis put forth here for explaining E4D/ED access-driven intake
differences is that they are driven by changes in sucrose solution value or palatability, what
happens to bursts/clusters following E4D/ED access is of primary interest (Experiments 4 and 5).
It is expected that with E4D relative to ED access burst, and cluster size will increase, a change
that parallels increases in sucrose concentration and is suggestive of changes in value/palatability.
Such changes to lick microstructure are line with previous work that suggests intermittent access
schedules may increase the value of a food or drug reward (Paterson & Markou, 2003; Wojnicki
et al., 2010; Zimmer et al., 2012). On the other hand, other factors may be responsible for
increased intake. For example, diminished intake limiting negative feedback may also produce
increased fluid intake in the absence of fluid value or palatability changes. Sham feeding, for
instance, results in increased intake and bursts/clusters number, without changes to burst/cluster
size (Davis & Smith, 1992; Davis, Smith, but also see Singh, & McCann, 1999). Changes to
negative postingestive feedback would be expected to increase the number of bursts and clusters,
but not their size. Finally, changes in the incentive salience of the solution might increase
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separately from the palatability of the solution (Berridge & Robinson, 2016; Robinson &
Berridge, 1993).
A secondary objective for Experiments 4 and 5 is to collect more information about 24 h
intake microstructure. Surprisingly few studies have recorded licking over extended periods that
span the natural feeding/drinking cycles of rats. Even fewer of these 24 h studies have recorded
licks at a high enough resolution for resolving the finer microsecond microstructure of licking. As
a result, most of our knowledge of lick microstructure comes from limited daily access studies.
Various anticipatory effects may confound these limited, daily access experiments. Moreover, the
shorter the recording session, the more limited the role of intake limiting postingestive feedback
(J. C. Smith & Rashotte, 1978). Episodes of licking during short, ~ 1 h, repeating limited daily
access sessions are likely to proceed very differently from episodes that occur over 24 h access
sessions. In order to obtain a more precise, high-resolution picture of how rats spontaneously
initiate and terminate their intake of fluids, further lick recordings spanning the normal feeding
period are warranted.
A final objective for the microstructure recordings in this dissertation is to revisit the
episode pause criterion. The burst and cluster EPC durations proposed by Davis and Smith (1992)
and meal criterion duration proposed Spector and Smith (1984) have been frequently utilized in
the literature since. While useful, these criteria are based on a limited EPC duration range. In
Experiments 4 and 5, a wider range of EPC durations is explored in order to reassess their
validity.
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Summary and Dissertation Direction
Broadly, the main thrust of the work in this dissertation is concerned with a better
understanding of the behavioural mechanisms underlying access-driven intake differences.
Specifically, the central hypothesis guiding this work is that sucrose solution intake differences
observed with the E(3, 4)D/ED access protocol are driven by changes in value or palatability.
The work is primarily motivated our lab's finding that sucrose solution intake increases
when it is made available E(3, 4)D relative to ED. Rats with E(3, 4)D sucrose solution access
escalate their intake to consume more solution over 24 h periods than rats with ED access.
Importantly, these access-driven intake changes are enduring, persisting long after the access
conditions that gave rise to them were altered (Celejewski, 2011; Eikelboom & Hewitt, 2016;
Senthinathan, 2012). While the impact of access schedules can be fairly dramatic and enduring
(see Figure 1), the underlying behavioural mechanisms that drive these intake changes are
unclear. Little previous work has addressed the role of intermittent availability of fluid or food in
the absence of deprivation on intake as a primary variable of interest. This is despite that
intermittent access is built into many behavioural procedures. Any study that incorporates
repeated access to food, fluid, or drug has intermittency incorporated into the design.
Of the previous work examining intermittent access, two groups have examined its
influence on the intake of palatable foods and fluids in a more systematic fashion. First, Corwin
and colleagues have examined the intake of fat that was provided over limited access sessions (2
h or less), either every day or three times a week, MWF (reviewed on p. 35). Relative to daily
access, the more intermittent MWF access experience resulted in more fat consumed throughout
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an access session. MWF experienced rats also worked more than ED rats on the PR procedure,
suggesting that the more intermittent access resulted in an increased reward value of the fat.
Second, Avena and colleagues working in Hoebel's lab compared limited daily access (12 h) to
unlimited access to various sugar solutions (reviewed p. Error: Reference source not found). They
also found that rats with more limited access consumed as much as rats with unlimited access
(Colantuoni et al., 2001). Finally, they noted several neurobiological changes that are
characteristic of repeated intake of some rewarding drugs (Avena et al., 2008). Also, several
reports show that particular drug access schedules can promote changes in drug reward efficacy
(Paterson & Markou, 2003; Zimmer et al., 2012).
A central hypothesis guiding the work here is that intermittent E(3, 4)D/ED access driven
changes in solution value drive changes in solution intake. Three different methodologies,
described in the introduction are applied to gauge putative, access induced preference, value or
palatability change.
First, in Experiments 1 and 2, choice tests are used as a measure of value. Choice tests
were chosen in part due to the simplicity of integrating them into the existing E(3, 4)D/ED access
design. As our experiments follow undisturbed, home cage intake, choice can be measured simply
by adding a second palatable fluid. Choice tests can reveal value differences with E(3, 4)D/ED
experience while providing some indication of the magnitude of the value in intuitive units
(sucrose concentration units). Choice as a measure of value was discussed in greater detail,
beginning p. 46.
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In Experiment 3, the reward efficacy of E3D/ED sucrose solutions is assessed with the PR
procedure. The PR procedure has been a mainstay of measuring reward efficacy since it was
introduced by Hodos in 1961. Although the design choice for implementing PR as a measure of
access-induced changes with E(3, 4)D/ED access protocol is less obvious, this procedure is used
here because of its widespread implementation elsewhere. Importantly the previous work that has
most directly shown that intermittent access can influence the food or fluid value has done so
using the PR procedure. If E(3, 4)D, relative to ED access experience also makes the solution
more valuable, the PR breakpoints for a fixed volume of that solution would also be expected to
be higher. The PR procedure was discussed in greater detail, beginning on p. 50.
Finally, in Experiments 4 and 5, recordings of sucrose solution intake microstructure are
made under E(3, 4)D/ED access conditions. Lick microstructure recordings are appealing because
they provide a minimally intrusive means of collecting information about intake and can be easily
integrated into the E(3, 4)D/ED design. Importantly lick microstructure recordings reveals how
intake proceeds, providing significant additional information to the simple measures of total
intake that our lab has predominantly used so far. Importantly, intake microstructure can be used
to gauge the palatability of a fluid being consumed. Increases to sucrose solution bout/cluster size
are expected to accompany the relative E4D access-induced intake increases. However, if
changes to bout/cluster size are not resolved following different access experience, changes to
lick microstructure may help provide an alternate explanation for the intake changes. For
example, as discussed previously, E4D relative to ED sucrose access experience resulted in larger
sucrose meals (Eikelboom & Hewitt, 2016). In the absence of bout/cluster changes, extended
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meal size may suggest changes to satiety, that is, changes to the intake limiting negative feedback
but not to the value of sucrose solution. Intake microstructure as it pertains to the intake of fluids
was reviewed beginning on p. 53.
Collectively, these experiments are intended to reveal changes in the value of or
motivation for the sucrose solution that might result from E(3, 4)D/ED sucrose access experience.
These hypothesized value changes are proposed to drive the increase in sucrose intake with E4D
relative to ED experience. From an evolutionary perspective such changes might be explained as
a possible adaptive response to scarcity. A resource that available less frequently might become
more attractive or salient, thereby serving as means to promote increased intake during times of
availability.
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General Methods
Animals
For all experiments, male Sprague Dawley rats from Charles River Laboratories (St.
Constant, Quebec), weighing 200 – 225 g at arrival (~47 days old), were maintained on a 12:12 h
light/dark cycle and at 21°C (± 2°C). Male rats were used to build on previous work which
generally involved male rats (Eikelboom & Hewitt, 2016; Senthinathan, 2012). Rats were singlehoused in shoebox cages (21 cm height x 24 cm width x 45 cm length). Access to water and food
(Teklad 8640, 3.0 kcal/g) was always ad-lib. Due to the high volumes of sucrose solution
ingested and excreted, bedding (Teklad 7090; hardwood chips) was changed frequently, as
necessary. All procedures in these experiments were approved by the Wilfrid Laurier Animal Care
Committee (protocol number R14005) and conducted under the Canadian Council on Animal
Care policies and guidelines.

General Procedures and Materials
For all experiments, rats were provided with a sucrose solution either every day (ED), or
every second, third, or fourth day (E2D, E3D, or E4D). Regardless of sucrose solution access
frequency, sucrose solution access duration was either 23 h (Experiments 1, 2, 3, and 4) or 23.5 h
(Experiment 5). The intervening 1 or 0.5 h was used for, drinking, feeding (Experiment 5 only),
and body weight measurements, as well as housing and equipment maintenance. While rats’ body
weight was tracked, as expected, no weight differences were observed as a function of different
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access conditions (see Intermittent and Continuous Sweet Solutions Access, p. 24 Therefore the
body weight data is not further discussed. Water intake was only recorded in Experiments 4 and
5, which tracked water intake microstructures, as rats have been found to consume little to no
water ( < 1 g), over 24 h periods when sucrose solution was also available (J. C. Smith, 2000;
Unpublished Observations ).
The solutions were prepared from tap water and food-grade sucrose (w/v concentration).
Fresh solutions were prepared every 24 h. For some experiments, sucrose solutions were
flavoured with, 0.025% (w/v) grape Kool-aid (Kraft, see Appendix C), or 0.25% (v/v) artificial
vanilla extract (McCormick, see Appendix C). Pilot preference tests showed that at these
concentrations, the flavourings were iso-prefered.
Except when available in operant or recording chambers, sucrose solutions were provided
in the home-cage. Except during the preference tests in Experiments 1 and 2, sucrose bottles were
provided on the right and water bottles on the left of the home-cage. Food was located between
the two bottles.
Sucrose solution intake was always measured and returned within the 1 h (Experiments 1,
2, 3 and 5), or 0.5 h (Experiment 4) period before the onset of the dark cycle. Intake was recorded
as the difference in solution weight (although the weight of the solution was always recorded and
analyzed in grams, the terms weight and volume are sometimes used interchangeably). In
experiments where the intake of different solution concentrations was compared (Experiments 1
and 2), the sucrose solutions were also converted to and analyzed in kilocalories.
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Statistics
All analyses were conducted in R 3.3 (R Core Team, 2014) A significance criterion of p <
0.05 on all statistical tests. All graphics were created with R using the ggplot2 package
(Wickham, 2009).
In general, data were compared in mixed-design ANOVAs using R base aov() fucntion.
The between factor was always the Access condition (E3D or E4D relative to ED access). The
within-group factors usually compared measurements over Days. In Experiments 1 and 2, the
within factor also compared Alternate Concentrations, and in Experiments 4 and 5, the within
factors also compared intake and intake microstructures of different fluids, water and sucrose
solution.
It should be noted that greater intake during E3D or E4D access relative to ED access was
also accompanied by increased variance. However, the fact that between-group effects of interest
reported here were large makes it unlikely that any deviation from the homogeneity of variance
assumption would present an issue for the results. Previous experiments conducted in our lab
informed the group size, with groups being matched by either the first or second days sucrose
solution and body weight. Equally sized groups further mitigated any departures from the
homogeneity of variance assumption. Finally, any repeated measure factor that was reported as
significant was also significant after the Greenhouse-Geisser correction.
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Experiment 1: Choice I
Experiment 1 evaluates whether an intake increase of a specific, flavoured Standard
solution following E3D relative to ED access experience, is accompanied by an increased
preference for that solution, relative to another equally sweet Alternate reward. As discussed in
the introduction (see Choice as a Measure of Reward, p. 46), measuring choice between two or
more alternatives is an effective means of discriminating between different reward magnitudes. A
choice procedure may therefore be useful for evaluating the value of a sucrose solution following
E3D/ED experience. To test this, in Experiment 1 rats were first provided with a 4% sucrose
solution paired with one flavour (a counterbalanced Standard), for twelve 23 h periods of E3D or
34 days of ED access. In a second phase, a series of 23 h two-bottle choice tests were performed
on an E2D schedule. On each test day, preference for the standard solution was measured against
a second flavoured sucrose solution, the Alternate. This Alternate solution was increased in
concentration every two access session and ranged from 2 – 32% sucrose (w/v).
If Standard sucrose solution value increase after E3D relative to ED access, it might also
be expected that preference for Standard relative to the Alternate solution will increase as well
(see also Choice as a Measure of E(3, 4)D/ED Access-Induced Value Differences, p. 49).
Moreover, the switch in preference from Standard to Alternate solutions, or the iso-preference
point, might be expected to occur at a higher Alternate concentration following E3D relative to
ED Standard solution access experience. As the Alternate concentration increases, Standard
solution intake is expected to decrease. The point at which Standard and Alternate solutions are
iso-preferred can be obtained by estimating the Alternate concentration at which the declining
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portion of the Standard solution concentration-intake curve is half-maximal for each access
condition. The difference in concentration between iso-preference points across access conditions
can be interpreted as a change in value in sucrose concentration units.
Finally, note that solution intake was analyzed both by grams consumed as well as by
calories consumed. Both the amount and calories were analyzed because both 24 h sucrose
solution volume and solution calorie intake curves are well defined, and how they change in
response to various manipulations is informative (Collier & Bolles, 1968b; J. C. Smith &
Sclafani, 2002). Sucrose solution volume and calorie concentration-intake curves in the context
of 24 h choice are also discussed for Experiments 1 and 2 collectively in greater detail in the
general discussion (see Standard and Alternate Solutions Were Treated as Distinct Food Sources,
p. 180).

Methods
Procedure
Experiment 1 was conducted over 3 phases: Phase I, E3D/ED sucrose solution access;
Phase II, E2D preference tests; and Phase 3, E2D sucrose solution access.
Over Phase I, flavoured 4% sucrose solution (the Standard solution) was provided E3D or
ED (n = 16 /access condition). Flavours of the Standard solution were counterbalanced across the
access conditions; half of the rats in each condition received vanilla flavoured sucrose while the
other half received grape flavoured sucrose. Over the 34 days of Phase I, E3D rats received 12
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solution access sessions, while ED rats received 34 access sessions. Rats were assigned to E3D or
ED conditions by matching their first day’s flavoured sucrose solution intake.
Over Phase II, beginning on Day 36, 23 h preference tests were conducted on an E2D
schedule for all rats between the solution available over the E3D/ED phase (grape/vanilla
flavoured solution, the Standard solution), and a range of concentrations of the second, Alternate
flavour (vanilla/grape). Each Alternate concentration was presented twice in ascending order (2,
4, 6, 8, 12, 16, 24 and 32%), over two consecutive E2D sessions (Test 1 and Test 2). Sucrose
solution bottles were alternated between the left and right side of the home-cage for each
preference test. For the first preference test, the Standard and Alternate solutions were presented
on the right side for half the rats. Water was always located in the centre of the cage. Phase II
began on Day 36 and concluded on Day 68.
Finally, over Phase III, all rats received 12 E2D exposures to their 4% Standard solution
(Days 70, 72, …, 92).
Statistics
Sucrose solution intake for Phases I and III was compared in Access (E3D, ED) by
Flavour (Vanilla, Grape) by Days mixed ANOVAs for blocks of 4 common sucrose Days. Phase I
Standard solution intake was compared over the first (Days 1, 4, 7, 10), middle (Days 13, 16, 19,
22), and last (Days 25, 28, 31, 34) blocks. Similarly, over Phase III, Standard solution intake was
compared over the first (Days 70, 72, 74, 76), middle (Days 78, 80, 82, 84), and last (Days 86,
88, 90, 92) blocks.
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For Phase II, all comparisons were made in Access (E3D, ED) by Concentration (2, 4, 6,
8, 12, 16, 24, 32%) by Test Number (Test 1, Test 2) mixed-design ANOVAs. Intake of Alternate,
Standard, and Alternate + Standard combined were analyzed separately. Similarly, Alternate and
total solution calories consumed were also analyzed separately. Because Standard solution
calories mirrored standard solution intake, they were not analyzed. Preference for the Standard
solution was also analyzed by solution weight and solution calories. Preference for the Standard
was expressed as the ratio of Standard solution or Standard solution calories consumed over the
total solution consumed. Solution calories were calculated without accounting for the small
changes in solution density with changing concentration.
Estimates of the Alternate concentration at which Standard solution intake was halfmaximal were obtained by fitting three-parameter log-logistic dose-response functions with the R
dcr package (Ritz et al., 2015). Dose-response functions were fit for each rat to the Standard
solution intake by weight and by calories over preference tests with Alternate concentrations 2 –
12% (Test 1 and Test 2 means). These concentrations constituted the ascending arm of the
Alternate solution concentration-intake curve. The mean estimates of the half-maximal Alternate
concentration were compared in a two-sample t-test by Access conditions.
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Results
Phase I
Intake of the flavoured 4% sucrose Standard solution by weight over Phase I is depicted
in Figure 4. Over the first 4 common Days (Days: 1, 4, 7, 10), the Access by Concentration by
Days mixed ANOVA revealed a main effect of Access F(1, 30) = 9.70, p = 0.004, a within effect
of Days F(3, 90) = 11.45, p < 0.001 and a within Access by Days interaction F(3, 90) = 15.12, p <
0.001, as E3D rats increased their intake to consume more than ED rats. Over the middle 4
common Days (Days: 13, 16, 19, 22), again, there was main effect of Access F(1, 30) = 37.89, p
< 0.001, a within effect of Days F(3, 90) = 4.45, p < 0.01, and an Access by Days interaction F(3,
90) = 3.14, p < 0.05, as intake continued to increase with E3D access but declined slightly with
ED access. Over the final 4 common access Days (Days: 25, 28, 31, 34), there was a main effect
of Access F(1, 30) = 65.23, p < 0.001, but no within or interaction effects as daily solution intake
stabilized. Parallel ANOVAs, which also included flavour as a factor, did not reveal any
significant main, or interaction effects of flavour.

Phase II
Solution Intake By Weight.

Solution Intake By Weight. Intake of the Standard and Alternate solutions by weight is
shown in Figure 5. For the Standard solution, the 2 Access conditions by 8 Concentrations by 2
Test ANOVA revealed there was a main effect of Access, F(1, 30) = 19.87, p < 0.001, as more
solution was consumed across all concentrations of the Alternate following E3D relative to ED
access experience. There was also a within effect of Concentration, F(7, 210) = 84.11, p < 0.001,
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as Standard solution intake first declined, before increasing with increasing concentrations of the
Alternate. There was no Access by Concentration interaction as the intake difference between the
two access conditions was maintained. There was also a within effect of Test Number F(1, 30) =
5.45, p < 0.05, but no interaction with any other factor, as more Standard solution was consumed
on Test 2 (127 g ± 7 g SEM) than on Test 1 (117 g ± 7 g SEM).
For the Alternate solution, a similar ANOVA revealed a within effect of Concentration
F(7, 210) = 68.13, p < 0.001, as intake first increased with the increasing sucrose concentration,
peaking around 8 to 12% before gradually declining. There were no effect or interaction with
Access experience. There was also no significant effect of Test Number or any other interactions
between the factors.
Half-maximal Standard Solution Intake.

Half-maximal Standard Solution Intake. Following E3D and ED access, the mean
estimated Alternate concentrations at which the Standard solution was half-maximal was was
6.7% (0.8% ± SEM) and 5.6% (0.3% ± SEM) respectively. These estimates did not differ
significantly significantly between access conditions, t(30) = 1.36, p = 0.18.
Combined Standard and Alternate Solution Intake by Weight.

Combined Standard and Alternate Solution Intake by Weight. Combined solution
intake (Standard +Alternate) is depicted in Figure 6. There was a main effect of Access F(1, 30) =
15.86, p < 0.001), a within effect of Concentration F(7, 210) = 29.54, p < 0.001, and an Access by
Concentration interaction, F(7, 210) = 2.25, p < 0.05. Experience with E3D relative to ED Access
resulted in a greater overall solution intake across all concentrations of the Alternate. Combined
solution intake also decreased as the Alternate concentration increased but decreased more
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steeply with E3D relative to ED access. There was an effect of Test Number F(1, 30) = 5.56, p <
0.05, as more solution was consumed on Test 2 (236 g ± 6 g SEM) than Test 1 (225 g ± 5 g
SEM).
Preference for the Standard by Weight

Preference for the Standard by Weight. Preference for the Standard solution by grams
consumed (Standard solution grams / Total solution grams) over ascending concentrations of the
Alternate solution is depicted in Figure 7. There was a main Access effect F(1, 30) = 15.13, p <
0.001, a within effect of Concentration F(7, 210) = 119.15, p < 0.001, and an Access by
Concentration interaction F(7, 210) = 2.88, p < 0.01. Rats with E3D relative to ED access
experience preferred the Standard solution more across all Alternate solution concentrations.
Across concentrations of the Alternate, preference took on a U shape, reaching its lowest point at
12% and increasing as the Alternate concentration increased further. The difference in preference
between access conditions grew with increasing Alternate solution concentration. There was no
within effect of Test Number or interactions between any other factors.
Solution Intake by Calories

Solution Intake by Calories. The calories consumed from Standard and Alternate
solutions are depicted in Figure 8. Standard solution calorie intake and solution intake by weight
statistics are the same because the Standard concentration remained constant throughout Phase II.
For the Alternate solution intake, an Access by Concentration by Test Number ANOVA
revealed no main effect of Access F(1, 30) = 2.60, p = 0.12, but a within effect of Concentration,
F(7, 210) = 182.5, p < 0.001 and an Access by Concentration interaction F(7, 210) = 2.15, p <
0.05. Intake of Alternate solution calories increased with increasing Alternate concentrations with
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both access conditions. This increase was greater following ED than E3D access experience at
higher concentrations (> 12%). There was no within effect of Test Number or interactions
between any other factors.
Combined Alternate and Standard Solution Intake by Calories.

Combined Alternate and Standard Solution Intake by Calories. Calorie intake form
Standard and Alternate solutions combined is shown in Figure 9. There was no main effect of
Access F(1, 30) = 0.90, p = 0.35), but a within effect of Concentration F(7, 210) = 152.94, p <
0.001 and an Access by Concentration interaction F(7, 210) = 3.973, p < 0.001. Intake of
combined solution calories increased with increasing Alternate solution concentration with both
access conditions. Fewer combined solution calories were consumed at lower, but more at higher
Alternate concentrations following ED relative to E3D experience. There was no within effect of
Test Number or interactions with any other factor.
Preference for Standard Solution Calories.

Preference for Standard Solution Calories. Preference for Standard solution calories
(Standard solution calories / Total solution calories) over ascending concentrations of the
Alternate solution is depicted in Figure 10. Over the 16 preference tests, there was a main effect
of Access F(1, 30) = 12.37, p < 0.001 as rats with E3D relative to ED access experience
expressed a greater preference for Standard solution calories. There was also a within effect of
Concentration F(7, 210), p = 241.23, p < 0.001 and an Access by Concentration interaction F(7,
210) = 2.23, p < 0.05, as preference for the Standard solution calories, decreased more after ED
than E3D experience with increasing concentrations of the Alternate solution. The difference in
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preference between access conditions also grew with Concentration. There was no within effect
of Test Number or interactions with any other factor.

Phase III
Figure 11 depicts Standard solution intake with E2D access in Phase III. More Standard
solution was consumed following E3D relative to ED access experience over the first four
sessions (Days 70, 72, 74, 76), F(1, 30) = 15.21, p < 0.001, with intake decreasing following an
initial peak on Day 70, F(3, 90) = 16.97, p < 0.001. A lack of a Days by Access interaction
suggests that sucrose solution intake declined at an equal rate in both access conditions. Rats with
E3D relative to ED access experience continued to consume more Standard solution, over the
middle four (Days 78, 80, 82, 84), and final four (Days 86, 88, 90, 92) exposures F(1, 30) =
11.79, p = 0.001 and F(1, 30) = 11.38, p = 0.002 respectively. A lack of significant within and
interaction effects suggests solution intake had stabilized.

Discussion
In Experiment 1, a series of 24 h choice tests were performed to determine whether the
access-induced solution intake differences that emerge with E3D relative to ED access are
accompanied by changes in sucrose solution value as measured by a choice paradigm. A change
in the value of a specific 4% sucrose solution (a flavoured Standard) was expected to be reflected
in rats’ preference or choice of that solution, over a differently flavoured Alternate sucrose
solution that was varied in concentration.
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Access-Induced Intake Differences
Over Phase I, a flavoured 4% sucrose solution was provided for 24 h periods, either E3D
or ED. As expected, a significant access induced difference was established. Standard solution
intake increased with E3D access but remained at lower, stable levels with ED access (see Figure
4). By the end of Phase I, over 24 h periods of solution availability, E3D access rats consumed
approximately twice as much Standard solution as ED access rats. These access-induced solution
intake changes conform closely with those previously observed in our lab with similar E(3,
4)D/ED access to the same sucrose solution concentration (Celejewski, 2011; Eikelboom &
Hewitt, 2016; Senthinathan, 2012, Unpublished Observations).
The access induced differences established in Phase I were robust and long-lasting. These
intake difference persisted over 58 days of equal access (Phases II and III). Following the Phase
II choice tests, on Day 70, 36 days after the end of Phase I, the Standard solution alone was made
available on an equivalent E2D access schedule for both access experience conditions. Rats that
experienced E3D relative to ED sucrose solution access in Phase I, continued to consume more of
the solution over the 12 E2D exposures (see Figure 11). Notably, that the access-induced intake
difference persisted over Phase III, suggested that the effect of access experience did not dissipate
over the choice tests in Phase II. The persistence of the access experience effect is also consistent
with our previous work showing that E(3, 4)D relative to ED sucrose (Eikelboom & Hewitt,
2016), or saccharin (Celejewski, 2011), solution access experience can result in longer-term
solution intake changes.
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Access-Induced Choice Difference
In Phase II, to test if the longer-term solution intake differences reflect changes in solution
value, a choice was provided between the 4% Standard solution and successive, ascending
concentrations of a differently flavoured Alternate solution. A value change accompanying or
driving the access-induced Standard solution intake differences, apparent in Phases I and III, was
expected to manifest in the choice (intake and preference) between the Standard and Alternate
solutions. Rats with E3D relative to ED Standard solution access experience were expected to
consume more of the Standard relative to the Alternate solutions. With increasing concentrations
of the Alternate solution, the intake (choice) of Standard solution was expected to decline and
eventually become negligible, just as water intake becomes negligible when rats are given a
choice between water and a sweet solution (Celejewski, 2011; J. C. Smith & Sclafani, 2002). The
Alternate concentration at which Standard solution intake was anticipated to reach or approach
zero was expected to be higher after E3D than ED access experience, reflecting access induced
difference. In other words, an access schedule that induced intake increases of a specific Standard
solution was also expected to increase the preference for that solution relative to a range of
differently flavoured Alternate solution concentrations. However, the observed outcome of the
choice tests deviated from these predictions.
Over the choice tests of Phase II, the amount of Standard solution consumed mirrored the
number of calories consumed as the Standard concentration remained unchanged. In contrast, the
concentration of the Alternate solution was progressively increased with every two E2D choice
tests. As the relationship between sucrose solution concentration with the volume of solution
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consumed, and with sucrose solute/calories consumed are different, volume and calories
consumed were compared separately.
As the Alternate solution concentration was increased in Phase II from 2 to 12%, the
amount of Standard solution consumed decreased (see Figure 5). As the Alternate concentration
was increased beyond 12%, through to 32%, intake of the Standard stopped declining, and even
increased slightly, although this increase did not reach statistical significance. Notably, across all
concentrations of the Alternate, the E3D relative to ED access-induced Standard solution intake
increase established during Phase I, was maintained in Phase II.
While the access-induced Standard solution intake difference was maintained over the
entire Alternate concentration range, Alternate solution consumed by volume was mostly
unaffected by access experience. Alternate solution intake by weight had an inverted U-shaped
relationship with the concentration range, with intake increasing over the initial concentrations,
peaking around 8 – 12% before declining through to 32%. This curve was very similar to a
single-bottle sucrose solution concentration-intake curve, also an inverted U, which peaks around
8% (Collier & Bolles, 1968b; J. C. Smith & Sclafani, 2002). The total solution volume consumed
(Alternate + Standard) reflected the access-induced intake differences in Standard solution intake,
with E3D rats consuming more solution overall than ED rats (see Figure 6). As this increase in
overall solution volume consumed was mostly driven by the access-induced difference in
Standard solution intake, the preference for the Standard solution was also a reflection of this
intake difference (see Figure 7). How intake of both Standard and Alternate solutions varied with
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Alternate concentration suggested that each solution was being treated as an independent food
sources (Discussed further in general discussion p. 180).
Preference for the Standard expressed as a ratio of the solution volumes consumed
(Standard solution grams consumed / total solution grams consumed), was greater following E3D
than ED access. However, this preference difference appears to reflect the baseline difference in
Standard solution intake that persisted throughout the choice Phase. If access experience
influenced solution choice, the quantity of the Alternate solution might have also been expected
to be affected. That is, it was expected that relative to ED rats, E3D rats would consume (choose)
the Standard more over the Alternate. Instead, E3D rats always consumed more of the Standard
solution, while the amount of the Alternate solution consumed was mostly unaffected by access
experience.
Solution calories consumed followed a somewhat different trend from that of the solution
volumes consumed. While the Standard solution calories consumed mirrored the solution volume
(because sucrose percentage was a constant 4%), the intake of Alternate solution calories did not
(see Figure 8). Alternate solution calories consumed initially increased with increasing Alternate
solution concentration. This initial increase eventually plateaued as the Alternate concentration
increased beyond 12%. Again, with a single bottle of sucrose solution and food available, the 24
h concentration-calorie-intake curve is also sigmoidal, as rats will adjust their solution intake to
consume a fixed amount of sucrose and food calories as the sucrose concentration is increased
(Collier & Bolles, 1968b; J. C. Smith & Sclafani, 2002). Notably, at the highest Alternate
concentrations, as indicated by the Access by Concentration interaction, less Alternate, and more
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Standard solution calories were consumed by rats with E3D relative to ED access histories. That
the E3D experienced rats preferentially consumed Standard solution calories may suggest that a
real preference for the Standard solution was revealed only at the highest concentrations.
At lower concentrations of the Alternate solution, the intake of combined solution calories
(Alternate + Standard) was higher following E3D relative to ED access experience (see Figure 9).
This access-induced calorie intake difference disappeared with increasing Alternate
concentration. The disappearance of the access-induced difference in combined solution calories
was due to E3D access history rats consuming fewer calories from the Alternate but more from
the Standard solution than ED rats. This lack of overall solution calorie differences may reflect a
soft ceiling effect of the maximum number of calories rats were willing to ingest from the sucrose
solution (Collier & Bolles, 1968b; Sclafani & Nissenbaum, 1987; J. C. Smith & Sclafani, 2002).
Interestingly, it may be that at this sucrose calorie ceiling that a difference in choice is revealed.
Preference for Standard solution calories was higher following E3D than ED access (see
Figure 10). As discussed, at lower Alternate concentrations, the difference in preference by
volume consumed appeared to reflect the persistent access-induced Standard solution intake
difference across Phase II. Similarly, for preference by solution calories, at lower Alternate
concentrations, the preference difference also appeared to be driven by increased baseline
Standard solution calories consumed by E3D relative to ED rats. Again, at higher Alternate
concentrations, E3D rats consumed more of their sucrose calories from the Standard solution than
ED rats; this might be argued to reflect a ‘true’ choice. It is possible that the ‘true’ preference
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difference only becomes apparent at the highest concentrations after the total sucrose solution
calories ingested plateaued.
Finally, it was expected that if the access-induced solution intake differences observed in
Phases I and III were were accompanied by changes in solution value, the point at which the
Standard and Alternate solutions were iso-prefered would shift along Alternate solution
concentration axis. The point at which rats were expected to prefer the Standard and Alternate
solutions equally was therefore expected to occur at higher concentrations of the Alternate
solution after E3D relative to ED access (a rightward shift in the iso-preference point).
To assess whether the iso-preference point shifted, dose-response curves were fit to the
Phase II Standard solution intake of each rat. Half-maximal intake was estimated across the
Alternate concentration range. The shift in estimated half-maximal intake with E3D relative to
ED access experience was small and did not reach significance. The estimated rightward shift
along the Alternate concentration axis with E3D relative to ED experience was less than 1%.
Again, this difference was likely driven by the baseline difference in Standard solution intake
throughout Phase II. Although intake could have been standardized, this would have likely only
further reduced the shift.

Summary
To summarize the results of Experiment 1, the intake of the Standard solution increased
with E3D relative to ED access. This increase was robust and persisted over the 58 days of equal
access conditions in Phases II and III. Over the choice tests in Phase II, preference for the
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Standard solution by weight and by calories was greater following E3D relative to ED access
across all Alternate solution concentrations. At lower concentrations (< 12%) the preference
appeared to be driven by the increased intake of Standard solution, as the intake of the alternate
solution was unaffected. There was also no sizable shift in half-maximal intake of the Standard
solution for these lower solution concentrations. At higher Alternate concentrations (> 12 %),
more Standard and less Alternate solution calories were consumed following E3D relative to ED
access experience. Because of the access-induced difference in the intake of both solutions at the
higher concentrations of the Alternate, the preference for the Standard solution calories (at those
higher Alternate concentration) may have been indicative of a ‘real’ value difference.
Together, Experiment 1 results offer different interpretations. The intake difference in
Standard and Alternate solution calories at higher Alternate concentrations may be taken as
evidence for an access-induced Standard solution value difference. On the other hand, across
most Alternate concentrations, intake differences in calories and volume appeared to be driven by
a baseline Standard solution intake difference. Moreover, no shift in iso-preference points as a
result of access was found. Therefore, Experiment 1 results alone, may not clearly indicate an
access-induced value difference. In Experiment 2, an attempt is made to control for the baseline
Standard solution intake difference over the choice phase, and to examine intake at higher
solution concentrations by increasing the Standard solution concentration from 4 to 12%.
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Experiment 2: Choice II
In Experiment 1, under E3D/ED access conditions, a change in Standard solution intake
was observed. In Phase II, these E3D/ED access induced difference in Standard solution intake
persisted while the Alternate solution intake remained similar regardless of the access condition.
An access-driven difference in Alternate solution calorie intake did appear to emerge, but only
after the total amount of sugar solution calories consumed was maximized with increasing
Alternate solution concentrations. It was therefore not clear whether the access induced difference
in preference for the Standard solution was real, or whether it was an artefact of the baseline
Standard solution intake difference. Given a choice between ad-lib food and a sufficiently
concentrated sugar solution, ~16% or more, rats will ingest a maximum of ~60% of their total
daily calories from the sugar solution (Collier & Bolles, 1968b). It is possible that in Experiment
I, preference difference emerged as the Alternate solution was made sufficiently concentrated for
sucrose calories was reached.
With sucrose solution concentrations above 4%, E3D/ED access-induced intake
differences either do not become evident or are much smaller (discussed previously pp. 24 – 29).
With higher sugar concentrations, the effect of intermittent access may be masked by the
increased calories consumed or by satiety. In one follow up study performed in our lab, depicted
in Figure 3, following 5 E3D or 16 ED exposures to a 16% solution, E2D access to a 4% sucrose
solution was provided for all rats (Senthinathan, 2020). While no intake differences emerged with
E3D relative to ED 16% solution access, with E2D access to 4%, more of that 4% solution was
consumed after E3D than ED access. These results suggest that a latent access-consumption
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effect is revealed only at lower concentrations, and its absence at higher concentrations may be
due to an interaction between satiety and volume consumed. Based on, this previous work it
might also be expected for preference differences to emerge with more concentrated solutions,
even in the absence of E(3, 4)D/ED access induced intake changes in an intermittent access
phase.
In Experiment 2, the issues in Experiment 1 are addressed by increasing the Standard
solution concentration from 4 to 12%. This Standard solution concentration was chosen because
despite being sweeter, it was expected to result in little to no intake differences between E3D and
ED access conditions. Without the baseline Standard solution intake difference in Phase II, an
access-induced change in preference from the Standard to the Alternate solution may be more
reflective of a value change. The 12% Standard concentration was also chosen because because it
is around this concentration and higher, that rats rats will ingest their maximum fraction of total
daily calories from the solution. As more concentrated sucrose Standard and Alternate solutions
are compared in Phase II, the sucrose calorie intake threshold will be reached earlier. If a
preference difference is evident only after intake of sucrose calories stops increasing, it should be
easier to detect with the higher Standard and Alternate solution concentrations. Finally, because a
12% solution is a sweeter, more ‘potent’ reward, it might be expected that a larger rightward shift
will emerge in the choice phase following E3D relative to ED access.
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Methods
Procedure
The design of Experiment 2 was similar to Experiment 1. As in Experiment 1, Experiment
2 was conducted over 3 Phases: Phase I, E3D/ED sucrose solution access; Phase II, preference
tests; and Phase III, E2D sucrose solution access.
Over Phase I, E3D rats received 12 sucrose access sessions while ED rats received
sucrose access for 34 Days (n = 16/condition). In contrast to Experiment 1, the Standard solution
concentration was increased from 4% to 12% while the grape/vanilla flavouring concentrations
remained the same (0.025% w/v grape Kool-aid or 0.25% v/v vanilla extract).
Over Phase II (Days 36 – 54), rats were given a series of E2D choice tests between the
12% Standard solution and ascending concentrations of the Alternate solution. In contrast to
Experiment 1, the Alternate solution concentrations were where shifted upwards, and their range
was reduced to 8, 12, 16, 20, 24%. Correspondingly, the number of E2D preference tests (two
consecutive tests for each concentration) was reduced from 16 to 10.
Finally, over Phase III (Days 56 – 62), Standard solution access was provided for 4 E2D
sessions.
Statistics
As in Experiment 1, sucrose solution intake for Phases I and III was compared in Access
(E3D, ED) by Flavour (Vanilla, Grape) by Days mixed ANOVAs for blocks of 4 common sucrose
Days. Over Phase I, Standard solution intake was compared over the first (Days 1, 4, 7, 10),
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middle (Days 13, 16, 19, 22), and last (Days 25, 28, 31, 34) blocks. Over Phase III, Standard
solution intake was compared over the one block (Days 70, 72, 74, 76).
For Phase II, all comparisons were conducted in mixed-design ANOVAs: Access (E3D,
ED) by Concentration (8, 12, 16, 24, 32%) by Test Number (Test 1, Test 2). Alternate and
Standard solution consumed were analyzed separately. Similarly, Alternate, Standard, and total
solution calories consumed were also analyzed separately. Preference for the Standard solution
was also analyzed for solution volume and solution calories. Preference for the Standard solution
was expressed as the ratio of Standard solution volume or calories consumed over the combined
solution consumed or the combined solution calories consumed.

Results
Phase I
Intake of 12% sucrose solution with E3D/ED access over Phase I is depicted in Figure 12.
Over the first 4 common access sessions (Days 1, 4, 7, 10), there was no main effects of Access,
only a significant within effect of Days, F(3, 90) = 46.90, p < 0.001, and an Access by Days
interaction, F(3, 90) = 4.76, p < 0.01. Solution intake increased with both access conditions but
rose more steeply with ED access. Over the middle 4 common access sessions (Days 13, 16, 19,
22), there was only a within Days effect, F(3, 90) = 4.76, p < 0.05 as solution intake continued to
increase with both E3D and ED access. Over the last 4 common access sessions (Days 25, 28, 31,
34), there were no significant main, within or interaction effects as intake stabilized at similar
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levels under both access conditions. The lack of an Access effect in Phase I of this Experiment
contrasts with Experiment 1, where E3D relative to ED access resulted in significantly higher
amounts of 4% sucrose solution consumed.
The flavour of the solution did not significantly affect intake or interact with other factors.

Phase II
Solution Intake.

Solution Intake. Standard and Alternate solutions is depicted in Figure 13. An Access by
Concentration by Test Number mixed ANOVA revealed a within Concentration effect F(4, 120) =
53.34, p < 0 .01, reflecting decreasing Standard solution intake with increasing concentrations of
the Alternate regardless of the access condition. A Concentration by Test Number interaction F(4,
120) = 3.34, p < 0.01, reflected greater intake of the Standard solution on Test 2 relative to Test 1
at lower (8, 12, 16, and 20%) relative to the highest (24%) concentrations of the Alternate
solution (see Figure 14). No other effects or interaction effects reached significance.
For the Alternate solution, intake increased with Concentration F(4, 120) = 56.82, p <
0.001 while no other effects or interactions effects reached significance.
Combined Standard and Alternate Solution Intake by Weight.

Combined Standard and Alternate Solution Intake by Weight. Combined Standard
and Alternate solution intake by weight are depicted in Figure 15. There was an effect of
Concentration F(4, 120) = 7.20, p < 0.001 and a Test Number by Concentration interaction F(4,
120) = 3.8, p < 0.01. Combined solution intake remained similar across both access conditions,
increasing with the Alternate concentration and peaking at 12%. As the Alternate concentration
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increased further beyond 12%, the intake of the solutions combined decreased slightly. The
Concentration by Test Number interaction reflected the same intake trend as Standard solution
intake alone. No other effects or interaction effects reached significance.
Preference for Standard Solution by Weight.

Preference for Standard Solution by Weight. Preference for the Standard solution by
grams consumed over ascending concentrations of the Alternate solution is depicted in Figure 16.
There was a within Concentration effect only, F(4, 120) = 64.85, p < 0.001, as the preference for
the Standard solution decreased with increasing concentrations of the Alternate solution. There
were no effects of Access, Test Number or interactions with any other factor.
Solution Intake by Calories.

Solution Intake by Calories. I Intake of both, Standard and Alternate solution calories is
depicted in Figure 17. Standard solution calorie intake and solution intake by weight statistics are
the same because Standard concentration remained constant throughout Phase II.
An Access, by Concentration by Test Number ANOVA, revealed that Alternate solution
calorie intake increased with Concentration F(4, 120) = 101.10, p < 0.001. No other effects or
interactions reached significance.
Combined Standard an Alternate Solution Intake by Calories.

Combined Standard an Alternate Solution Intake by Calories. Intake of Standard and
Alternate solution calories combined is shown Figure 18. There was no main effect of Access
F(1, 30) = 2.45, p = 0.15 but a within effect of Concentration F(4, 120) = 24.01, p < 0.001. Rats
in both conditions consumed a similar amount of sucrose solution calories with overall caloric
intake from sucrose increasing with increasing Alternate solution concentration. There was also a
Concentration by Test Number interaction F(4, 120) = 3.560, p < 0.01, as more calories were
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consumed on Test 2 than Test 1 at lower concentrations (8, 12 and 16%), but less at higher
concentrations (20 and 24%). No other main or interaction effects reached significance.
Preference for the Standard Solution by Calories.

Preference for the Standard Solution by Calories. Preference for the Standard solution
intake by solution calories over ascending concentrations of the Alternate solution is depicted in
Figure 19. There was a within Concentration effect F(7, 120) = 99.25, p < 0.001 due to a
decreasing preference for the Standard solution calories with increasing concentrations of the
Alternate solution. There was also an Alternate Concentration by Test Number interaction F(4,
120) = 3.65, p < 0.01, with a greater preference for the Standard solution calories on Test 2 at
higher relative to lower concentrations of the Alternate solution. No other effects or interactions
reached significance.

Phase III
Figure 20 shows Standard solution intake with E2D access in Phase III. The access history
had no impact on the intake of the 12% Standard solution but there as a within effect of Days F(1,
30) = 30, p < 0.001 as intake decreased over the 4 E2D exposures.

Discussion
Experiment 2 follows up on Experiment 1 findings in an attempt to resolve a clearer
picture of access-induced preference differences. The design of Experiment 2 was similar to that
of Experiment 1 with one key difference: the Standard sucrose solution concentration was
increased from 4% to 12%. The concentration of the Standard was increased for two reasons.
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First, in order to control for the Standard solution baseline intake difference that persisted into
Phase II of Experiment 1. With higher sucrose solution concentrations, E3D/ED access-induced
intake differences are less evident, or not evident all (Senthinathan, 2020, Unpublished
Observations). Second, the Standard concentration was increased in order to explore preference at
the higher range of sucrose calorie intake. In Experiment 1, a ‘real’ preference difference
appeared to emerge only with higher sucrose concentrations after sucrose calories stopped
increasing. Unfortunately, Experiment 2 results provide less conclusive evidence for accessinduced preference differences than Experiment 1.
Phase I of Experiment 2 proceeded as expected, the lack of access-consumption effect
with the higher 12% concentration was confirmed. Sucrose solution intake did increase slightly
over the days that it was available with both E3D and ED access, eventually stabilizing by the
end of Phase I. When the Standard solution was provided again in Phase III, the lack of E3D/ED
access-intake effects persisted. The absence of E3D/ED access-induced intake differences in
Phases I and III conforms with previous work conducted in our lab (Unpublished Observations).
As discussed, this absence of intake differences does not imply a lack of access experience effect.
Following a period of E3D or ED access to a 16% sucrose solution, E3D relative to ED
experienced rats have been shown to consume more 4% sucrose on the same E2D access
schedule ((Senthinathan, 2020; see Figure 3). With higher sucrose solution concentrations,
access-intake differences may be masked by limiting postingestive factors, a dietary sucrose
ceiling, or both (Collier & Novell, 1967; J. C. Smith & Sclafani, 2002).
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Despite previous work in our lab suggesting latent E3D/ED access experience effects with
higher sucrose solution concentrations, no evidence of access experience was revealed in the
Phase II choice tests (see Figures 13 – 20). The amount of Standard and Alternate solutions
consumed remained unaffected by the different access schedule experience. Regardless of access
experience, as the concentration of the Alternate increased, Standard intake declined while
Alternate intake increased. Combined, intake of Standard and Alternate increased then decreased
slightly with increasing Alternate concentration (see Figure 15). Although the overall combined
solution intake was slightly higher with E3D than ED access, this difference did not reach
statistical significance. The lack of evident access-experience effects was also reflected in the
lack of preference for the Standard solution by weight (see Figure 16). As in Experiment 1, how
Standard and Alternate solution intake varied over the Alternate concentrations may suggest that
the solutions were being treated as an independent food sources (Discussed further in general
discussion p. 180).
Access experience also had no evident effect on the intake of solution calories or
preference for the Standard solution calories. Standard solution calorie intake reflected the
amount of solution consumed as the Standard concentration was constant. Intake of the Standard
solution calories declined and plateaued as the concentration of the Alternate increased, while
intake of Alternate solution calories increased, and then plateaued (see Figure 17). Combined
Standard and Alternate solution calories also increased slightly and levelled off with increasing
Alternate concentrations.
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In Experiment 1, the preference for the Standard that emerged at higher Alternate
concentrations was suggestive of a ‘true’ access-induced difference in value. That is because E3D
access experienced rats consumed more of the Standard and less of the Alternate solution calories
than ED rats. At lower Alternate concentrations in Experiment 1, the difference in preference for
the Standard may have been driven by the increased baseline Standard intake following E3D
relative to ED experience. Relative to ED rats, E3D rats consumed more Standard solution and
more solution calories overall, but not at the cost of consuming less Alternate solution. It was
therefore suggested that access-induced value differences might be clearer at higher
concentrations, once the total sucrose solution calorie intake peaked. However, in Experiment 2,
although it was clear that the sucrose solution calories stopped increasing, the sucrose solution
calorie ceiling was not accompanied by preference difference.
The reason for the failure to observe access-induced preference differences in Experiment
2 is unclear. It is possible that the different access conditions in Phase I may have been
insufficiently long for inducing preference differences for the higher 12% Standard. However,
previous work has shown that latent access-intake differences emerge with E2D access to 4%,
after only 5 E3D or 16 ED access sessions (Senthinathan, 2020). Alternatively, the Alternate
concentration range may have been extended, or more preference tests conducted. In Experiment
1, preference differences emerged at the highest concentrations at the end of the Choice phase. It
may have been that it took longer for preferences differences to emerge with the choice paradigm
used, perhaps due to postingestive learning occurring over a longer time frame (Panksepp, 1973;
J. C. Smith & Rashotte, 1978).
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Overall, Experiment 2 did does not contribute to revealing access-induced value
differences. Unfortunately, the overall pattern of results was less conclusive than with Experiment
1. Because the choice test design, as reported here failed to show access-induced value
differences clearly, Experiment 3 employs a different methodology, PR schedules. In Experiment
3, PR schedules are employed to measure the amount of work rats exert for a sucrose reward
following E4D/ED experience to the 4% sucrose solution.

Experimental Parameter Considerations for Experiments 1 and 2
That access-induced preference changes in Experiments 1 and 2 were not detected may
have been due to the experimental parameters selected. For example, the access-induced value
difference may have been small, and the choice tests may have not been sensitive enough to
detect them. In this case, it may be possible to remedy the experimental design by including
smaller Alternate concentration increments in order to resolve small changes in value. However,
in Experiment 1, the Alternate solution was already initially incremented by relatively small 2%
over the 2% to 8% Alternate concentrations. Despite these small increments, the estimated
relative access-induced shift in the half-maximal Standard solution preference was a small,
statistically non-significant 1%. Moreover, this shift in the iso-preference point was likely a result
of a baseline difference in Standard solution intake rather than a value difference. Finally, the
most convincing evidence for a preference difference in Experiment 1, occurred at the two
highest concentrations. It is therefore unlikely that smaller increments in the Alternate solution
concentration would help reveal a preference difference.
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Access-induced preference difference may have also not been detected if the Alternate
and Standard solutions were insufficiently distinct from one another. That is, rats may have been
incapable of discriminating between the solutions on the basis of taste or odour. However, pilot
tests indicated that rats (and humans), could readily discern between the two solutions
(Unpublished Observation). Moreover, in both Experiments 1 and 2, rats demonstrated a clear
preference for the more familiar Standard solution relative to the equal (4% or 12%)
concentration of the Alternate regardless of their access history. Finally, in a separate pilot study,
rats were found to prefer the solution flavour that was provided less frequently (Unpublished
Observation). Rats that received a flavoured 4% sucrose solution ED consumed more of a
differently flavoured 4% sucrose solution given the option, than did rats that had E3D experience.
Because of the several lines evidence suggesting that our rats were perfectly capable of
discriminating between the Standard and Alternate flavours, it is unlikely that a lack of solution
distinctness in terms of flavour or odour contributed to the failure of detecting an accesspreference difference.
A related explanation for lack of preference differences is that despite that the solutions
were distinct, chance drinking spout encounters led to a basal level of discrimination errors.
Considering also, that bottle side placement was alternated every choice test, some intake may
have been due to discrimination errors. However, rats readily discriminated between water and
any sucrose solution, consuming no water when one or both solutions were available. Rats also
consumed more of the familiar Standard when the alternate solution was an equivalent 4%.
Therefore, rats were able to distinguish between the Alternate and Standard solutions.
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Finally, the order of Alternate concentrations in the preference tests should be addressed.
Although different designs were possible, Alternate preference test concentrations were presented
in ascending order. This choice may have influenced day-to-day intake to some extent, but
because the experiment was designed to detect between-group differences, this was unlikely to be
an issue.
While there was significant evidence for an access induced preference difference in
Experiment 1, the results of Experiment 2 were null. No access-induced intake or preference
changes were observed during and after the 12 E3D or 34 ED 12% sucrose solution access days.
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Experiment 3: Progressive Ratio
The Progressive Ratio (PR) schedule of reinforcement is an operant procedure that
permits the evaluation of reward value independent of response rates. Originally applied to food
(condensed milk) and BSR (Hodos, 1961, 1965; Hodos & Kalman, 1963), PRs have been since
more frequently applied to drug rewards (Deroche-Gamonet et al., 2004; Richardson & Roberts,
1996; Sanchis-Segura, 2006). In a typical PR procedure, the number of responses required for
each reinforcement is progressively increased with rewards earned. The highest ratio completed
within a designated time limit is usually taken as the ‘breakpoint’, an index of reward value, or
the maximum amount of effort that the animal is willing to exert for the reward (Hodos, 1961;
Richardson & Roberts, 1996).
PR schedules have been previously used to evaluate changes in fat value after MWF
relative to daily fat access. In the first of two studies, rats were trained, and a baseline breakpoint
was established before MWF or daily shortening access (Wojnicki et al., 2006). Following 8
weeks of access for either 1 h daily, or 1 h MWF, rats were tested on an exponential PR schedule
(1, 2, 4, 6, 9, 12, 15, 20, 25, 32, 40, 50, 62, 77, 95, 118) commonly used for assessing the
reinforcing efficacy of rewarding drugs (Richardson & Roberts, 1996). Rats were maintained on
their respective access schedules, with home-cage fat provided after the PR tests were conducted
on MWFs. With MWF shortening access experience, the breakpoint increased relative to the
baseline, but with daily access experience, the breakpoint remained similar to the baseline.
Despite the small escalation relative to the baseline in the MWF group, the breakpoint after
training did not differ between the two access conditions.
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In a second study, arithmetic PR-1 (1, 2, 3, …), and PR-3 (3, 6, 9, …) schedules were
evaluated (Wojnicki et al., 2010). These arithmetic schedules increment much more gradually
than the exponential schedule employed in the first Wojnicki et al. (2006) study. Also, in contrast
to the first study, both training and testing took place following five weeks of 1 h MWF or 1 h
daily shortening access. Relative to daily rats, MWF experienced rats displayed a higher
breakpoint for the shortening. This difference was apparent with the PR-1 but not the PR-3
schedule. Finally, the PR-1 breakpoint difference was maintained in a subset of rats matched by
fat intake over the 1 h access sessions, suggesting that the value differences were due to the more
intermittent access schedule rather than the amount shortening consumed.
The MWF protocol PR studies highlight several methodological concerns with the
implementation of PR schedules for evaluating value changes alongside access-induced intake
differences. The first concern is the rate of reward ratio incrementation. Considering that
Wojniciki et al. (2010) reported access induced breakpoint difference with PR-1 but not PR-3, it
may be that gradually incrementing ratios are better suited for evaluating food reward relative to
the steeply incrementing exponential PR schedules often used to evaluate drug reward
(Richardson & Roberts, 1996). Many studies reporting breakpoint differences with food rewards
have employed gradually increasing arithmetic PR series such as PR-1 or (Sclafani & Ackroff,
2003), PR-2 (Hodos, 1961), PR-3 or PR-5 (Reilly, 1999), PR-2, PR-5 or PR-10 (Hodos &
Kalman, 1963), however, for exceptions see: (Brennan et al., 2001; Cheeta et al., 1995).
A second methodological concern is deprivation during operant training. Most of the PR
studies mentioned above, evaluated breakpoints while rats were either food or water deprived (for
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exception, see Brennan et al., 2001). Neither food, nor water deprivation however, are employed
in our intermittent sucrose access, or in the MWF shortening access protocols. Introducing food
deprivation into the access protocol may introduce additional confounds. Consequently in this
study, all operant work was conducted under non-deprived conditions.
Finally, if PR parameters permit for the consumption of large enough volumes of solution
throughout a session, postingestive feedback may begin to limit PR responding (Sclafani &
Ackroff, 2003). Consequently, postingestive influences on PR responding may obscure the effect
of interest. Therefore, the volume of the reward dispensed over a session must be low enough to
prevent satiety from taking hold, but also high enough for maintaining continued responding.
In Experiment 3, a PR schedule was used to evaluate the reinforcing efficacy or value of a
4% sucrose solution that was available either E3D or ED. Sprague Dawley rats (n = 28), with adlib access to food and water, were first trained to respond for the sucrose solution on an FR
schedule before a breakpoint baseline was established. A gradually incrementing, exponential PR
sequence was employed (1, 1, 2, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 9, 10, 12, 13, 15, 17, 20, 22, 25, 28, 32, 36, 40,
45, 50, …, n), defined by Equation 1, originally devised by Richardson and Roberts (1996).
(reward number × 0.1)

Response Ratio = ( 5 e

) − 5

Equation 1: Exponential PR incrementation equation.
This more gradually incrementing PR sequence, along with a 0.125 ml sucrose reward,
were selected in order to minimize the influence of satiety on PR responding.
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Following 12 E3D or 34 ED access exposures to the 4% sucrose solution, breakpoints
were evaluated for a second time.

Methods
This experiment was conducted in four phases:
• Phase I, Operant training and PR baseline
• Phase II, home-cage E3D/ED 4% sucrose solution access
• Phase III, PR test
• Phase IV, E2D 4% sucrose solution access
Throughout this experiment, rats (n = 28), were housed under standard housing conditions
(see General Methods) except when they were transferred to the operant chambers for training
and testing. All operant tests were conducted in squads of 4 rats at the start of the dark cycle
beginning at 14:00. Each squad was tested around the same time each day. Operant sessions for
all squads concluded by 22:00 or earlier depending on the session duration.
Apparatus
Sucrose self-administration was conducted within four operant chambers (Med
Associates; ENV-008). The area accessible to the rats was 29.5 cm long, by 24.8 cm wide by 18.6
cm high. The chambers were housed in sound-attenuating boxes equipped with fans providing
background noise. Sucrose was delivered via syringe pump into a liquid receptacle located at the
front right of the chamber panel. Two nose poke ports were located at the opposite end of the
chamber. The active port was illuminated by a yellow LED while and inactive was non-
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illuminated (side counterbalanced across rats). These ports (2.5 by 2.5 cm openings) were not
equidistant from the liquid receptacle, with their centres 29.9 and 33.0 cm away from the centre
of the liquid receptacle opening. The centre front panel contained a food receptacle that was not
in use during this experiment.

Operant Procedure
Delivery of 0.125 ml 4% sucrose solution (flavoured grape/vanilla) into the chambers was
contingent on responding into the illuminated active nose port. Inactive responses were recorded
but had no consequence. The side of the active and inactive ports was counterbalanced across
rats. At the start of each session, the chamber was illuminated by a house light located at the top
front of the chamber. Sucrose delivery was accompanied by 0.25 ms of white noise, the sound of
the syringe pump activating, and the illumination of two cue lights on either side of the front
chamber panel. The cue lights turned off when a beam-break in the liquid receptacle was
registered.

Phase I
FR Training.

FR Training. Following 7 days of acclimation to the colony room, rats were transferred
to operant chambers for daily operant sessions. At no point were rats food or water deprived.
Sessions terminated following 80 responses or after 60 min had elapsed. Over the first 4 sessions,
sucrose was available on an FR-1 schedule but also non-contingently after every 2 min elapsing
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without an active response. Over the next 6 sessions sucrose was available on an FR-1 schedule
only, followed by 6 FR-2 and 6 FR-4 sessions for a total of 22 training sessions (Days 1 – 22).
PR Baseline.

PR Baseline. The baseline breakpoint was established over 9 daily PR sessions (Days 23
– 31). The response ratio was incremented according to Equation 1, which was originally
reported by Richardson & Roberts (1996). The constant in the equation determines the steepness
of the PR slope. The constant chosen here was 0.1, which produced a relatively gradually
increasing PR series. This series was found to result in the collection a reasonable number of
rewards during pilot experiments. Rounded to the nearest integer, Equation 1 (p. 105) yields the
sequence 1, 1, 2, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 9, 10, 12, 13, 15, 17, 20, 22, 25, 28, 32, 36, 40, 45, 50, …, n. The
PR sessions terminated if the next response ratio was not reached within 15 minutes. The PR
schedule was reset with each session.

Phase II: E3D/ED Home-cage 4% Sucrose Solution Access
On the day following the last operant baseline PR session, all rats received home-cage
access to the same 4% sucrose solution dispensed in operant chambers for 12 E3D or 34 ED
exposures (Days 32 – 65). Assignment to the access condition was balanced by sucrose solution
intake on the first home-cage sucrose day, as well by the baseline breakpoint.

Phase III: PR Test
On the day following the removal of sucrose bottles (Day 65), rats were returned to the
operant chambers for 6 test PR sessions (Days 66 – 71). The operant testing procedure and
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sessions parameters were the same as for baseline sessions. No home-cage sucrose was provided
over this period.

Phase IV: E2D Home-cage 4% Sucrose Solution Access
Following the last PR Session, rats were provided with 5, home-cage E2D 4% sucrose
solution access sessions (Days 73 – 81).

Statistics
Home-cage E3D/ED sucrose solution intake was analyzed over 2 blocks of common
access Days in a mixed Access (E3D, ED) by Days ANOVA. Solution intake was compared over
the first 4 (Days 32, 35, 48, 41), and last 8 (Days 43, 47, …, 66) common access sessions.
Breakpoints, inactive responses, and session duration, were compared in mixed Access
(E3D, ED), by Session ANOVAs for baseline and test sessions separately.

Results
FR Training
An Access by Sessions ANOVA over the last 6 FR-4 sessions revealed no significant
difference between duration to session termination F(1, 26) = 1.00, p = 0.326, although E3D rats
took somewhat longer to collect all rewards, 34.5 ± 2.03 (SEM) min, than ED rats 28.6 ± 1.69
(SEM) min. There was also a significant within effect Session, F(1, 138) = 12.45, p < 0.001 as
the duration to session termination continued to decrease over the Sessions.
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Phase I: PR Baseline
Baseline breakpoint sessions are depicted in Figure 21. Since the PR baseline preceded
the E3D/ED sucrose access phase, as expected, the breakpoint did not vary between access
conditions over the 9 baseline sessions; no main effect Access, F(1, 26) = 0.42, p = 0.525 or
Access by Schedule interaction. There was, however, a within effect of Session, F(8, 208) = 4.66,
p < 0.001, which reflected the decreasing breakpoints over the baseline PR sessions. Due to this
within effect, the last 8 sessions were compared in a follow-up Access by Session ANOVA. This
follow up ANOVA did not reveal any main, within or interactions effects suggesting breakpoints
were stable over the final 8 baseline PR sessions. Inactive responses also did not differ between
access conditions with no significant main, within or interaction effects.
Session duration did not vary as a consequence of Access, or Session number, with no
main, within or interaction effects.

Phase II: E3D/ED Home-cage 4% Sucrose Solution Access
Intake of the 4% sucrose solution with E3D or ED access is depicted in Figure 22. Over
the first 4 common sucrose Days (Days 32, 35, 38, 41), there was a main Access effect, F(1, 26) =
12.23, p < 0.001, no within effect of Days F(3, 78) = 1.61, p = 0.194 and a Days by Access
interaction, F(3, 78) = 18.32, p < 0.001, as intake increased with E3D access and decreased with
ED access. Over the last 8 common sucrose Days (Days 43, 47, …, 65), there was an effect of
Access, F(1, 26) = 23.61, p < 0.001, but no within or interaction effects suggesting that the
access-intake effect had emerged and stabilized for both conditions.
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Phase III: PR Test
Sucrose reward breakpoints following Phase II, E3D/ED access, are depicted in Figure
23. The breakpoint was unaffected by the different access experience; no main effect of Access,
F(1, 26) = 0.64, p = 0.43. There was a within Session effect, F(5, 130) = 3.064, p < 0.01 as the
breakpoint declined over the PR sessions. Finally, inactive responses did not differ between
access conditions with no main, within or interaction effects.
Session duration was unaffected by Access with no main or interaction effects, but
declined over the 6 sessions, a within Session effect, F(5, 130) = 7.92, p < 0.001.

Phase IV: E2D Home-cage 4% Sucrose Solution Access
Intake of 4% sucrose solution with E3D or ED access is depicted in Figure 22. Over the
last 5 E2D sucrose access sessions, there was a marginal effect of Access following the PR testing
phase, F(1, 26) = 3.91, p = 0.09, a within effect of Day, F(4, 104) = 4.84, p < 0.01 but no Access
by Day interaction, Day F(4, 104) = 1.24, p = 0.25 as intake peaked on Day 75 before declining
with both access conditions. Over the last 4, E2D Sessions, there was a marginal Access effect,
F(1, 26) = 3.91, p = 0.06, a within Day effect, F(4, 104) = 6.61, p < 0.01, and no main by within
interaction as intake declined with both types of access experience.

Discussion
In Experiment 3, PR responding was recorded before and after extended E3D/ED access
to a 4% sucrose solution (PR baseline, Phase I; PR test Phase III). After baseline PR responding
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was established in Phase I, over the E3D/ED access in Phase II sucrose solution intake increased
with E3D relative to ED access. By the end of Phase II, rats with E3D access were consuming
almost twice as much solution over 24 h periods as rats with ED access. Despite the sizeable
access-induced change in solution intake, no access-induced changes in the breakpoint were
observed in the second PR test (Phase III); so no evidence of an accompanying access-induced
change in sucrose solution value was revealed with the PR procedure.
As with any null finding, the outcome either represents a failure of the experimental
design or absence of an effect. Limited previous work has shown that the intermittent MWF
access-protocol can influence PR breakpoints for palatable, vegetable shortening in non-deprived
rats (Wojnicki et al., 2006, 2010). The MWF procol involves short access sessions, 2 h or less
relative, to the almost all day access sessions of E(3, 4)D/ED protocl. In the first of two MWF
protocol PR studies, vegetable shortening breakpoints were evaluated before and after 8 weeks of
1 h MWF or 1 h daily shortening access (Wojnicki et al., 2010). This PR procedure employed a
steeply incrementing exponential reinforcement ratio incrementation (1, 2, 4, 6, 9, 12, 15, 20, 25,
32, 40, 50; Richardson & Roberts, 1996). While a within-group difference relative to the baseline
was reported after the 8 weeks of MWF/daily fat access, between-group access-induced
breakpoint differences were not significant.
A follow-up study found an access-induced breakpoint difference using an arithmetically
incrementing PR-1 but not PR-3 schedule following 5 weeks of 1 h MWF or daily fat access
(Wojnicki et al., 2010). In that study, rats were trained and tested after 5 weeks of MWF/daily
access while being maintained on their respective access schedules. The small breakpoint
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differences in both studies suggest that the effect of extended MWF relative to daily 1 h access
was small. Similarly, that PR-1 but not PR-3 revealed access-induced breakpoint differences also
suggests small value differences. Ultimately it is difficult to directly compare responding for the
fat with the MWF/daily schedule (0.1 g and 0.97 kilocalories per reinforcement) to the 4%
sucrose solution responding after 4% E3D/ED access (0.125 ml and 0.15 kilocalories per
reinforcement).
In Experiment 3 a slowly incrementing exponential schedule was chosen (1, 1, 2, 2, 3, 4,
5, 6, 7, 9, 10, 12, 13, 15, 17, 20, 22, 25, 28, 32, 36, 40, 45, 50, …, n; see Equation 1, p 105). The
reward size, 0.125 ml, was sufficient for motivating robust responding in non-deprived rats yet
small enough to avoid early satiation that might limit overall responding given the total number
of reinforcements obtained per session. However, despite these considerations, the operant
parameters may not have been optimal for detecting small, access-induced differences in sucrose
solution value.
It is unlikely that the failure to observe breakpoint difference was caused by satiety
developing. Rats responded for, and presumably consumed, less than 2 ml per PR session while
they are capable drinking 10 to 20 times more 4% solution over a comparable duration (Davis,
1973; Davis & Smith, 1988, Unpublished Observations). Moreover, during the FR training
sessions, rats continued to respond for 80 sucrose rewards, a total of 10 ml of the sucrose solution
(0.125 ml/reward). It is therefore unlikely that responding during the PR procedure was limited
by satiety due to a gradually increasing PR.
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Alternatively, the failure to detect access-induced breakpoint changes may have been due
to a floor effect of the reward value. Again, this seems unlikely as rats readily responded for
sucrose and ceased responding only as the reinforcement ratio was increased. The PR steps were
also relatively small, with the first 5 rewards requiring fewer responses than the highest FR-4
ratio during training. All rats readily completed the operant training up to the FR-4 schedule,
collecting all 80 rewards each time (up to 320 nose-pokes per session). Care was taken to balance
the reward volume and the PR steps in order to maintain responding while avoiding satiety
influencing responding (Hodos & Kalman, 1963; Liang et al., 2012). Based on the training
performance, and the significant amount of responses emitted during the PR baseline and testing,
it would appear that the session parameters selected, including PR incrementation and reward
volume, were appropriate.
In future work, it may be worthwhile to obtain a parametric assessment of the relationship
between reward volume and sugar concentration and the breakpoints within the operant system
employed here. Experiment 3 design could have also benefited from positive controls. A second
more concentrated sucrose solution or a second larger reward volume would have allowed for
drawing of stronger conclusions in the absence of access-induced breakpoint differences as is the
case here.
If the lack of breakpoint differences is real, it may also be due to an absence of increase in
“wanting” for the solution but leaves the door open for increases in other sub-components of
value. PR responding is sometimes taken as evidence of increased wanting (Overduin et al., 2012;
Uematsu et al., 2011). In Experiments 4 and 5, the lick microstructure of sucrose solution intake
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with E4D/ED access is recorded. Changes in the size of lick episodes reflects palatability changes
that are sometimes taken to be evidence of liking changes (Dwyer, 2012). As discussed in the
introduction, it is plausible that changes to liking of the solutions might drive access-intake
differneces.
Another possible explanation for the lack of any access-induced breakpoint differences is
that the effect of access-experience dissipated throughout Phase III PR testing. During PR testing,
no home-cage sucrose solution was available (Days 66 – 72), with minimal solution consumed in
the operant chambers. When home-cage sucrose solution access was restored over the final Phase
IV E2D access phase, E3D relative to ED access experienced rats continued to consume more
solution, but this difference was smaller relative to what was previously observed in our lab
(Celejewski, 2011; Eikelboom & Hewitt, 2016; Senthinathan, 2012). The difference also failed to
reach the statistical significance criterion. It might be argued, therefore, that the E3D/ED accessinduced difference dissipated over the 6 PR testing days while home-cage sucrose was not
available.
While previous work has shown that established E(3, 4)D/ED access induced intake
effects can dissipate under some conditions, this dissipation occurs over a longer time frame
(Senthinathan, 2012). Moreover, limited periods of sucrose solution absence do not appear to
have an impact on access-induced intake differences. In one study, rats that were provided with
12 E4D relative 45 ED exposures continued to consume more solution when all rats were
provided with 4 E2D exposures (Celejewski, 2011; Experiment 3). Next, E2D sucrose solution
access was withdrawn for 9 days. When sucrose solution access was restored, the access induced
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intake differences were maintained for a further 12 E2D exposures as if no interruption to
solution access had occurred. The access-induced difference persisted unabated, both relative to
the pre-absence intake and relative to controls with the same access experience sans the
interruption.
Other work has shown E4D/ED access-induced saccharin intake differences can persist
over periods of equal access for at least as long as 56 days (Celejewski, 2011). Moreover, in
Experiment 1, rats maintained access induced intake differences on an E2D schedule following
58 days of equal access in Phase II. Finally, access-induced differences in Phase IV of
Experiment 3 occurred in the expected direction and statistical significance would likely have
been reached with several more E2D exposures. There are no such hints of breakpoint differences
emerging had more operant test sessions been conducted. Collectively, existing evidence suggests
that once established, E(3, 4)D/ED access-induced sweet solution intake differences are robust,
and not easily disrupted by access interruptions. Therefore, it is not likely that the failure to detect
access-induced breakpoint differences in the Phase III PR tests was due to a disruption of the
underlying access-intake effect.
Ultimately it is unclear if the failure to observe breakpoint differences was due to their
absence, or due to a failure of experimental design optimization. Previous work has shown that
access-induced changes are robust and durable, and therefore are unlikely to have been disturbed
by the 6 day PR test period. The absence of access-induced solution breakpoint differences may
reflect a lack of sucrose solution value differences following the different E3D/ED access.
Alternatively, and as will be discussed in greater detail in the general discussion, measuring
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differences induced by a 24 h E(3, 4)D/ED access protocol using a short duration access sessions
as in the PR tests of Experiment 3, may not be an effective approach.
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Experiment 4: Lick Microstructure I
Analysis of lick microstructure provides significant insight into factors underlying
ingestion. Pertinent to the work here, lick microstructure analysis can inform about the perceived
palatability of a fluid being ingested. The microstructure of licking can reveal changes in fluid
palatability caused by altering the fluid itself, changes in the rat’s physiological state, or changes
to the rat’s experience with the fluid. Episodes of licking grouped by short EPCs, approximately 1
s or less in duration, bursts (250 ms EPC) and clusters (500 ms EPC) included, have been shown
to increase in size (number of licks per episode) with increasing concentrations of sweet
carbohydrates such as sucrose or maltose (Davis & Smith, 1992; Spector et al., 1998).
Conversely, short EPC episodes decrease progressively in size when a fluid is made increasingly
bitter through the addition of quinine (Hsiao & Fan, 1993; Spector & St. John, 1998). Therefore,
the size of short EPC (≲ 1 s) episodes of licking can reflect how palatable, or valuable a fluid is to
the rat.
In addition to reflecting changes in the fluid quality, lick microstructure may be
modulated by changing the rat’s physiological state. With food deprivation, short EPC (≲ 1 s)
episodes of sucrose solution intake have been shown to increase in size at higher sucrose
concentrations (Davis & Perez, 1993; but see Spector et al., 1998). Increased palatability of the
sucrose solution resulting from food-deprivation is consistent with other measures of increased
perceived palatability under food-deprived conditions (Berridge, 1991). Conversely, sham
feeding results in increases to the number of short EPC episodes recorded, while their size is
preserved (Davis & Smith, 1992). The increase in number but not the size of episodes is
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consistent with increased intake accompanying the reduction of postingestive feedback in the
absence of changes to fluid palatability. Moreover, pharmacological manipulation with
benzodiazepine, which is known to increase palatability, has also been shown to increase short
EPC episode size (Higgs & Cooper, 1998).
Experiential factors can also influence the lick microstructure. For instance, when
ingestion of specific fluid, such a saccharin flavoured solution, is paired with an illness-inducing
LiCl injection, a reduction in the intake of that fluid upon subsequent presentations is observed.
This reduction in fluid intake is known as a conditioned taste aversion (CTA) and is a form of
single-trial learning (Garcia et al., 1966). CTAs are also accompanied by reductions in short EPC
episode size (Arthurs et al., 2012; Baird et al., 2005; Dwyer et al., 2008). The reduction in short
EPC episode size is consistent with diminished palatability of that fluid, at least partially driving
the reduction in intake. Similarly, conditioned up-shifts in palatability have also been described
with lick microstructure analysis (Dwyer, 2008; Myers & Sclafani, 2001). Finally, neophobia, a
superficially similar phenomenon to CTA, is the initial avoidance of a novel food or fluid that
dissipates over time provided that ingestion is not followed by illness (Lin et al., 2012).
Attenuation of neophobia through repeated exposure to a novel fluid was shown to be
accompanied by increasing size of short EPC episodes (Lin et al., 2012). This suggests that a
palatability enhancement may at least in part underlie the increase in intake that accompanies the
dissipation of neophobia. Collectively, these results show that experience with ingesting a fluid
and its consequences can alter its palatability as is reflected through the size of episodes with a
short EPCs such as bursts and clusters.
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Importantly, lick microstructural analysis is in good agreement with the taste reactivity
procedure, another well-established measure of fluid palatability in rats (Berridge, 2000; Dwyer,
2012; Kelley & Berridge, 2002; Lin et al., 2014). Taste reactivity involves infusing small
quantities of a stimulus fluid into the rat’s mouth via an oral cannula (Grill & Norgren, 1978).
Rats’ subsequent orofacial and somatic responses are video recorded and categorized as positive
ingestive (e.g. lateral and rhythmic tongue protrusions, paw licking), and negative aversive (e.g.
gapes and head shakes). Positive and negative appetitive responses are similarly influenced by
manipulations that affect burst or cluster size (for reviews see: Dwyer, 2012; Lin et al., 2014).
Lick recordings, however, offer a passive means of continuously monitoring palatability of a fluid
being consumed, which is better suited to the 24 h E(3, 4)D/ED access procedure.
The vast majority lick microstructure recordings have employed shorter recording
sessions, usually 60 min or less (e.g. Davis & Smith, 1992; J-Y Lin, Arthurs, & Reilly, 2013; J-Y
Lin, Amodeo, et al., 2012; Spector et al., 1998; Spector & St. John, 1998). In some studies, lick
microstructure was recorded over brief access periods, 5 min or less (e.g. Higgs & Cooper, 1998;
Shin, Zheng, Pistell, & Berthoud, 2011). In all shorter studies (1 h or less), discussed here, rats
were housed in a home environment and transferred to the recording chambers usually for daily
access sessions, and usually at a fixed daily time. Because in these studies, rats are trained to
drink a stimulus fluid as soon as they are placed into the chamber, anticipatory, context, and other
experiential effects may also come to influence the lick microstructure. As discussed, some
experiential factors have been shown to influence lick microstructure directly. Also, many lick
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microstructure experiments rely on water deprivation to facilitate drinking, but it is not clear how
water deprivation modulates palatability of water or lick microstructure otherwise.
There are several differences in how food and fluid intake proceeds throughout E(3, 4)D/
ED access periods relative to the shorter, scheduled recording sessions. First, with the E(3,
4)D/ED access experiments conducted in our lab, rats are consistently housed in the same home
environment, with food, water, and when provided, the sucrose solution, freely available over the
entirety of the sessions. Rats are never food or water deprived. In the experiments conducted for
this dissertation, when sucrose was provided, it was made available for 23 – 23.5 h beginning just
before the onset of the dark cycle. The access duration is important in part because it influences
how intake unfolds. As discussed in the introduction (p. 40), with brief access periods to the sugar
solution, 5 min or less, intake is less impacted by postingestive feedback, with both overall
intake, and the rate of intake increasing monotonically with the sugar concentration (J. C. Smith
et al., 1992; J. C. Smith & Rashotte, 1978). Over sessions lasting 30 min or more, the impact of
postingestive feedback is reflected in the inverted-U shaped sugar concentration-intake curve
(Flynn & Grill, 1988; Richter & Campbell, 1940; J. C. Smith et al., 1992; J. C. Smith & Sclafani,
2002).
Despite that some have referred to intake over the scheduled 30 to 60 min session as
“meals” (e.g. Davis & Smith, 1992), it is clear that these “meals” differ from more freely initiated
episodes of licking over more extended access periods. With ED access, the sucrose solution is
available continuously except for the half to one hour period during which measurements and
maintenance are carried out. While with E(3, 4)D access intake is limited to the 23 – 23.5 h
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periods, relative to the shorter scheduled sessions, solution access is less constrained with intake
broken up into multiple “meals” over the rats active period. Spontaneously initiated episodes may
more meaningfully reflect the underlying controls of feeding under more natural conditions. Also,
of concern here is whether there are differences in the lick microstructure between spontaneously
initiated episodes of intake over the active cycle, and the scheduled 30 to 60 min sessions.
Relative to the shorter lick microstructure recording experiments, comparatively fewer
studies have explored microstructure over 24 h periods, or at least, over periods spanning the
entirety of the rat’s active cycle. Many of the 24 hour studies recorded licks at a lower resolution,
often in 5 s bins, following the convention set by Spector & Smith (1984), the first to record
licking over 24 h periods. Only three studies that I am aware of report 24 h lick data at a high
enough resolution for resolving the microsecond microstructure range (Marco et al., 2009;
Rushing et al., 1997; Zheng et al., 2009). Some of this 24 h work suggest that spontaneously
initiated meals indeed proceed differently from ones scheduled over 30 – 60 min sessions.
Rushing et al., 1997 recorded 24 h licking for a milk diet (2:1 water to condensed milk) in nondeprived rats. They found that the meals, as defined by a 300 s EPC, were composed of highfrequency licking that was maintained thought the meal and terminated abruptly. These
spontaneously initiated meals were well represented by a Weibull function. In contrast, over 30
min scheduled sessions to a similar milk diet, the rate of licking decayed exponentially in both
deprived and non-deprived rats (Davis et al., 1994, 1995). Therefore it appears that the various
additional constraints of scheduled meals may significantly influence the progression of a meal as
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well as the lick microstructure. Because of the paucity of high-resolution data for 24 h sessions,
more high-resolution recordings are warranted.
In Experiment 4, high-resolution licking is recorded over 24 h E4D and ED access to a
4% sucrose solution. Although licks were previously recorded in our lab during E3D/ED access
(Eikelboom & Hewitt, 2016), the recordings were made at an insufficient resolution for resolving
bursts and clusters. In that experiment, rats were transferred from their home-environment
(standard housing) to the recording chambers on the 1st and 16th days of E3D/ED access to a 4%
sucrose solution. It was found that the size 2 min EPC episodes increased with E3D relative to
ED access, while the number of these episodes did not change. However, the finer microstructure
of bursts and cluster size might also be expected to be affected by the access schedule. If
intermittent relative to continuous access influence the palatability of the solution, it might also
be expected to influence the burst or cluster size. If there is an increase to burst/cluster number
rather than size, access-induced intake changes may be a consequence of factors other than value/
palatability.
In addition to the primary comparison of sucrose solution lick microstructures with E4D
relative to ED access, a baseline microstructure comparison is also made in Experiment 4
between a less palatable fluid, water, and the more palatable 4% sucrose solution. This
comparison serves as a positive control for the primary comparison. In Experiment 4, water is
provided over an 8 day recording chamber acclimation period, with all rats subsequently being
provided with two days of ED sucrose solution access. Therefore, over the first 10 days, all rats
receive the same access to the same fluids permitting a within comparison of water and sucrose
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microstructures. If the microstructure reveals differences in palatability, then it should be
reflected in the comparison between water and sucrose solution. Specifically, it might be expected
that the short, ≲ 1 s EPC episodes, will be greater in size during sucrose solution than the with
water intake.
A final objective of Experiment 4 is to revisit the definition of an EPC. In previous work,
several different approaches have been used to break up licks into episodes of licking (Allison &
Castellan, 1970; Davis, 1989, 1996; Glendinning & Smith, 1994; Slater, 1974; Zorrilla et al.,
2005). Currently, the most common method for breaking up licks into episodes is according EPC
durations (250 ms bursts, 500 ms clusters), that were derived from the distribution of ILIs (Davis,
1989; Davis & Smith, 1992). While Spector (1998) explored some EPCs, their range was limited,
and the study focused on 1 h access sessions. In Experiment 4, a simple exploratory approach is
taken to revisit the EPC over a wider range. Lick episode parameters, size and number, are
computed across a wide range of EPC intervals, ranging from 20 ms to 60 min, and plotted
against each other. The resulting visualizations illustrate the influence of the EPC duration on
episode parameters. A better understanding of how episodes behave over the EPC range may pave
the way for using more computationally complex approaches.

Methods
Licking was recorded in 8 chambers (Coulbourn Instruments; H10-11R- TC). An optical
lickometer was located on the right side of the front chamber panel. When sucrose solutions
became available, water was provided on the left front panel for which licks were not recorded.
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The standard lab diet (Teklad 8640) was always available in a wire mesh food hopper in between
water and the lickometer. Chamber recordings were collected with Graphic State software v3.02
at a 20 ms sampling resolution.
This experiment was conducted over three replications (n = 24 total). Following a one
week colony room acclimation period in standard cages (described p. 70), n = 8 rats were
transferred to the recording chambers. All recordings were conducted over 23 h sessions to allow
for chamber maintenance as well as for water, sucrose solution, and weight measurements. Over
the first 8 days, water was provided in the lickometer. On Days 9 and 10, water was replaced with
a 4% sucrose solutions. Rats were then divided into E4D and ED conditions matched by Day 10
solution intake and by episode parameters (episode size and number). Solutions were then
provided for an additional 5 E4D (Days 14, 18, 22, 26, 30), or 23 ED access sessions. At the start
the 34th access day, rats were transferred back to the standard cages and provided with a final
sucrose solution access session.

Statistics
Solution Intake, Licks and Microstructure.

Solution Intake, Licks and Microstructure. Due to issues with a lickometer sensor
during one of the three replications, all data from one rat in the ED condition was dropped.
Fluid intake, licks, and episodes (240 ms, 500 ms, 120 s, and 300 s EPCs) were compared
on common water or sucrose days over two periods. The first period spanned the last two water
baseline Days 7 and 8, and the first two sucrose access Days 9 and 10. Over this period, all rats
had equal access to the same fluids. This comparison served as a positive control, comparing
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intake and lick microstructure between water and the more 4% palatable sucrose solution. Intake,
and lick microstructure parameters were compared in an Access (E4D, ED), by Fluid (Water
[Days 7 & 8], Sucrose Days [9 & 10]) by Fluid Day [7 & 9, 8 & 10] mixed ANOVA.
Over the second period, sucrose solution intake and lick microstructure were compared
over the first two and last two common recording chambers sucrose access Days in an Access
(E4D, ED), by Period (Early [Days 9 & 10], Late [Days 26 & 30]) by Sucrose Day [9 & 26, 10 &
30] mixed ANOVA. This comparison permitted evaluating the influence of the access schedules
on sucrose solution intake and lick microstructure.
Day 34 standard housing sucrose solution intake was compared to the last common access
chamber Day 30, in Access (E4D/ED) by Day (Days 30, 34) mixed ANOVA.
Initial Lick Rate

Initial Lick Rate. The comparisons of bursts and clusters between water and sugar intake
revealed an episode size difference opposite to the expected direction. Therefore, an additional
measure of palatability, the initial lick rate was also included. The initial lick rate was obtained
for the licks recorded over 5 minutes from the first initiated lick during each access day. The
initial lick rate was compared in the same ANOVA as licks or episode, over the same periods.
This measure is discussed further in the Experiment 4 discussion (see p. 143 )
EPC Duration and Episode Size and Number.

EPC Duration and Episode Size and Number. Licks were grouped into episodes over a
broad range of EPC durations. Mean episodes size and mean daily episode number were obtained
across ranges of EPCs over the last two water sessions (Day 7 and 8), as well as the first two
(Days 9 and 10) and last two sucrose (Days 26 and 30) sessions. Data were averaged across each
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pair of days for each rat before being averaged across conditions. For EPCs 15 s or less, licks
were grouped into episodes that contained four licks or more for each 20 ms increments. For
EPCs between 1 and 600 s, licks were grouped into episodes that contained 4 or more licks for
each 1 s increments. Finally, over the 1 – 60 min EPC range, licks were grouped into episodes
containing 4 or more licks at 1 min increments.
Parson product-moment coefficients were used as a measure of the correlation between
fluid intake and the corresponding number of licks recorded.
Code.

Code. Episode analysis was conducted in R and is documented in the episoder package,
which is available on github.com/acelejewski (Celejewski, 2016). For further package
documentation, see Appendix D p. 285.

Results
Distribution of Licking Over 24 h
The majority of water (90% ± 0.5%) and sucrose solution (88% ± 0.9%) licks were
recorded over the dark, active cycle of the rat, while the remainder was recorded during the light
cycle (see Figure 24).

Episode as Proportion of Total Licks
All types of episodes encompassed the majority of licks, but the longer the EPC duration,
the greater the proportion of total licks recorded occurred within episodes. The 240 ms EPC
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episodes (bursts) encompassed 92.0% ± 05% of all recorded water, and 90.0% ± 0.4% of all
recorded sucrose solution licks. The 500 ms EPC episodes (clusters) encompassed 96.0% ± 0.2%
of all recorded water and 95.0% ± 0.5% of all recorded sucrose solution licks. The 120 s EPC
episodes encompassed 99.5% ± 0.03% of all recorded water and 99.8% ± 0.01% of all recorded
sucrose solution licks. The 300 EPC episodes encompassed 99.6% ± 0.02% of all recorded water,
and 99.8% ± 0.01% of all recorded sucrose solution licks. Therefore, regardless of EPC duration,
any analysis of episodes reflects the majority of recorded licks.

Water Versus Sucrose Intake and Intake Microstructure (Days 7, 8, 9, & 10)
Up to Day 10, all rats received access to the same fluids over the same access duration.
Over this period, less palatable water was compared against the more palatable 4% sucrose
solution in an Access (E4D, ED), by Fluid (Water [Days 7 & 8], Sucrose Days [9 & 10]) by Fluid
Day [7 & 9, 8 & 11] mixed ANOVA. If the size of episodes with short EPCs, approximately 1 s
or less, indexes palatability, these episodes should be larger during sucrose solution intake than
with water intake. This comparison served as a positive control for comparison of primary
interest, solution intake and intake microstructure after E4D relative to ED solution access.
Fluid Intake and Licks.

Fluid Intake and Licks. Water and sucrose solution intake during E4D or ED access are
depicted Figure 25 A. During water Days 7 and 8 and sucrose Days 9 and 10 there was no main
effect of Access, F(1, 21) = 0.9, p = 0.77, but a within effect of Fluid, F(1, 21) = 132.18, p <
0.001. The lack of Access effect reflects equal access to both fluids for all rats up to this point.
The effect of Fluid was due to the greater sucrose solution relative to water intake and suggested
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that the sucrose solution was preferred to water. No other effects or interactions reached
significance.
Licks emitted for water and E4D and ED sucrose solution are depicted Figure 25 B.
Throughout Days 7 – 10, there was no main effect of Access but a within Fluid effect F(1, 21) =
82.58, p < 0.001, as rats emitted more licks for the sucrose solution than for water. No other
effects or interactions reached significance.
Correlation Between Licks and Consumption.

Correlation Between Licks and Consumption. The Pearson product-moment
correlations of mean water intake and licks over Days 7 and 8 was r(21) = 0.86, p < 0.001. The
Pearson product-moment correlations of mean sucrose solution intake and licks over Days 9 and
10 was r(21) = 0.91, p < 0.001. Therefore, lick number followed a pattern similar to water intake
or sucrose solution intake.
Lick Microstructure.

Lick Microstructure. The size and number of water and sucrose solutions episodes (240
ms, 500 ms, 120 s and 300 s EPCs) are depicted Figures 26 – 29.
Comparing the number of 240 ms EPC episodes (bursts, Figure 26) over the last two
water and first two sucrose Days (Days 7 – 10), there was no main effect of Access, but there was
a within Fluid effect, F(1, 21) = 72.75, p < 0.001. More sucrose than water bursts were recorded
for all rats. Comparing the size of 240 ms EPC episodes, there was no Access effect, but there
was an effect of Fluid F(1, 21) = 6.54, p < 0.05. Surprisingly, the direction of this effect was
opposite from what was expected, with water bursts exceeding the sucrose solution bursts in size.
No other main, within or interaction effects reached significance.
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The 500 ms EPC episodes (clusters Figure 27) followed a pattern similar to bursts over
the last two water and first two sugar Days. There was again, no main Access effect but a within
effect of Fluid, F(1, 21) = 104.5, p < 0.001, as more 500 ms EPC episodes were recorded with
sucrose solution than water intake for all rats. As with bursts, the 500 ms EPC clusters were
smaller with sucrose solution than with water intake, a within Fluid effect, F(1, 21) = 10.51, p <
0.01. Therefore, both types of short EPC episodes were larger with water than with sugar solution
intake, a difference opposite from the expected direction. No other main, within or interaction
effects reached significance.
Comparing the number of longer, 120 s and 300 s EPC episodes (Figures 28 & 29
respectively) over the last two water, and first two sugar Days there were no main effects of
Access. There were within Fluid effects for 120 s EPC, F(1, 21) = 71.58, p < 0.001, and 300 s
EPC episodes, F(1, 21) = 47.87, p < 0.001, as more sucrose solution than water episodes were
recorded. For episode size, there was no effect of Access but an effect of Fluid, for the 120 s EPC
episodes, F(1, 21) = 44.64, p < 0.001 and 300 s, EPC episodes F(1, 21) = 65.17, p < 0.001. Both
120 s and 300 s EPC episodes increased in size when sucrose was provided in place of water. No
other main, within or interaction effects reached significance.
Water and Sucrose Solution Episodes.

Water and Sucrose Solution Episodes. Episode size and number collapsed over the
E4D/ED conditions and over the last two water Days 7 and 8, and the first two common sucrose
solution Days 9 and 10, for all rats are depicted over three different resolutions, Figures 30 – 33.
These figures depict episode parameters collapsed across E4D/ED access conditions because all
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rats received the same treatment up to this point, the first 10 days. The EPC ranges depicted span:
0 – 2000 ms, 1 – 15 s, 0 – 600 s, and 0 – 60 min. EPC is also plotted along on a base 10 log scale
in Figures 59 - 60 in Appendix B.
The number of sucrose solution drinking episodes exceeded water drinking episodes with
EPC durations of up to ~10 min. With the EPC durations extending beyond ~15 min, the number
of sucrose and water drinking episodes became comparable. Overall, the number of sucrose and
water episodes decreased with increasing EPC duration, with the majority of this decline
occurring by the 1 s EPC.
In contrast to episode number, the size of episodes with EPC durations below ~2 s were
slightly larger with water than sucrose, particularly within the ~200 – ~1100 ms range. Beyond
the 3 s EPC, sucrose drinking episodes grew to exceed water drinking episode in size. Episodes
of water and sucrose licking continued to increase in size with the EPC duration, but the sucrose
episodes increased more steeply. The greater size of water episodes over the short EPC duration
range was unexpected as past work has shown that the size of such short episodes and fluid
palatability are positively correlated.

Sucrose Intake and Intake Microstructure with E4D/ED Access (Days 9, 10, 26 & 30)
Intake and intake microstructure were compared in an Access (E4D, ED), by Period
(Early [Days 9 & 10], Late [Days 26 & 30]) by Sucrose Day [9 & 26, 10 & 30] mixed ANOVA.
This primary comparison of interest allowed for assessing the influence of E4D or ED access on
intake and lick microstructure.
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Sucrose Solution Intake and Licks.

Sucrose Solution Intake and Licks. Sucrose solution intake and licks with E4D and ED
access are depicted in Figure 25. Comparing sucrose solution intake with E4D and ED access
over Days 9, 10 and 26, 30, there was a main effect of Access, F(1, 21) = 8.09, p < 0.01, a within
effect of Period, F(1, 21) = 12.24 p < 0.01, and an Access by Period interaction, F(1, 21) = 15.54,
p < 0.001. Sucrose solution intake increased following E4D relative to ED access.
Licks followed a similar trend to solution intake, a main effect of Access, F(1, 21) = 5.14,
p < 0.05, no effect of Period, F(1, 21) = 3.97, p = 0.06, and an Access by Period interaction F(3,
63) = 4.68, p < 0.01. Total daily licks for the sucrose solution recorded increased following a
period of E4D relative to ED access.

Correlation Between Licks and Consumption.

Correlation Between Licks and Consumption. For mean licks over common access
sucrose days, the correlation of sucrose solution intake with licks was r(21) = 0.80 p < 0.001.
Lick number, therefore, followed a pattern similar to sucrose solution intake.
Lick Microstructure.

Lick Microstructure. The size and number sucrose solutions episodes (240 ms, 500 ms,
120 s, and 300 s EPCs) are depicted in Figures 26 – 29 respectively.
Comparing the number of 240 ms ECP episodes (bursts, Figure 26 ) over Days 9 – 10 and
26 – 30, there was a main effect of Access, F(1, 21) = 5.48, p < 0.05, a within effect of Period,
F(1, 21) = 10.1, p <0.01, and an Access by Period interaction F(1, 21) = 9.16, p = 0.01. As with
solution intake and licks, the number of 240 ms EPC episodes increased with E4D relative to ED
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access. The size of the 240 ms EPC episodes, however, was not affected by the Access condition,
with no effects or interactions reaching significance.
Comparing 500 ms ECP episode number (clusters, Figure 27) over Days 9 – 10 and 26 –
30, again, there was a main effect of Access, F(1, 21) = 7.5, p < 0.01, a within effect of Period,
F(1, 21) = 5.19, p = 0.05, and an Access by Period interaction F(1, 21) = 6.28, p < 0.05. As for
the 240 ms EPC episodes, the number of 500 ms EPC episodes increased with E4D relative to ED
access. No other effects or interactions reached significance. The size of 500 ms EPC episodes
was also not affected by the Access condition, with no main, within or interaction effects reaching
the significance criterion.
The number of 120 s or 300 s EPC episodes (Figures 28 & 29 respectively) was not
affected by the access condition, with no effects or interactions reaching significance. Regarding
the size of the 120 s EPC episodes, there was an Access by Period interaction, F(1, 21) = 7.61, p
< 0.01, with no other effects reaching significance. For the 300 s EPC episodes, the Access by
Period episode size interaction approached significance F(1, 21) = 3.60, p = 0.07 with no other
effects reaching significance. As is especially evident in Figures 28 and 29, the Access by Period
interactions for both 120 s and 300 s EPC episodes was due to their larger size following E4D
relative to ED access. No other effects or interactions reached significance.
E4D and ED Access Sucrose Solution Episodes.

E4D and ED Access Sucrose Solution Episodes. Sucrose drinking episodes across the
EPC duration range over the first two (Days 9 and 10) and last two (Days 26 and 30) common
sucrose access sessions are compared in Figures 34 – 37. The EPC ranges depicted span: 0 –
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2000 ms, 1 – 15 s, 0 – 600 s, and 0 – 60 min. As expected, across the EPC range, both episode
size and number were comparable over the first two sucrose sessions. Up to this point, Day 10,
rats in both conditions were provided with equivalent solution access. Over the last 2 sessions,
the number of short EPC duration (< ~2 s) episodes increased with E4D relative to ED access.
This access-induced differences in episode number disappeared as EPC duration extended beyond
2 seconds. EPC is also plotted along on a base 10 log scale in Figures 61 & 62 in Appendix B.
In contrast to episode number, over last two sessions, the size of short EPC duration (< ~2
s) episodes, was comparable across both access schedules. As the EPC was extended beyond ~2
s, the episode size increased more steeply following E4D than ED access. Beyond ~4 s EPCs
durations, episodes of sucrose solution licking were larger following E4D than ED access.

Initial Lick Rate
Because of the unexpected direction of the fluid effect, with larger water than sucrose
solution short EPC episodes, an additional measure of palatability was included, the initial rate
licking. Initial lick rates over the first 5 minutes of access to daily water (Days 5 – 8), or E4D/ED
4% sucrose solution (Days 9 – 33) are depicted in Figure 38.
The initial lick rates for water and sucrose intake were compared in an Access (E4D, ED),
by Fluid (Water [Days 7 & 8], Sucrose Days [9 & 10]) by Fluid Day [7 & 9, 8 & 10] mixed
ANOVA. Only the effect of Fluid F(1, 21) = 18.9, p < 0.001 reached significance, due to the
initial lick rate increasing with the switch from water to sucrose.
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Lick rates during early and late sucrose E4D or ED access were compared in an Access
(E4D, ED), by Period (Early [Days 9 & 10], Late [Days 26 & 30]) by Sucrose Day [9 & 26, 10 &
30] mixed ANOVA. There was a significant effect of Schedule F(1, 21) = 6.3, p < 0.04, a within
effect of Period F(1, 21) = 21.9, p < 0.001, and a Schedule by Period interaction F(1, 21) = 8.6, p
< 0.01. These effects were due to an increase in the initial rates of licking with E4D relative to
ED access.
Standard Housing Sucrose Solution Intake
Sucrose solution intake on Day 34, when all rats were transferred to the standard housing
environment, was compared to the last common access recording chamber Day 30 in an Access
by Day (Days 30, 34) mixed ANOVA. As can be seen in Figure 25, there was an effect of access,
F(1, 21) = 17.64, p < 0.001, but the within and interaction effects were not significant. The lack
of within effects suggests that there was no impact of the change in environment on accessinduced sucrose solution intake differences.

Discussion
The focus of Experiment 4 was to shed light on mechanisms underlying E(3, 4)D/ED
access-induced intake differences through the analysis of lick microstructure. Of interest was
tracking microstructural changes that have been shown to reflect palatability. Specifically, if a
palatability shift, at least in part underlies the relative access-induced sucrose solution intake
increase, it might be expected to be reflected in the size of short EPC episodes.
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In Experiment 4, licks accompanying 24 h water (ED) and sucrose solution intake
(E4D/ED) were recorded at a microsecond resolution. This experiment is the first to compare 24
h, high-resolution lick recordings, for fluids varying in palatability; water versus sucrose solution.
While several studies have tracked licking for fluids while varying their palatability across 24
hour periods (e.g. Dotson et al., 2012; J. C. Smith, 2000; Spector & Smith, 1984), licks were
recorded at lower resolutions in these studies, and only 300 s EPC episodes were reported and
analyzed.
In Experiment 4, water was always available, but water intake and licks were recorded
only over Days 5 – 8. The 4% sucrose solution was provided over two ED sessions for all rats
(Days 9 and 10), and then, depending on access condition, for either another 5 E4D or 28 ED
access sessions (Days 11 – 30). Total fluid consumption and the accompanying intake
microstructure were compared over two periods of interest. First, the intake volume and intake
microstructure of water were compared to that of the more palatable sucrose solution; the last two
water only sessions (Days 7 and 8), versus the first two sucrose solution intake days (Days 9 and
10). Given that solution intake on Days 9 and 10 was comparable, while water was already
familiar, it is unlikely that neophobia influenced the findings. Over this period, all rats had
equivalent ED access to water and sucrose, permitting a comparison between the microstructure
of water, with the microstructure of a sweeter, and more preferred sucrose solution. The second,
and primary comparison of interest, was that of sucrose solution intake volume and
microstructure at the beginning, versus the end of the E4D/ED access period. This comparison
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permitted assessing the effect of E4D/ED access induced solution intake differences on the lick
microstructure.

Fluid Intake and Lick Number
All rats consumed approximately three times more sucrose solution over the first two
sugar sessions (Days 9 and 10: 137.0 g ± 7.4 g) than water over last two water only sessions
(Days 7 and 8: 47 g ± 1.2 g). The consumption differences show that the 4% sucrose solution was
preferred to water. The amount of water and sucrose solution consumed was closely related to the
number of licks recorded, with the daily lick number and fluid intake volume following a similar
pattern (see Figure 25). The relationship between licks and intake is in line with previous work
suggesting that licks can serve as a proxy for the quantity of fluid ingested (G. P. Smith, 2001; J.
C. Smith, 2000). That is, a lick might be thought of as a unit of ingestion.
In agreement with previous work, sucrose solution intake in the recording chambers
increased with 6 E4D relative to 20 ED solution access sessions (Days 10 – 30). Over the last two
common access recording chamber sessions (Days 26 and 30), almost twice as much sucrose
solution was consumed following E4D relative to ED access. Moreover, the E4D/ED solution
intake in Experiment 4 followed a trend consistent with a majority of previous work carried out in
our lab (Celejewski, 2011; Eikelboom & Hewitt, 2016; Senthinathan, 2012, Unpublished
Observations). Therefore, the results here suggest that rats readily adapted to drinking within the
lickometer chambers, expressing E4D/ED access induced difference previously observed in the
standard housing.
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Water Versus Sucrose Intake Microstructure
Lick microstructure accompanying the intake of water over the last two water sessions
(Days 7 and 8) was compared with the microstructure accompanying the first two sucrose
solution sessions (Days 9 and 10). This positive control allowed for comparing the lick
microstructure of more and less palatable fluids. Short EPC episodes (≲ 1 s), including bursts
(240 ms EPC) and clusters (500 ms EPC), were more numerous with sucrose solution than water
intake. There were 3.9 times as many sucrose bursts and 4.2 times as many sucrose clusters as
with water intake. Therefore, the number of these short EPC episodes appeared to vary, at least in
part with the total fluid intake, which increased threefold when sucrose replaced water.
Surprisingly, the size of the short EPC episodes did not appear to reflect the
overwhelming preference for the sucrose solution over water. Episodes with EPC durations of ≲
1 s have been repeatedly shown to be most sensitive to palatability manipulations, with
palatability being positively correlated with episode size (Davis & Smith, 1988, 1992; Dwyer,
2012; Spector et al., 1998; Spector & St. John, 1998). Counterintuitively, in Experiment 4, burst
and cluster size decreased when sucrose was provided in place of water (see Figures 26 B and 27
B). In fact, Figure 31 B, which depicts episode size over EPC durations of 0 – 2000 ms, reveals a
large area below the 1 s EPC duration over which the size of water episodes exceeded the size of
sucrose episodes. This size difference peaked around the 500 ms EPC, with 1.34 times larger
water than sucrose solution clusters.
The longer 120 s and 300 s EPC duration episodes were both more numerous and larger
with sucrose solution relative to water intake. Sucrose solution episodes began to exceed water
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episodes as the EPC duration was extended beyond ~ 3 s (see Figures 30 – 33). Sucrose solution
episode continued to exceed water episodes in size as the EPC duration was increased further
through to 60 min. The number of both, water and sucrose solution episodes, on the other hand,
decreased with increasing EPC durations converging eventually around the 10 min EPC duration
(see Figure 33).
Taking the size of the short EPC ( ≲ 1 s ) episodes as an index of palatability would lead
to the improbable conclusion that water was more palatable than the 4% sucrose solution in this
experiment. This conclusion would be inconsistent with an extensive literature documenting
rodent sucrose drinking (e.g Sclafani, 1987; J. C. Smith & Sclafani, 2002). Moreover, in all
experiments conducted here, water was always available, but its intake was negligible whenever
sucrose was available as well. In Experiments 4, rats consumed three times more sugar solution
than water when water was provided alone, and negligible volumes of water whenever the 4%
sucrose solution was also available. Not only was the 4% sucrose solution overwhelmingly
preferred, but in Experiment 3, it was also a sufficiently strong enough reward to motivate nondeprived rats to respond for small quantities of the solution readily. In short, there is no evidence
to suggests that water is more palatable than the 4% sucrose solution under the conditions
described here.
It is possible that the microstructures of water and sugar are distinct and cannot be directly
compared to each other. That is, the size of short EPC episodes may reflect palatability differently
for water than for sucrose and therefore, directly comparing the microstructure of these fluids
against each other may not be appropriate. While few reports have compared short EPC episodes
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for water to other fluids, the existing literature does not appear to support the notion that short
EPC episodes index the palatability of water differently from that of other fluids.
Hsiao & Fan (1993) examined short 230 ms EPC episodes of licking for water, a more
preferred 5% sucrose solution, and a less preferred 0.01% quinine solution, in water-deprived
Sprague Dawley rats over 30 min sessions. The 230 ms EPC episodes of water intake contained
fewer licks per episode, 55.6 ± 5.5 SEM, than with sucrose intake 68.4 ± 7.8 SEM (Hsiao & Fan,
1993; Figure 7)2, but more than with quinine solution intake, 34.5 ± 5.5 SEM. Similarly, another
study compared lick microstructure of water with a less preferred 0.008% quinine solution in
water-deprived Sprague Dawley rats over 45 min access sessions (Spector & St. John, 1998).
Lick episodes (1 s EPC) were substantially larger with water intake (90.9 ± 0.1 licks/episode)
than with intake of the less preferred quinine solution (11.1 ± 1.6 licks/episode). Finally, the
intake microstructures of water and an illness-inducing LiCl (12 M) solution were compared in
water-deprived Sprague Dawley rats over 15 min sessions (Baird et al., 2005). Relative to the
water baseline episode size of 161.1 ± 2.6 licks/episode (500 ms EPC), following repeated
exposure, LiCl solution episodes size decreased to 7.9 ± 0.9 licks/episode. Again due to the
illness-inducing properties of LiCl, this solution presumably became less palatable than water as
was reflected through the episode size. Overall, these results suggest what might be expected if
short EPC episodes are taken as an index of palatability, the size of water bursts or clusters falls
between more preferred sugar solutions and less preferred bitter quinine or illness-inducing LiCl
solutions.
2

These means and standard errors were not reported in the article directly but were obtained by measuring, data
points, error bars, and axes scales, using GIMP image manipulation software (https://www.gimp.org/).
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A major difference between Experiment 4 and previous studies that have established the
relationship between palatability and the size of short EPC episodes is the recording session
duration. In all studies that reported the positive relationship between palatability and short EPC
episode size, employed shorter (60 min or less) scheduled daily access sessions. In Experiment 4,
rats’ lick microstructure was recorded with almost continuous ED access to water or sucrose, or
E4D access periods. As noted previously, intake may proceeds differently over short, scheduled
sessions compared to the more extended access session. With short sessions, anticipatory or
context effects might influence the microstructure. Because of the unexpected episode size results
in Experiment 4 that appear to run contrary to the established literature, in order to ensure
reproducibility, these recordings are replicated, using a modified experimental design in
Experiment 5. In addition, the initial rate of licking, a less robust measure of palatability was
included. The initial rate of licking also agrees with the interpretation that the sugar solution was
more palatable than water in Experiment 4, and is addressed further in this discussion (see, Initial
Lick Rate p. 143).

E4D vs. ED Access Sucrose Intake Microstructure
Changes to the lick microstructure that accompanied E4D/ED access largely paralleled the
changes observed with the switch from water to the 4% sucrose solution (water Days 7 & 8,
sucrose Days 9, & 10). That is, the increases in fluid intake in Experiment 4, whether driven by
the addition of sucrose to water, or by E4D relative to ED access, were accompanied by similar
changes to the lick microstructure profile.
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The relative access-driven sucrose solution intake increase was accompanied by an
increase in number, but not in the size, of the short EPC episodes. Over the last two common
recording chamber sessions, Days 26 and 30, with E4D relative to ED access, short EPC episodes
increased in number. Short 240 ms (bursts) and 500 ms (clusters) EPC episodes were 1.8 times
more numerous on average after E4D than ED access. The increased episode number corresponds
well with the increase in sucrose solution intake, also 1.8 times greater with E4D than ED access
on average over Days 26 and 30. Therefore, in Experiment 4, changes to sucrose solution intake
are reflected in an increase in number but not the size of short EPC episodes.
Longer EPC episode parameters followed a trend that was opposite to the short EPC
episodes. Over the last two common access sessions, the long 120 s, and 300 s EPC episodes
were comparable in number across both access conditions but increased in size after E4D relative
to ED access. Over those last two recording sessions, with EPCs of 3 s or more, E4D episodes
exceeded ED episodes in size (see Figure 35). Although the episode size continued to increase
across both conditions with increasing EPC duration, it remained consistently larger for rats with
E4D relative to ED access. The magnitude of the episode size difference was also consistent,
approximately 1.5 times larger after E4D relative to ED access with EPCs of 10 s or more. As the
episodes grew larger, the number of episodes became comparable. Beyond 5 s EPCs, regardless
of the access conditions, the number of episodes was similar. Therefore the increased intake with
E4D relative to ED access was reflected in the change in size but not the number of longer EPC
episodes.
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Initial Lick Rate
Before short EPC episode size was a validated measure of palatability, the initial rate of
licking had been shown to also approximate palatability (Davis et al., 1975; Davis & Levine,
1977; Davis & Smith, 1988; Rhinehart-doty et al., 1994). For instance, Davis and Smith (1988)
showed the initial rate of licking by non-deprived rats over the first 3 min of a 30 min sessions
varied linearly with increasing concentrations of sugar, while total intake or total licks did not.
Presumably licking is initially rapid before declining due intake-limiting postingestive feedback
from the gut.
The initial lick rate measure of palatability was not a planned measure for this dissertation
because of its shortcomings. Ultimately, the lick rate will reflect the total amount consumed over
a given period. As licks are a subset of the total intake, rats that drink more over a fixed period
will necessarily have a higher rate of licking over that period. However, in light of the unexpected
episode size findings, the initial lick rate data were analyzed and included (see Figure 38). Initial
rate of licking was calculated for the licks recorded over the 5 minutes from the first initiated lick
during each access day. Rats generally drank avidly at the start of the access session, which
coincides with the beginning of their active dark cycle.
The initial rate of licking measure agrees well with the interpretation of the EPC episode
size data suggested here. First, the initial lick rate was significantly greater with sucrose solution
than with water intake, which agrees with that the 4% solution is more palatable than water. The
initial lick rate measure also agrees with the interpretation that short EPC (≲ 1 s) episodes did
not accurately reflect palatability. Secondly, the initial lick rate increased after E4D relative to ED
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sucrose solution access. Again, this agrees with the interpretation proposed here; the short EPC
episodes did not reflect palatability while longer EPC episodes may have. That the initial lick rate
was higher after E4D than ED access is consistent with a relative access-driven increase in
palatability.
It is encouraging that the initial lick rate measure, employed previously for shorter access
sessions, agrees well with the 24 h access data here. The initial lick rate data bolsters the
suggestion that palatability changes drive increased E4D relative to ED sucrose solution intake.

Summary
In Experiment 4, licks were tracked during ED water and E4D/ED sucrose solution
intake. Surprisingly, episodes in the EPC range of 1 s or less were larger with water than with
sucrose intake. This observation was unexpected as it runs counter to the extensive literature
showing that these short EPC episodes increase in size with increasing palatability (e.g. Davis,
1989, 1996; Davis & Perez, 1993; Davis & Smith, 1992; G. P. Smith, 2001; Spector et al., 1996).
It is quite clear in Experiment 4, and in general that rats overwhelmingly prefer a 4% sucrose
solution to water (see Water Versus Sucrose Intake Microstructure p. 138). Moreover, it is
unlikely the short EPC episodes reflected water and sucrose solution palatability differently as
water episode size has been shown to fall in between more and less palatable fluids (Baird et al.,
2005; Hsiao & Fan, 1993; Spector & St. John, 1998). Instead, it is more likely that the short EPC
episodes indexed palatability differently within Experiment 4 relative to previous work. This
suggestion is also corroborated by the rate of licking measure which suggests that sucrose
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solution was more palatable than water, and the sucrose solution was more palatable after E4D
than ED access (see Figure 38). The most likely cause of the difference between this and previous
work is the duration and nature of the access session.
Within Experiment 4, there were similarities in how the microstructural profile of licking
varied with increases in fluid intake across the two comparisons made; water versus sucrose
solution intake, and ED versus E4D sucrose solution intake. First, longer EPC episode size
increased when the quality of the fluid was changed by making it sweeter. Similarly, the size of
longer EPC episodes increased with the relative E4D access-driven sucrose solution intake
increase. If long EPC episode size increases with increasing palatability, as it did when sucrose
was provided in place of water, then the access-driven changes in lick microstructure, may also
reflect a change in perceived palatability with E4D relative to ED access.
Relative to previous microstructure work, there are several notable differences in how the
lick microstructure was tracked in Experiment 4. First, in Experiment 4, fluid intake was
measured over longer, 24 h access sessions. These access sessions spanned the entirety of the
rats’ active dark, and the majority of the inactive light cycle, allowing for spontaneously initiated
episodes. By comparisons, previous short EPC microstructure work, employed shorter,
scheduled, access sessions, typically 1 h or less in duration ( (Davis, 1989; Davis & Perez, 1993;
Davis & Smith, 1992; Spector et al., 1998; Spector & St. John, 1998). In these studies, rats were
transferred from their home-cage to the recording chambers at similar daily times. These rats also
underwent some form of training regime to encourage intake of the stimulus fluid upon transfer
to the chambers. As a result, anticipatory, context, and other experiential effects may have
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influenced the lick microstructure. In contrast, in Experiment 4, and particularly with ED access,
rats had ample time to sample, and spontaneously initiate fluid intake in their home environment.
One or more of the differences in how the sucrose solution was presented to the rats may account
for the disparity in microstructure between Experiment 4 and previous work.
Concurrent access to food and the stimulus fluid in Experiment 4 was another significant
design departure from previous short EPC episode work. In previous work, rats were placed into
the test chamber with only the stimulus fluid available. Again, this was done in order to
encourage intake of the stimulus fluid over the limited access durations. In Experiment 4, or other
E(3, 4)D/ED studies in our lab, rats were never food or water deprived. Whenever the sucrose
solution was available, rats could freely alternate between consuming the solution, food or water.
Although water was always available, it was not consumed in the presence of the 4% sucrose
solution. It was not clear how food and fluid intake interacted as eating was not tracked in
Experiment 4. However, it is known from previous work in our lab that E4D rats decrease their
food intake on sucrose access days (Eikelboom & Hewitt, 2016).
Collectively Experiment 4 results may suggest that lick microstructure reflects palatability
differently depending on the access parameters. In Experiment 4, rats were provided with the
opportunity to initiate spontaneous episodes of sucrose solution intake throughout 24 periods. In
contrast, in previous short EPC recording work, fluid intake was condensed into shorter
scheduled sessions. Moreover, in Experiment 4, rats could alternate between sucrose solution
intake and feeding. Previous short EPC work, on the other hand, provided access to the stimulus
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fluid alone. Finally, the lick microstructure results here suggest increased palatability of the
sucrose solution with E4D relative to ED access.
Because the greater size of short EPC episodes with water relative to sucrose intake is
unprecedented in the literature, Experiment 5 replicates aspects of Experiment 4. Food intake is
also tracked in Experiment 5 to understand better how food availability interacts with lick
microstructure under different E4D or ED sucrose solution access.
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Experiment 5: Lick Microstructure II
Experiment 4 yielded a surprising result: episodes of licking with short, EPC durations,
approximately 1 s or less, were smaller in size (licks/episode) with water than with sucrose
solution intake. However, virtually all the previous microstructure literature has reported a
positive relationship between palatability and episode size (Dwyer, 2012; Lin et al., 2014, 2017).
Following this interpretation of episode size and palatability leads to the counterintuitive
interpretation of Experiment 4 results, that water was more palatable than the 4% sucrose
solution. Not only is such a conclusion counterintuitive, but also improbable, running counter to
the wealth of literature that has examined sucrose drinking (Sclafani, 1987; J. C. Smith &
Sclafani, 2002).
A significant difference between Experiment 4 and previous experiments examining short
EPC episodes is the duration and nature of the access sessions. In Experiment 4, lick
microstructure was recorded over 24 hour periods. In contrast, previous work examined
microstructure recordings over shorter access sessions, usually an hour or less in duration.
Moreover, in past work, water/food deprivation was sometimes used while only the stimulus fluid
was provided over a limited duration of access within the test chambers. In contrast, Experiment
4 rats were neither food nor water deprived and could alternate spontaneously between water,
food, and when available, the sucrose solution. Because Experiment 4 results were unusual, a
primary objective of Experiment 5 was to replicate them.
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The consistent availability of food throughout the recording session was another departure
from previous work. Unfortunately, a limitation of Experiment 4 was that food intake was not
tracked. Therefore, Experiment 5 followed the amount of food consumed with pellet intake
recorded in addition to licks. Due to the number of recording chambers available for Experiment
5, rats were housed predominantly in the home-cage and transferred to the recording chambers
over 8 recording days. On days when lick microstructure was recorded, the intake of 45 mg
pellets was also tracked. Intake of regular lab chow over 24 h periods was also collected when
rats were housed in the standard-home cages.
Finally, Experiment 4 had fewer E4D/ED access sessions than most similar experiments
carried out in our lab, with only 6 E4D sucrose access sessions relative to the usual 10 or 12 E3D
or E4D sessions (Celejewski, 2011; Eikelboom & Hewitt, 2016; Senthinathan, 2012; Unpublished
Observations). In order to rule out that the lack of access-induced differences in the size of the
short EPCs episodes was not due to the lower than typical number of E4D/ED access sessions in
Experiment 4, the E4D/ED access phase was extended. In Experiment 5, lick microstructure was
recorded at the beginning of the sucrose access phase and again following 17 E4D or 71 ED
solution access sessions.
Before proceeding with the methods and results, first a caveat. In this experiment solution
intake dropped off markedly in the recording chambers relative to the home cage. Upon closer
inspection of the data, this decreased solution intake corresponded with increased calorie intake
from the pellets provided in chambers relative to the regular home-cage lab chow. That is, pellet
calories appeared to be significantly preferred over the regular lab chow. Because the change in
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the food provided interfered with the lick data, and how fluid and food intake microstructures
interacted was confounded, the focus of the results is mainly on replicating the lick
microstructure findings of Experiment 4. Despite these solution intake decrease and the
interference from the changing food source, the lick microstructure trends in Experiment 4 were
replicated in Experiment 5, confirming that the size of short EPC episode (EPC ≲ 1 s) failed to
reflect changes in palatability. Finally, Experiment 5 reveals that changes in foods provided could
also profoundly affect sucrose consumption, highlighting the importance of considering the rat’s
complete nutritional environment.

Methods
Licking and Feeding Recordings
Licks and pellet intake were recorded for 24 Sprague Dawley rats in 4 chambers
(Coulbourn Instruments; H10-11R- TC). An optical lickometer was located on the left side of the
front chamber panel, while a pellet trough was located on the right. A single, 45 mg pellet (BioServe, F0165; 3.35 kcal/g) was always available in the trough, being automatically replaced by a
pellet feeder whenever removed. For the lickometer, beam breaks were counted, while for the
pellet trough, beam completion events were assumed to reflect pellet removal. On days when
sucrose solution was available in the chamber, a water bottle was provided in the centre of the
rear panel (licks were not recorded). Chamber licks and pellets were recorded with Graphic State
v3.02 at a 20 ms sampling resolution.
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Due to the availability of only four recording chambers for this experiment (4 available
pellet dispensers), recording sessions were conducted over 6 concurrent replications, n = 4 each,
to obtain a reasonable sample size. The replications were conducted with a one day lag so that
each reported day of the experiment was recorded over 6 consecutive days. Assignment to
replications (n = 4) was random.

Baseline and Habituation
The Experiment 5 baseline timeline is depicted in Figure 39. Following a one-week
colony room acclimation period, measurements were taken over a 21 Day baseline period. Rats
(n = 24) remained in the home-cage for the baseline duration except for two 23.5 hour sessions in
the recording chambers in an adjacent room (Days 7 and 13) where pellets and water were
provided. On Days 20 and 21, a 4% sucrose solution was provided in the home cage for 23.5 h in
addition to water.

E4D/ED Access
The timeline for Experiment 5 is depicted in Figure 40. On Day 22, rats received 23.5 h
access to a 4% sucrose solution for an additional 23 E4D, or 92 ED access sessions (Days 22 to
114). Over most of this period, sucrose solution access was provided in the home-cage. However,
towards the start and end of this access period (Days 22, 30, 38 and 90, 98, 106), rats were
transferred to the recording chambers.
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Assignment to E4D or ED access conditions (n = 12/condition) was matched by Day 22
solution and pellet intake, as well as by the number and size of bursts, clusters and meals
recorded. Throughout the experiment, eating, drinking (sucrose solution and water) and body
weight were recorded every 24 h.

Statistics
Food Calories and Sucrose Solution Consumed.

Food Calories and Sucrose Solution Consumed. Sucrose solution and food consumed
were compared over six common Home/Chamber sessions towards the start and end of solution
access in two Access (E4D, ED) by Location (Chamber, Home) by Home/Chamber pair Block
(Blocks 1, 2 & 3) mixed-design ANOVAs. Intake was Blocked over Home/Chamber session
pairs, with three initial pairs, Block 1 (Days 22 & 26), Block 2 (Days 30 & 34), and Block 3
(Days 38 & 42), and three final pairs, Block 1 (Days 90 & 94), Block 2 (Days 98 & 102), and
Block 3 (Days 106 & 110).
Over the 12 home-cage only common access sessions (Days 42 – 86) sucrose solution,
and food intake were compared over the first six (Days 42, 46, 50, 54, 58, 62) and second six
(Days 66, 70, 74, 78, 82, 86) common sucrose Days in Access (E4D, ED) by Day mixed
ANOVAs.
Sucrose solution intake was also compared over the last water and first sucrose chamber
session to help facilitate the comparisons with the lick and lick microstructure data in an Access
(E4D/ED) by Day (Days 13 & 22) ANOVA.
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Baseline, standard lab food and pellet intake were also compared in Access (E4D, ED) by
Location (Chamber, Home) by Block (Days 7 & 8, Days 13 & 14) mixed-design ANOVAs.
Standard lab food consumed was measured by weight, while pellets by number dispensed.
Because pellets and lab food had different energy densities, both were converted to kilocalories
consumed.
Initial lick rates (first 5 minutes after first lick) with water and sucrose intake were
compared in an Access (E4D, ED) by Fluid (Water [Day 13], 22 [Day 22]) mixed ANOVA. Lick
rates during early and late sucrose E4D or ED access were compared in an Access (E4D, ED) by
Period (Early [Day 22], Late [Day 90]) mixed ANOVA.
Licks , Initial Lick Rate, and Episodes of Licking.

Licks , Initial Lick Rate, and Episodes of Licking. Licks were grouped into episodes as
previously described p. 125. The initial lick rate was obtained for the licks recorded over 5
minutes from the first initiated lick during each access day. Water and sucrose solution licks,
initial lick rates, and episodes size and number were compared in Access (E4D, ED) by Day (13,
22) ANOVAs. Licks, initial lick rates and episodes with E4D/ED access were also compared in
Access (E4D, ED) by Day mixed ANOVAs over the first three (Days 22, 30, 38) and last three
(Days 90, 98, and 96) recording sessions.
Pearson’s product-moment coefficients were used to measure the correlation between
average fluid intake and the corresponding average number of licks recorded.
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EPC Duration and Episode Size and Number.

EPC Duration and Episode Size and Number. To further explore the influence of EPC
duration on the number and size of episodes within a session, licks were grouped into episodes
across a range of EPCs. The EPC durations were plotted against episode number or size.
For each rat, the mean daily episode number and size were obtained over three periods,
water Day 13, the first two (Days 22 and 30) and the last two (Days 98 and 106) sucrose solution
recording sessions. The sucrose episode parameters were averaged for each rat over two sessions.
For EPCs 15 s or less, licks were grouped into episodes that contained 4 licks or more for each 20
ms increments. For EPCs between 1 and 600 s, licks were grouped into episodes that contained 4
or more licks for each 1 s increments. Finally, over the 1 – 60 min EPC range, licks were grouped
into episodes containing 4 or more licks at 1 min increments.
Code.

Code. Episode analysis was conducted in R and is documented in the episoder package,
which is available on github.com/acelejewski (Celejewski, 2016). For further package
documentation, see Appendix D p. 285.

Results
Food Calories
Figure 41 shows food consumption throughout the experiment. Surprisingly, food
consumption differed substantially between the recording chamber and home-cage environments.
Because food consumption was elevated in the operant chambers relative to home-cage, which
had implications for the overall results, calories consumed from food were analyzed first. This
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increased food kilocalorie intake within the chambers coincided with decreases in sucrose
solution intake. Because pellet and standard lab food have different energy densities, to make the
comparison possible, intake was converted to kilocalories and is depicted along with sucrose
solution consumed in Figure 41.
Baseline Food Kilocalories (Day 7, 8, 13, 14).

Baseline Food Kilocalories (Day 7, 8, 13, 14). Comparing food kilocalories consumed
over Days 7 & 13 in the Chambers (pellets), and Days 8 & 14 within the home-cage (standard lab
food) in an Access (E4D, ED) by Location (Chamber, Home) by Block (Days 7 & 8, Days 13 &
14) mixed ANOVA there was an effect of Location F(1, 22) = 110.39, p < 0.001, and a Location
by Block interaction F(1, 22) = 6.37, p < 0.05. Figure 41 reveals that the effect of Location was
due to more pellet calories being consumed in the chambers. The Location by Block interaction
was due to more calories being consumed on the second chamber session (Day 13), relative to the
first (Day 7). This increase was likely due to rats becoming familiarized with the new
environment and food source.
Food Calories: Chamber/Home-cage Access I.

Food Calories: Chamber/Home-cage Access I. Food kilocalories consumed, depicted in
Figure 41, were compared over the first six common sucrose exposures, three in the chambers
(Days 22, 30, & 38), and three in the home-cage (Days 26, 34, & 42), in an Access (E4D, ED) by
Location (Chamber, Home) by Block (Days 22 & 26, 30 & 34, 38 & 42) mixed ANOVA. There
was a significant effect of Location, F(1, 22) = 198.53, p < 0.001, and a Location by Block
interaction F(2, 44) = 3.78, p < 0.05. As shown in Figure 41, significantly more food kilocalories
were consumed in the recording chambers than in the standard home environment. Food
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kilocalorie intake increased over the three Blocks in the standard home environment and
decreased in the recording chamber environment. No other main or interaction effects reached
significance.
Food Calories: Home-cage Access.

Food Calories: Home-cage Access. Comparing food kilocalories consumed, depicted
Figure 41, over the first 6 common sucrose solution home-cage only exposures (Day 42, 46, …,
62), there was an Access by Day interaction, F(5, 110) = 3.05, p < 0.05 due to random changes in
food intake that differed across the two groups. Over the latter 6 common exposures (Days 66,
70, …, 86), a lack of significant main, within, or interaction effects suggests that home-cage food
intake had stabilized.
Food Calories: Chamber/Home-cage Access II.

Food Calories: Chamber/Home-cage Access II. Food kilocalories consumed, depicted
Figure 41, were compared over the last six common sucrose exposures, three in the chambers
(Days 90, 98, & 106), and three in the home-cage (Days 94, 100, & 110), in an Access (E4D, ED)
by Location (Chamber, Home) by Block (Days 90 & 94, 98 & 100, 106 & ) mixed ANOVA.
There was only an effect of Location F(1, 22) = 146.26, p < 0.001. Regardless of access
condition, all rats consumed more pellet than standard chow calories. No other main or
interaction effects reached significance.
Food Calories: Summary.

Food Calories: Summary. Rats consumed more food kilocalories from the pellets than
from the lab chow suggesting a greater preference for the pellets available in the recording
chambers relative to the standard lab chow provided in the home-cage.
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Fluid Intake, Licks and Intake Microstructure
Distribution of Licking Over 24 h.

Distribution of Licking Over 24 h. The majority of licks for water (80.7% ± 0.91%) and
sugar (84.8% ± 1.11%) occurred throughout the dark, active cycle of the rat, while the remainder
occurred over the light cycle (see Figure 42).
Episodes as a Proportion of Total Licks.

Episodes as a Proportion of Total Licks. All types of episodes encompassed a majority
of licks, but the longer the EPC duration, the greater the proportion of total licks recorded
occurred within episodes. The 240 ms EPC episodes, bursts, encompassed 83.7% ± 1.8% of all
recorded water and 88.3% ± 0.9% of all recorded sucrose solution licks. The 500 ms EPC
episodes, clusters encompassed 91.0% ± 1.0% of all recorded water and 94.9% ± 0.49% of all
recorded sucrose solution licks. The 120s EPC episodes encompassed 97.6% ± 0.37% of all
recorded water licks and 99.4% ± 0.07% of all recorded sucrose solution licks, while the 300 s
EPC episodes encompassed 99.5% ± 0.04% of all recorded water licks and 99.8% ± 0.02% of
all recorded sucrose solution licks. Therefore, as in Experiment 4, regardless of EPC duration,
any analysis of episodes reflects a large majority of the recorded licks.
Water Versus Sucrose Intake and Intake Microstructure (Days 13 & 22).

Water Versus Sucrose Intake and Intake Microstructure (Days 13 & 22). While as
previously discussed, food calorie intake increased on recording chamber Days (see Figure 41), at
the same time and as is apparent in Figure 43, sucrose solution intake was lower in the chambers.
Despite the sucrose solution intake decreases within the recording chambers relative to the homecage, Experiment 4 lick microstructure results were largely replicated in Experiment 5. The last
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water and the first sucrose chambers Days were compared in an Access (E4D, ED) by Day (13 &
22) mixed ANOVAs.
Fluid Intake.

Fluid Intake. Comparing the fluid intake (see Figure 43 A) over the last chamber water
Day 13 and the first chamber sucrose Day 22, there was only a within Day effect, F(1, 22) = 58.4,
p < 0.001. The within Day effect was due to the greater sucrose solution intake relative to water
by all rats.
Licks.

Licks. Over Days 13 and 22, there was only a within Day effect, F(1, 22) = 59.35, p <
0.001, as the number of licks increased when sucrose solution was provided in place of water. See
Figure 43 B. The within Day effect was due to the greater number of licks for the sucrose solution
relative to water by all rats.
Correlation Between Water Licks and Consumption.

Correlation Between Water Licks and Consumption. The correlation of water intake
(grams) and the number of licks averaged over the 2 water-only chamber Days 7 and 13, was
r(22) = 0.79, p < 0.001. Lick number was, therefore, closely correlated with water intake.
Lick Microstructure.

Lick Microstructure. Comparing the number of 240 ms EPC episodes (bursts), across
water Day 13 and sucrose solution Day 22 (see Figure 44), there was only a within Day effect,
F(1, 22) = 39.40, p < 0.001, as more sucrose solution than water bursts were emitted. For episode
size over the same period, there was no main effect of Access or within effect of Day as burst size
remained similar for water and sucrose and across access conditions.
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Comparing the number of 500 ms EPC episodes (clusters), on water Day 13 and sucrose
solution Day 22 (see Figure 45), there was only a within Day effect, F(1, 22) = 23.86, p < 0.001,
as more sucrose solution than water clusters were emitted. For cluster size over the same period,
there was no main effect of Access or within effect of Day as cluster size remained similar for
water and sucrose and across access conditions.
Comparing the number of 120 s EPC episodes on water Day 13 and sucrose solution Day
22 (see Figure 46), there was only a within Day effect, F(1, 22) = 21.10, p < 0.001, as more
episodes were recorded with sucrose solution than water intake. Comparing the size of these 120
s EPC episodes over the same period, there was only a within Day effect, F(1, 22) = 68.15, p <
0.001, as the number of licks per episode increased when sucrose solution was provided in place
of water. No other main or interaction effects reached significance.
Comparing the number of 300 s EPC episodes (see Figure 47), there were no main,
within, or interaction effects as the number of water and sucrose solution episodes remained
comparable. Comparing the size of the 300 s EPC episodes over the same period, there was only
a within Day effect, F(1, 22) = 63.53, p < 0.001, as the number of licks per episode increased
when sucrose solution was provided in place of water No other main or interaction effects
reached significance.
Water and Sucrose Episodes.

Water and Sucrose Episodes. Episode size and number collapsed over the E4D/ED
conditions and over the last two water (Days 7 and 13), and the first two sucrose solution (Days
22 and 30) recording chamber sessions for all rats are depicted over four different resolutions
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Figures 48 – 51. Water and sucrose episode number and size is depicted as function of 4 EPC
ranges: 0 – 2000 ms, Figure 48; 1 – 15 s, Figure 49; 0 – 600 s; Figure 50; and 0 – 60 min, Figure
51). EPC is also plotted along on a base 10 log scale in Figures 63 & 64 in Appendix B.Over this
time, solution intake did not vary significantly as function Access condition. The number of
sucrose drinking episodes exceeded water drinking episodes with EPCs up to ~2 min. With the
EPC duration extending beyond ~2 min, sucrose and water drinking episodes became comparable
in number. The number of sucrose and water episodes decreased with increasing EPC durations,
but most of this decline occurred within the first 1 – 2 s.
In contrast to episode number, the size of water and sucrose drinking episodes were
comparable across the shorter EPC duration range, up to ~1 s. Beyond the 1 s EPC, the size of
sucrose drinking episodes began to exceed that of water episodes. The size of both water and
sucrose episodes continued to grow with increasing EPC duration, but the sucrose episodes grew
more steeply in size.
Sucrose Intake and Intake Microstructure with E4D/ED Access.

Sucrose Intake and Intake Microstructure with E4D/ED Access. Sucrose solution
intake and intake microstructure were compared towards the beginning and towards the end of
the E4D/ED access period. Solution intake was also compared over home-cage only days.
Solution Intake: Chamber/Home-cage Access I.

Solution Intake: Chamber/Home-cage Access I. Experiment 5 design assumed that
access induced intake changes would manifest regardless of Location (Home or Chamber).
However, comparing grams of solution consumed over the first six common sucrose exposures
(Figure 43 A), three in the chambers (Days 22, 30, & 38), and the adjacent common three in the
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home-cages (Days 26, 34, & 42), in an Access (E4D, ED) by Location (Chamber, Home) by
Block (Days 22 & 26, 30 & 34, 38 & 42) mixed ANOVA, there were significant within effects of
Location, F(1, 22) = 14.32, p < 0.001, and Block, F(2, 44) = 5.39, p < 0.01. Significantly less
solution was consumed in the chambers than in the home-cage. Overall solution intake increased
slightly over the three Blocks. No other main or interaction effects reached significance.
Solution Intake: Home-cage Access.

Solution Intake: Home-cage Access. Over the first 6 common sucrose solution homecage only exposures (Figure 43 A; Day 42, 46, …, 62), there was an Access by Day interaction,
F(5, 110) = 2.97, p < 0.01, as intake increased with E4D relative to ED access. Over the latter 6
common exposures (Days 66, 70, …, 86), there was a main effect of Access, F(1, 22) = 12.75, p
< 0.01, but no within or interaction effects as the access induced solution intake difference
stabilized and persisted.
Solution Intake: Chamber/Home-cage Access II.

Solution Intake: Chamber/Home-cage Access II. Figure 43 A depicts the consumption at
the end of the experiment. The final three chamber exposures (Days 90, 98, & 106) and adjacent
common three home-cage days (Days 94, 102 and 110) were compared in an Access (E4D, ED)
by Location (Chamber, Home) by Block (Days 90 & 94, 98 & 102, 106 & 110) mixed ANOVA.
There was a main effect of Access, F(1, 22) = 9.73, p < 0.01, a within effect of Location, F(1, 22)
= 23.50, p < 0.001, an Access by Location interaction, F(1, 22) = 4.33, p < 0.05, and an Access
by Block by Location interaction F(2, 44) = 3.89, p < 0.05. Although solution intake was greater
with E4D relative to ED access, it continued to dip in the chambers across both conditions. The
Access by Location interaction was due to a greater decrease in chamber solution intake (relative
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to the home cage) with E4D relative to ED access. The three-way interaction was due to intake
increasing over Blocs with E4D relative to ED access with this increase occurring in chamber
relative to the home-cage.
Licks.

Licks. Over the first three sucrose recording sessions (Figure 43 B; Days 22, 30 and 38) ,
there was no significant effect of Access, an effect of Day, F(2, 44) = 5.471, p < 0.01 and no
Access by Day interaction, as the number of Licks increased with both E4D and ED Access. Over
the last three sucrose recording sessions (Days 90, 98 and 106), a main effect of Access
approached significance, F(1, 22) = 3.86, p = 0.06, but there was no effect of Day or Access by
Day interaction, suggesting that Lick number had stabilized.
Correlation Between Sucrose Solution Licks and Consumption.

Correlation Between Sucrose Solution Licks and Consumption. Lick number and
sucrose solution intake (grams), averaged over common sucrose access days correlated well with
each other, r(23) = 0.83, p < 0.001. Lick number, therefore, followed a pattern similar to sucrose
solution intake.
Lick Microstructure.

Lick Microstructure. Comparing the number of 240 ms EPC episodes (bursts), over the
first three sucrose recording Days (see Figure 44 A), there was no main effect of Access but there
was a within effect of Session, F(2, 44) = 8.47, p < 0.001, and an Access by Session interaction,
F(2, 44) = 3.52, p < 0.05. This was due to an overall increase in the number of bursts emitted,
with the burst number increasing more with E4D relative to ED access. Over the last 3 sucrose
recording sessions, there was a main effect of Access, F(1, 22) = 5.16, p < 0.05, as a greater
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number of bursts were emitted with E4D relative to ED access. The lack of within and interaction
effects suggests that burst number was stable over this period.
Although burst size was unaffected by the access schedule over the first three sucrose
recording sessions, there was a within effect of Session, F(2, 44) = 4.96, p < 0.01, with burst size
decreasing over Access days (see Figure 44 B). A lack of main, within or interaction effects over
the last 3 sucrose recording session suggests that burst size was not influenced by the Access
schedule and was stable. No other main or interaction effects reached significance.
Comparing the number of 500 ms EPC episodes (clusters) over the first or last three
sucrose recording sessions (see Figure 45 A), there were no Access effects. Cluster number
increased over the first three sucrose recording sessions, a within Session effect, F(1, 22) = 14.0,
p < 0.01, and remained stable over the last three sessions, with no main, within or interaction
effects. Cluster size also was not affected by Access over the first or last three sucrose recording
sessions (see Figure 45 A). There was however, a within effect of Day over the first 3, F(2, 44) =
9.44, p < 0.001, and last 3 F(2, 44) = 5.08, p < 0.05, sucrose recording sessions as cluster size
decreased and increased respectively. No other main or interaction effects reached significance.
Neither the size nor number of 120 s or 300 s EPC episodes were significantly affected by
the access conditions with no main or interaction effects. Despite the lack of statistical effect on
episode size, Figures 46 and 47 B reveal more licks per episode over the last 3 E4D than ED
sessions, a trend that is consistent with Experiment 4 results. For the first three sessions, there
were within effects of Day as the number of episodes decreased slightly over the first three
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chamber sessions, F(2, 44) = 4.04 p < 0.05, and F(2, 44) = 3.58, p < 0.05, for 120 s and 300 s
EPC episodes respectively. The 300 s, but not 120 s EPC also decreased in number over the last 3
sucrose recording sessions, a Day effect, F(2, 44) = 4.40, p < 0.05. Conversely, for both 120 s and
300 s EPC episodes, size increased over the first three sessions, F(2, 44) = 10.93, p < 0.001 and
F(2, 44) = 10.95, p < 0.001 respectively. Similarly, episode size increased, over last 3 recording
sessions for 120 s and 300 s EPCs episodes, within effects of Day, F(2, 44) = 3.132, p < 0.05, and
F(2, 44) = 3.93, p < 0.05 respectively. No other main or interaction effects reached statistical
significance.
E4D and ED Access Sucrose Solution Episodes.

E4D and ED Access Sucrose Solution Episodes. Sucrose drinking episodes across the
EPC duration range over the first two (Days 22 and 30) and last two (Days 98 and 106) common
sucrose access sessions for which licks were recorded are compared in Figures 52 – 55. EPC is
also plotted along on a base 10 log scale in Figures 65 & 66 in Appendix B. Across the EPC
range, episode number and size were comparable over the first two common sucrose access
chamber sessions
Over the first two sucrose access recording sessions, episode size and number were
similar. Over the last two sessions, short-duration EPC (< ~4 s) episode number increased
following E4D relative to ED access. Beyond this ~4 s EPC duration, the number of episodes was
similar regardless of access experience. In contrast to the episode number, episodes size was
comparable over shorter EPCs, up 25 s. As the EPC was increased beyond ~25 seconds, episode
size increased with E4D relative to ED access experience.
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Access experience did not appear to influence the general relationship between episode
size or number and the EPC duration. In general, the number of episodes decreased as the EPC
duration increased with the most significant decline occurring over the first 1 – 2 seconds.
Conversely, episode size increased as the EPC duration increased with the greatest increase
occurring over the first few seconds.

Initial Lick Rate
Initial lick rates with water and sucrose intake were compared in an Access (E4D, ED) by
Fluid (Water [Day 13], 22 [Day 22]) mixed ANOVA, and are depicted in Figure 56. There was an
effect of Fluid F(1, 22) = 4.1, p < 0.05. This was due to the initial lick rate increasing with the
switch from water to sucrose. Lick rates during early and late sucrose E4D or ED access were
compared in an Access (E4D, ED) by Period (Early [Day 22], Late [Day 90]) mixed ANOVA.
There was an effects of Schedule F(1, 22) = 7.3, p < 0.5, Period, F(1, 22) = 22.24, p < 0.001 and
a Period by Schedule interaction F(1, 22) = 10.53, p < 0.01. The Schedule by Period and
Schedule effects were due to an increase in the initial rate of licking with E4D relative to ED
access after extended experience. The effect of Period was due to an overall increase in the initial
rate of licking Late relative to Early, perhaps as solution and setting became more familiar to the
rats.
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Discussion
The objective of Experiment 5 was to replicate the lick microstructure results of
Experiment 4, with a larger sample size, and also with several design modifications. The E4D/ED
phase was extended to make it more consistent with previous work in our lab (Celejewski, 2011;
Eikelboom & Hewitt, 2016; Senthinathan, 2012). Food intake was also tracked, both in the homecage and in the recording chamber. Unexpectedly, sucrose solution intake dipped while food
kilocalories consumed increased within the recording chambers relative to home-cage.
In Experiment 5, high-resolution licking was recorded for water, and the 4% sucrose
solution, provided either E4D or ED, every eight days (Days 20 – 114). Water licks were recorded
on Days 7 and 13, while sucrose solution licks were recorded at the start (Days 22, 30, and 38),
and towards the end (Days 90, 98, 106), of the E4D/ED access phase. On recording days, rats
were transferred from their regular style home-cage to the recording chambers. Due to the limited
availability of recording chambers, total daily water, sucrose solution, and food intake were
provided and recorded in the regular style home-cages while the E4D/ED access schedules were
maintained over the remainder of Experiment 5.
An unexpected decrease in sucrose solution intake and the expression of access-induced
solution intake differences were encountered within the recording chambers relative to the homecage environment (see Figure 43). While over the last three sucrose recording sessions, accessintake effects began to emerge within the chambers, access-induced changes to the lick
microstructure did not reach the significance criterion in the planned comparisons. In contrast to
intake within the recording chambers, within the regular-style home-cage, a robust E4D/ED
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access-induced intake difference was expressed, with solution intakes comparable to levels
reported in the other experiments in this dissertation, as well as in previous work (Eikelboom &
Hewitt, 2016; Unpublished Observations).
The difference in solution intake between the two environments coincided with the
different food availability, pellets in the recording chambers, and standard lab food in home-cage.
While both pellets (Bio-Serve, F0165; 3.35 kcal/g) and the standard lab food (Teklad 8640, 3.0
kcal/g) are sold as nutritionally complete rodent diets, rats consumed significantly more food
kilocalories from the pellets than from the regular lab food (see Figure 41). This increased intake
could not be explained by the energy density difference alone. Instead, the most likely
explanation for the increased pellet kilocalories ingested is that the pellets were preferred to the
standard lab food for some unknown reason. As a consequence of consuming a greater fraction of
their daily calories from the pellets, rats consumed fewer calories from the sucrose solution.
While different preferences for the pellets and the lab food appears to be the most
parsimonious explanation for increased pellet and decreased solution intake within the chambers,
other factors may have played a role. Procedural differences, such as the change between
environments, which differed in appearance and configuration (described in detail Animals p. 70
and Methods p. 124), may have also influenced intake. Although these factors’ role in influencing
intake is less likely, they should not be dismissed off-hand and are discussed further in the general
discussion.
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Despite these encountered issues, it is important to underscore that the overall lick
microstructure trends observed in Experiment 5 were similar to those observed in Experiment 4.
Notably, episodes with EPCs below 1 s were comparable in size during sucrose solution and
water intake (see Figures 48 – 51), despite that rats initiated substantially more sucrose episodes
and therefore consumed substantially more sucrose solution than water. Sucrose episodes became
larger than water episodes only as the EPC was increased beyond 1 s. To reiterate, previous work
established that short, sub 1 s EPC episodes increase in size with increasing fluid palatability
(Davis, 1989; Davis & Smith, 1992; Spector et al., 1998). Despite that in both Experiments 4 and
5, rats consumed substantially greater volumes of the more palatable sucrose solution than water,
this intake increase was not reflected in increased episode size within the sub 1 s EPC range.
While in Experiment 5, short EPC (≲ 1 s) water and sucrose solution intake episodes were
comparable (Days 13 vs. 22), in Experiment 4, short water episodes unexpectedly exceeded
sucrose solution episodes in size. Experiment 4 sucrose solution and water episodes only became
comparable and eventually exceeded water episodes by 1 – 2 s EPCs. By comparison,
Experiment 5 sucrose episodes exceeded water episodes in size with EPCs of ~1 s and beyond.
(see Figures 48 – 51). The reason for the difference between Experiments 4 and 5 in the EPC
duration at which the size of sucrose episodes exceeded water episodes is not clear but could be
perhaps due to procedural differences such as moving rats between the two environments.
Nevertheless, for both microstructure experiments, short EPC episodes did not increase in size to
reflect the sucrose solution’s greater palatability relative to water. The fact that the lack of episode
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size difference in the expected direction was consistent across both microstructure experiments
suggests that these findings were not anomalous.
Following extended E4D/ED sucrose solution access In Experiment 5, observed
microstructure trends paralleled those reported in Experiment 4. Over the last three recording
chamber sessions, although a sucrose solution access-intake effect began to emerge in the
recording chambers, the magnitude of the solution intake difference was smaller relative to the
home-cage access-intake effect. Following the extended E4D relative to ED solution access
(Days 98 and 106), short, sub 1 s EPC episodes were initiated more frequently by E4D rats but
were comparable in size across the two groups. As the EPC duration was increased, episodes
became comparable in number but increased in size. Although the planned comparisons did not
reach the criterion for statistical significance for 120 s and 300 s EPC episodes, the described
trend seen in Figures 52 – 55, is very similar to the trend observed in Experiment 4 (Figures 34 –
37).
The initial rate of licking measure in Experiment 5 was again consistent with the
interpretation of the EPC episode size data. First the initial lick rate was significantly greater with
sucrose solution than for water. Secondly, the initial lick rate increased after with E4D relative to
ED sucrose solution access. This again agrees with the interpretation of the Experiment 4 and 5
data; the short EPC episodes did not reflect palatability, and while longer EPC episodes may
have.
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It should be noted that initial lick rate is substantially lower in Experiment 5 than in 4.
This is not surprising given procedural differences between the two experiments. In Experiment 5
rats were transferred to the recording chambers from the home cage, so that rats may have been
more reluctant to drink, or were more prone to exploration at the start of the recording sessions
than Experiment 4 rats which lived in the recording chambers.
Again, the similarity between Experiment 4 and 5 lick microstructure results suggests that
the size of short duration EPC episodes, within the range of approximately 1 s or less, did not
reflect palatability as previously described (Davis, 1989; Davis & Smith, 1992). Instead, in the
access paradigm used here, short EPC episodes, bursts and clusters included, were similar or even
smaller in size with sucrose solution than water intake. It was only with longer duration EPCs, a
few seconds or more, that episodes size increased with the change in palatability, water relative to
the 4% sucrose solution. Therefore, if those longer EPC episodes are to be taken to reflect
palatability in Experiments 4 and 5, it would follow that E4D relative to ED access enhanced
palatability. That is, as intake increased with E4D relative to ED access, so did the size of the
longer duration EPC episodes. Therefore, it can be argued that a relative palatability increase
accompanied increased intake with E4D relative to ED access.
The fact that Experiment 4 and 5 results were consistent with each other does not address
the cause of their inconsistency with previous work exploring palatability. A key difference
between this and previous work is the access duration. In Experiments 4 and 5, rats were free to
spontaneously initiate bouts of intake over 24 h periods, while in previous work, recordings were
limited to shorter, scheduled access sessions, usually 1 h or less in duration. With the longer, 24 h
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access session in Experiments 4 and 5, the EPC of episodes that reflect palatability may have also
been shifted towards longer durations. Therefore, the relationship between short sub 1 s EPC
episodes and palatability should be viewed with caution. If a licking episode’s size is to be taken
as a measure of palatability, the relationship between access duration, access schedules, and
episodes size needs to be explored further.
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General Discussion
Introduction
The focus of this dissertation was on measuring changes in motivation that might underlie
the E(3, 4)D/ED access-protocol-induced sucrose solution intake differences that have been
previously described in our lab (Eikelboom & Hewitt, 2016). This previous work has shown that
the intake of a moderately sweet, 4% sucrose solution escalates when provided for 24 h periods
every second, third or fourth day relative to continuous everyday availability. Importantly, with
extended exposure to these access schedules, intake differences were shown to be enduring once
established, persisting long after the access schedule was changed.
The hypothesis guiding the work in this dissertation was that the sucrose solution intake
increases observed with the E(3, 4)D/ED access protocol were driven by access-induced increases
in the sucrose solution's value. Before the experiments reported here, only the total daily intake
had been measured in our lab. However, total intake is often an inaccurate measure of value as
various performance effects can influence it. Work in other laboratories has shown that over
individual 24 h access periods to a single sucrose concentration, rats’ intake-concentration
function takes on an inverted U shape, peaking around an 8% concentration. Despite that peak
intake occurs around 8%, a variety of other measures have shown that the sweeter of two
solutions is preferred, regardless of how much of the solution consumed over a 24 h period (J. C.
Smith & Sclafani, 2002). Intake of a sucrose solution over 24 h is limited at the low end of the
concentration range of the inverted U by being less attractive, while at the higher end intake is
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limited in part by calories. Therefore, care must be taken to select measures that separate food or
fluid value from performance effects such as satiety. See Measuring the Value of Food and Drink
on p. 44 for a more in-depth review.
To briefly summarize the work carried out here, to measure the underlying changes in
motivation for a sucrose solution with E(3, 4)D relative to ED access, three approaches were
explored. In Experiments 1 and 2, a series of simple two-bottle preference tests were conducted,
comparing a flavoured Standard solution provided either E3D or ED, against a concentration
range of a differently flavoured Alternate solution. This procedure was intended to determine if
E3D relative to ED access-induced intake increases are reflected in increased preference for a
specific Standard solution, and if so, to measure by how much. Despite some complexity due to
the 24 h nature of the access procedure, the first choice experiment produced relatively
convincing evidence of an access-induced preference increase. However, the second experiment
produced null results, likely due to design issues (the high sucrose concentrations). Overall the 24
h preference tests produced a more complicated pattern of results than expected.
Next, a PR approach, a classic operant measure of reward value, was employed in
Experiment 3. The PR can measure how much an animal is willing to work for a single unit of a
reward (Hodos, 1961; Richardson & Roberts, 1996). Because this increased work reflects
changes in reward value, this measure was intended to gauge whether E4D rats that drink more
sucrose solution than ED rats would also work more for that solution. The PR procedure failed to
reveal any effect of access history. The lack of effect may have been due to its weakness (or
absence) or due to design issues.
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Finally, lick microstructure was analyzed in Experiments 4 and 5. Lick microstructure can
reveal palatability shifts caused by changes in the fluid composition or the experience with that
fluid (Dwyer, 2009; Lin et al., 2017). In Experiments 4 and 5, lick microstructure recordings
revealed a pattern of results consistent with access-induced palatability increases following E4D
relative to ED access. However, the sub 1 s EPC episode size, which was expected to reflect the
palatability differences, remained unchanged. Therefore, microstructure results were also
analyzed using an initial lick rate measure of palatability (Davis & Levine, 1977; Davis & Smith,
1988). The initial lick rate findings were consistent with the interpretation of the other
microstructure results, that the palatability of the sucrose solution was enhanced with E4D
relative to ED access. However, because the EPC range that appeared to reflect palatability
changes in this work deviated from that previously reported in the literature, further work should
examine the impact of access duration or type of access on the EPC range that is suggested as
reflective of palatability.
Overall, while in some ways results deviated from the initial predictions, their overall
pattern was consistent with E(3, 4)D/ED access-induced changes in value. These access-induced
value differences appear to drive the accompanying access-intake changes. While there is
evidence of access-induced change to the 4% sucrose solution's value, the null results in
Experiments 2 and 3 might suggest a relatively weak effect. This access-intake effect appears to
be optimally expressed within a narrow sugar concentration range that sufficient palatable for
motivating avid fluid intake but is only modestly satiating, evoking weaker negative postingestive
feedback. It may be that the access-induced impact on value is also small.
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This dissertation's experiments were designed to observe motivational changes underlying
intake differences induced by the 24 h access protocol, a paradigm that leaves rats mostly
undisturbed. This approach has the advantage of permitting rats to initiate and terminate bouts of
behaviour, including feeding and drinking throughout their sleep/wake cycle. However, my
experimental designs were often informed by studies that involved only short access (0.5 – 1 h)
sessions. With longer-term access, intake of foods or fluids can proceed differently than over
shorter-term access periods (Collier, 1982, 2005). Because the 24 h design is unusual for studies
examining changes in value or palatability, wherever possible, this discussion will highlight the
impact of 24 h measurements on the results relative to shorter-term tests.

Choice Experiments
Choice between two or more alternatives is an effective means of discriminating between
different fluids or other rewards (J. C. Smith & Sclafani, 2002; see p. 28 for in depth discussion).
In Experiments 1 and 2, a series 23 h choice tests assessed changes in preference that might occur
following different E3D/ED sucrose solution access experience. Rats were first provided with a
4% (Experiment 1) or 12% (Experiment 2) sucrose solution paired with one flavour (a
counterbalanced Standard), for twelve 23 h periods of E3D or 34 days of ED access. In a second
phase, a series of 23 h two-bottle choice tests were performed on an E2D schedule. On each test
day, preference for the Standard solution was measured against a second, Alternate flavoured
sucrose solution. A change in the value of a specific sucrose solution, the flavoured Standard, was
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expected to be reflected in rats’ preference or choice of that solution against a concentration range
of a differently flavoured Alternate sucrose solution.
Ostensibly, Experiment 1 preference results appeared to confirm initial predictions. Rats
with E4D, relative to ED access experience, preferred the Standard more when preference was
expressed as a proportion of the Standard to total solution volume, or total solution calories
consumed (Figures 7 and 10). However, upon closer inspection of the data, this access-induced
preference difference may have been driven by the persistently higher Standard solution intake of
E3D relative to ED experienced rats. Over the choice phase, E3D experienced rats consumed
more Standard than ED experienced rats, while intake of the Alternate solution was comparable
across both access conditions over most of the concentration range. Therefore, E3D rats may not
have been choosing to consume more of the Standard than the Alternate solution relative to ED
rats, but simply consuming more of the Standard solution overall.
Access-induced changes to Alternate intake were observed as the Alternate concentration
increased beyond 16%. At the two highest Alternate concentrations, a significant ‘real’ preference
for Standard solution emerged with E3D rats consuming less Alternate and more of the Standard
solution relative to ED rats. This ‘real’ preference difference appeared to coincide with the point
at which the intake of combined solution calories (Alternate + Standard) stopped increasing with
increases to the Alternate solution concentration, suggesting perhaps, that a ‘real’ preference
difference might emerge at the sucrose calorie ceiling. This sucrose calorie ceiling emerges
because rats with ad-lib food and sucrose appear only to consume a limited proportion of their
daily calories from the sucrose solution (Collier & Bolles, 1968b). Therefore, while all rats
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consumed a similar amount of total sucrose calories, the proportion of Standard relative to
Alternate calories was greater following E3D relative to ED access history at the higher Alternate
concentrations.
The second choice experiment attempted to control for the baseline difference in Standard
solution intake that persisted over the Experiment 1 choice phase, and to measure preference near
or at the sucrose calorie ceiling. This was accomplished by increasing the Standard concentration
from 4 to 12%, which was effective because E(3, 4)D/ED access-induced intake differences do
not emerge as readily with more concentrated sucrose solutions (see Intermittent and Continuous
Sweet Solutions Access on p. 24). As expected, no access-induced intake differences were
observed in Phase I. Unexpectedly, no access-induced preference differences were detected in
Phase II. While the reasons for the null effect is not clear, it may have been due to an
insufficiently long E3D/ED access phase. Past work in our lab has shown small, emergent accessinduced intake differences towards the end of an E3D/ED access phase with a 16% sucrose
solution (Unpublished Observations). Possibly, preference differences could have been observed
in Experiment 2 had the E3D/ED phase been extended. Alternatively, because in Experiment 1,
the ‘real’ preference difference emerged at higher Alternate concentrations, it is possible that with
more concentrated Alternate solutions, or a longer choice phase, in Experiment 2 a preference
difference would be detected.
Overall, Experiment 1 produced results consistent with access-induced changes in
preference. These preference changes were particularly convincing at the higher Alternate
concentrations. Experiment 2, on the other hand, yielded null results. Both choice experiments,
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however, produced a pattern of results that differed from what was initially expected. As the
Alternate concentration was progressively increased, intake and preference for the Standard were
expected to decrease progressively. However, in both Experiments 1 and 2, considerable amounts
of Standard continued to be consumed despite the availability of substantially sweeter Alternate.
In fact, in Experiment 1, while intake of the Standard declined over initial Alternate
concentrations 2 – 12%, it increased in both groups with further Alternate solution increases
through to 32%, the sweetest Alternate in Experiment 1.

Limited Access Versus 24 h Choice Tests
It is important to underscore that preference tests in Experiments 1 and 2 were much
longer in duration than typical choice tests. It will be argued that some of the unexpected
preference results in Experiments 1 and 2, and indeed in the E(3, 4)D/ED work in general, are a
consequence of the work's 24 h nature. Most choice studies limit the choice period to shorter
sessions, often 30 min or less, for practical reasons. This includes the series of experiments that
inspired the design of choice Experiments 1 and 2 (Conover et al., 1994; Conover & Shizgal,
1994b, 1994a). The longer choice test duration was selected for the choice experiments because
with E(3, 4)D/ED protocol intake is measured over light/dark cycles.
Very few studies have examined 24 h choice between different sugar solutions Sclafani,
1987), and only 3 of those have compared different sucrose concentrations (Collier & Bolles,
1968b; Khavari, 1970; Panksepp, 1977). In Experiments 1 and 2, two additional effects were
observed that appeared to be a consequence of longer-terms access. First, it appeared that the two
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different solutions were being treated as distinct food sources, with rats appearing to balance their
calorie intake from each solution. This appears to be a novel effect that has not been previously
described. Second, with prolonged exposure to two different sucrose concentrations, preference
appears to drift toward the less concentrated solution over time. While this effect was not
anticipated, increasing preference for the less concentrated of two sucrose solutions has been
previously reported to occur over the first few days of access (Panksepp, 1977). Because the
literature on longer-term choice is limited, the consequences of the more extended duration
access will be described in greater detail here.
In simple, intake-based choice tests, such as in Experiments 1 and 2, rats are tasked with
allocating some amount of their time to consume some of the freely accessible options. The
amount of time allotted for a choice test by the experimenter would be expected to influence how
that choice is made and the outcome of that test. When time for choice allotted is brief, choice
might be informed by the taste of the alternatives, or by the previous experience with the
alternatives (J. C. Smith & Rashotte, 1978; J. C. Smith & Sclafani, 2002). If the test duration is
made longer, postingestive effects might come to influence the choice as well (J. C. Smith &
Rashotte, 1978; J. C. Smith & Sclafani, 2002). Often, short tests involve training, deprivation, or
both in order to ensure the limited amount of time that the experimenter has provided is utilized
to generate data (Davis & Perez, 1993; Davis & Smith, 1992). Therefore, the experimenter makes
it profitable for the rat to consume some of the alternatives over engaging in other behaviour such
as exploring, grooming, sniffing, sleeping etc. In other words, rats are making a choice, but they
are coerced to do so.
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The situation afforded to rats in Experiments 1 and 2 was quite different from many short
access choice tests. On preference test days, the target solutions were available along with food
and water, over entire sleep/wake cycles. Given that rats were always present in their home
environment, they had to allocate their time between drinking the target solutions or water, eating
the provided food or engaging in other behaviours such as grooming, scratching, sleeping etc.
Regarding consuming fluids and food, rats also had to decide how much they consumed from
each source.

Standard and Alternate Solutions Were Treated as Distinct Food Sources
The persistent intake of the Standard was particularly strikingly in Experiment 1. The
E3D experienced rats consumed more Standard than Alternate solution even when the Alternate
available was considerably sweeter. As the Alternate concentration was increased from 2 – 12%,
Standard solution intake declined, but beyond 12% Alternate concentrations the Standard's intake
stopped declining and even increased somewhat (see Figures 5 and 8). Despite the increasing
concentration of the Alternate through to 32%, rats across both access conditions maintained their
Standard solution intake at appreciable levels.
Turning to the concentration-calorie-intake curves in both choice experiments, these
functions took on a sigmoidal shape (see Figures 8 and 17). Alternate solution calories first
increased with the concentration, and then plateaued despite further Alternate concentration
increases. That is, the upper inflection point of the Alternate calorie concentration-intake
functions was to the left of the highest Alternate concentrations. Alternate calorie intake plateaued
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at concentrations beyond 12% with the 4% Standard (Experiment 1) and beyond 16% with the
12% Standard (Experiment 2). Simultaneously, in both experiments, the intake of the Standard
solution (calories and volume) decreased with increasing Alternate concentration but remained
substantial. This suggests that the number of Alternate solution calories or solute had peaked
while rats continued to consume appreciable quantities of Standard solution calories.
Unexpectedly, Standard calorie intake stopped declining despite further Alternate concentration
increases. In fact, as discussed, the intake of the 4% Standard increased slightly as the
concentration of the Alternate increased from 16 to 32%, an increase that was more evident in
terms of volume than calories.
The structure of these concentration-intake curves appears to indicate that Alternate and
Standard solutions were being treated as if they were distinct food sources. That is, intake of
Standard relative to the Alternate calories behaved, just like the intake of food relative to a range
of different sucrose solution concentrations. As previously discussed (p. 40), over a 24 h period
and under non-deprived conditions, the sucrose solution concentration-intake function takes on an
inverted U shape that peaks around 8%. However, the relationship between the solution
concentration and sucrose calories or solute consumed is sigmoidal, plateauing at concentrations
beyond 16% (Castonguay et al., 1981; Collier & Bolles, 1968b; Sclafani, 1987). Rats increase
their intake of sucrose calories with increases in concentrations, until they make up
approximately 60% of their total dietary calories, while simultaneously decreasing their total food
intake. The fact that sucrose calories are maintained at a constant level with concentrations
beyond 16% explains the descending arm of the sucrose concentration-intake curve; less of the
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more concentrated solution needs to be consumed to maintain the same overall calorie intake
(Collier & Bolles, 1968b).
In both choice Experiments 1 and 2, intake of the Standard relative to that of varying
concentrations of the Alternate solutions resembles lab chow intake relative to intake of varying
sucrose solution concentrations (Collier & Bolles, 1968b). In Experiment 1, the Alternate solution
volume consumed increased with the Alternate concentration peaking at 12% and then declining
through to 32%. Beyond the 12% Alternate solution concentration (peak Alternate volume),
Alternate solution calorie intake levelled off and plateaued. In Experiment 2, a similar trend was
observed. Alternate solution calorie intake increased with increasing Alternate concentrations
appearing to level off and plateauing beyond 20%. In contrast to Experiment 1, the Alternate
solution volume consumed also continued to increase, but there was no clear peak. It is possible
that in Experiment 2, Alternate peak volume consumed was shifted further to the right due to the
availability of the higher 12% Standard concentration. Similarly, Alternate volume consumed in
Experiment 1 peaked at 12%, to the right of the typically expected 8% when only food and a
single sugar solution are available. Possibly, a decline in Alternate solution volume in Experiment
2 would be observed if Alternate concentrations beyond 24% were explored.
Why rats would treat the different solutions in this manner is less clear. One possibility is
that a behavioural mechanism maintains a diverse intake of previously familiar foods or fluids.
Similarly, rats may be maintaining the intake of previously established nutrient sources due to
their longer-term experience with them. Collier (2005) points out that as generalist omnivores,
and unlike herbivores, which obtain all their nutrient from plants, gut bacteria and soil, or
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carnivores which obtain all their nutrients from their prey, rats must obtain nutrients from various
sources differing widely in caloric density and other macro-nutrients (Collier, 1982). These
possibilities can be further explored by manipulating the availability of different nutritive foods
or fluids and the extent of experience with them. Overall it appears that nutritive fluids presented
over extended periods are treated differently from plain water, which is often not consumed when
a sweet solution is available. How nutritive and non-nutritive palatable fluids are consumed
differently could be further examined by comparing the intake of nutritive to non-nutritive
sweeteners such as sucrose to saccharin. For example, would the intake of a Saccharin Standard
drop to zero relative to a sweet carbohydrate solution? Clearly, further work is warranted to
explore these possibilities.

Influence of Familiarity on Preference
In addition to effects occurring due to the extended choice phase, in Experiments 1 and 2,
rats also had longer-term experience with the Standard solution in Phase I, before the choice tests
in Phase II. In both choice experiments, at equivalent concentrations of the Standard and
Alternate, the Standard was overwhelmingly preferred. This preference for the Standard over the
same concentration of the Alternate solution was independent of access experience. The
preference for the Standard over the same concentration of the Alternate suggests an influence of
familiarity on preference and perhaps may have been reflective of residual neophobia.
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Choice Summary
While the preference tests' overall result deviated from predictions, clear access-driven
preference difference emerged at higher concentrations of Alternate in Experiment 1. In that
experiment, preference differences persisted long after the access schedules were made the same
for all rats in the choice phase. Moreover, the clearest evidence of access-induced increases in
preference for the Standard over the Alternate solution emerged towards the end of that choice
phase. In other words, there was evidence for a relative access-induced increased value of the
Standard a month after access conditions were equalized. Therefore, in addition to the intake
differences being enduring (Celejewski, 2011; Eikelboom & Hewitt, 2016; Senthinathan, 2012),
the value changes accompanying the intake increase were enduring as well.
In addition, two unanticipated effects emerged, irrespective of access conditions. These
effects were due to the longer, 24 h nature of preference tests. First, the intake of the Standard
persisted at all concentrations of the Alternate solution at appreciable levels. Second, Preference
for the Standard solution increased as the Alternate concentration was increased from 12 to 32%.
Collectively these effects suggest that the longer-term sucrose solution experience, independent
of the access conditions, changes how that solution is consumed and presumably experienced.
While these effects are interesting on their own, they may have interfered with what appeared to
be a simple experimental design on paper.
Further work is needed to understand how rats choose between two different sucrose
solutions over the longer term. Short term preference tests may also be warranted for assessing
access-driven preference differences as a means of circumventing postingestive factors that may
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have affected choice. Because humans, like rats, choose between a multitude of foods and fluid in
complex environments, a better understanding of factors involved in this choice may lead to
better interventions for disorders of chronic overeating.

Progressive Ratio
In Experiment 3, a PR schedule was applied to evaluate E3D/ED access-induced changes
in the sucrose solution's value. With PR schedules, the reinforcement ratio increases with each
reward earned (Hodos, 1961; Hodos & Kalman, 1963). The breakpoint is the final ratio that is
reached and represents the maximum effort an animal is willing to expand for a unit of the
reward. While breakpoints have been shown to increase monotonically with sucrose
concentration, in studies where the only intake is measured, particularly with longer (30 min or
more) periods, consumption can take on an inverted U shaped relationship with concentration
(Reilly, 1999; Sclafani & Ackroff, 2003). Because consumption is limited, PR measures avoid
satiety issues and are often better indicators of value than the total amount consumed (see p. 50
for an in-depth discussion).
In contrast to choice Experiment 1 and the microstructure Experiments 4 and 5, the PR
procedure failed to reveal any changes to sucrose solution value associated with the access-intake
increases. It was expected that E3D relative to ED access-induced intake increases would result in
increased PR schedule breakpoints, reflecting an enhanced value of the solution. However,
despite the limited evidence showing access-induced breakpoint increases for fat (Wojnicki et al.,
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2006, 2010), in Experiment 3, across both E3D and ED access conditions, sucrose solution
breakpoints were comparable.
In Experiment 3, PR responding for the 4% sucrose solution was evaluated both before
and after either 12 E3D or 33 ED sucrose access session. Despite the robust access-induced
sucrose solution intake increases after the E3D relative to ED access, no evidence of accessinduced differences in the breakpoint was found. This failure to observe breakpoint differences
may have been due to sub-optimal operant parameters or weak or absent E3D/ED access-induced
value differences. Alternatively, employing a limited duration operant procedure to measure all
day, E3D/ED access-intake effects may not be an effective approach.
Despite the carefully selected operant parameters, they may not have been optimal for
detecting access-induced differences in sucrose solution value. The impact of operant parameters
on the results, and their selection, is discussed in depth in the Experiment 3 discussion (p.
111).While it is possible that further optimizing these parameters, including the reward size, the
operant response requirement, or duration of the PR session, may have increased the PR
procedures sensitivity, it is also possible that there was a more glaring flaw in the chosen
approach. Two possible factors that could have hindered the detection of access-induced value
differences should be mentioned. First, some learned effects are context-dependent, and this may
influence the operant responding. However, more likely, is that the limited-access nature of the
PR session was not suitable for observing a 24 h access-intake effect.
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Context dependence of the access-intake effect may have prevented the detection of an
access-induced difference in sucrose solution PR breakpoints. In Experiment 3, rats were
provided with E3D or ED sucrose solution access in the home-cage but evaluated briefly in a
different, distinct operant chamber context. Context dependence might be considered because an
intake effect similar the one observed with E(3, 4)D/ED access, the saccharin elation effect
(Ashton et al., 1970; Gandelman & Trowill, 1969), was shown to be highly dependent on context
(Neznanova et al., 2002). In this previous work, daily 24 h saccharin access was provided in a
Context A, visually distinct from Context B. Access was then withdrawn in either Context A or B.
With access restored in Context A, a temporary increase in saccharin drinking was observed
(elation effect), while with saccharin access restored in Context B, no such intake increase was
observed. In addition, context can greatly impact responding for various rewards after a period of
extinction, with extinction being context-dependent (Bouton, 2004).
Context dependence of the E(3, 4)D/ED access induced differences may be unlikely for
two reasons. First, sucrose solution intake was not affected in Experiment 4, when rats were
transferred to the home-cage after spending 33 days in the recording chambers. Access-induced
solution intake differences continued to be expressed in the home-cage style environment just as
much as they were in the recording chamber environment in which they emerged (see Figure 25
A). This suggests that the context did not affect intake, at least not over the 24 h period.
Second, while the saccharin elation effect is similar in the sense that it is a post-abstinence
intake increase, the similarity to the E(3, 4)D/ED access-induced intake differences may be
superficial. In previous experiments, E(3, 4)D/ED access to palatable saccharin solutions was
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investigated (Celejewski, 2011). As with sucrose, saccharin intake increased with 12 E4D relative
to 45 ED saccharin exposures. Also as with sucrose solutions, when saccharin was provided E2D
in a Phase II, the intake difference established in Phase I was intake maintained. To examine a
saccharin deprivation effect after E4D/ED access experience, Phase II E2D saccharin access was
interrupted and restored after 7 days. After access was restored, saccharin intake increased in a
manner that was independent of the access history. That is, regardless of E4D or ED access
experience, intake increased by a similar amount before declining. This suggested the intake
increase with E(3, 4)D relative to ED access is distinct from the saccharin deprivation effect, and
therefore might not be expected to be controlled by similar contextual factors. Therefore, the lack
of breakpoint differences in Experiment 3 may not be attributable to contextual reasons.
A more likely reason for the failure to observe breakpoint changes accompanying
E3D/ED access induced sucrose solution intake differences was previously discussed in the
general discussion (see: Limited Access Versus 24 h Choice Tests: 178 – 183). The home-cagebased, 24 h nature of the E(3, 4)D/ED access protocol creates a very different situation for the rat
than many shorter-term tests. In shorter-term tests, especially tests which are conducted at a
similar daily time or tests that utilize food deprivation, may present opportunities for learning that
palatable food or fluid is available for a limited duration (Collier, 1982, 2005), as well learning to
anticipate its presentation though circadian entrained rhythms (Mistlberger, 1994). It may be
difficult to capture value changes induced by 24 h E3D/ED access using short term operant tests,
particularly as rats may now have to learn that solution access is limited in duration.
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While limited duration operant chambers tests may not be ideal for detecting changes in
value with the E(3, 4)D/ED access protocol, operant methodology and PR schedules should not
be discounted altogether. A lick based PR, where spout licks were counted as responses, and a
solution was dispensed into the spout via pump, has been previously used to compare various
sucrose concentrations in the home environment over 23 h periods in ad-lib fed rats (Sclafani &
Ackroff, 2003). As with shorter PR tests, the breakpoint increased linearly with the sucrose
concentration making it an effective means of evaluating sucrose solution value. Such lick based
operant tests could be easily integrated into the rat's home-environment in future E(3, 4)D/ED
studies and may avoid issues faced in evaluating reward value changes in an operant setting.

Lick Microstructure Analyses
In Experiments 4 and 5, lick microstructure was analyzed during water intake and
E4D/ED sucrose solution intake. Lick microstructure analysis permits evaluating the palatability
of fluids ingested by rats (Dwyer, 2012; Lin et al., 2017). In particular, the size of episodes with
short EPC durations, 1 s or less, were shown to increase with palatability (Davis, 1989; Davis &
Smith, 1992). In this dissertation, lick microstructure analysis was used to evaluate the hypothesis
that the sucrose solution's enhanced palatability drove access-induced intake changes.
While both Experiments 4 and 5 provide evidence for increased palatability with E4D
relative to ED access, it was not reflected in the size of shorter duration EPC episodes (sub 1 s
EPC range) as was initially anticipated. Nevertheless, the microstructure results were consistent
with changes to palatability accompanying the access-induced solution intake changes.
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Comparisons of sucrose and water lick microstructures revealed trends that paralleled those
observed with increased sucrose solution intake after E4D relative to ED access. That is, the
microstructure was observed to change similarly when fluid intake increased, whether that
increase was due to changing the quality of the fluid by making it sweet, or by changing the
experience with the fluid by manipulating the access schedule. The fact that an episode size
difference emerged with EPC durations of a few seconds or more in the case of both fluid intake
increases may suggest that the EPC duration range for episodes that reflect palatability was
shifted towards longer EPC durations. It will be argued that this may be a result of the longerterm ad-lib access to food and fluids. Similar factors were argued to influence the choice
behaviour results and may have also influenced the measurement of breakpoint differences.

Evidence for Access-Induced Changes in Palatability
Short, EPC (≲ 1 s) episodes have been shown to increase in size with increases in the
concentration of sugar solution (Davis, 1989; Davis & Smith, 1992). Conversely, these short EPC
episodes decrease in size when a fluid is made progressively less palatable (Hsiao & Fan, 1993;
Spector & St. John, 1998). Short EPC episodes can also be affected by changes in physiological
state, as well as by experiential factors such as taste conditioning (Dwyer, 2012; Lin et al., 2014,
2017). In other words, short EPC episode size can reflect changes in the palatability of a fluid that
may result from changing the quality of that fluid, by changing the rat's physiological state or by
changing the rat's experience with that fluid.
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In Experiments 4 and 5, no access-induced differences in the episode size of the short
EPC (≲ 1 s) episodes was observed. The short EPC episodes were comparable in size following
both E4D or ED access periods across both experiments. Greater episode size with E4D relative
to ED access only became apparent as the EPC duration was extended by approximately 4 s or
more in Experiment 4, and by approximately 20 s or more in Experiment 5. This lick episode size
differences persisted with further increase to the EPC duration.
When comparing intake microstructure of less palatable water to the more palatable
sucrose solution, no differences in the size of short EPC (≲ 1 s) episodes were observed in
Experiment 5. In Experiment 4, the episode size difference occurred opposite to the expected
direction, with larger, short EPC episodes during water intake than sucrose solution intake. As
with the access-induced differences in sucrose solution lick episode size following E4D/ED
access, episodes of sucrose licking became larger than water episode with slightly longer EPCs,
about 4 s EPCs in Experiment 4 and 1 s EPCs in Experiment 5. Importantly, if the prevailing
wisdom regarding episode size and palatability were applied here, it would lead to the improbable
conclusion that water was more palatable than the sucrose solution. While the overall observed
pattern of results that emerged was different than expected, it was relatively consistent across
both experiments.
It is important to underscore that the microstructure changes observed when moving from
water to sucrose solution paralleled the changes in microstructure observed when comparing
sucrose solution intake after ED relative to E4D access. In other words, moving from the less
palatable water to the more palatable sucrose solution resulted in a similar pattern of changes to
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the lick microstructure as when comparing sucrose solution intake after a period of ED relative to
E4D access. Across both microstructure comparisons, water versus sucrose, and ED versus E4D
access experience, the episode size differences reflecting the intake differences emerged with
longer EPC durations, greater than 1 s. It is possible that the EPC duration range, which defines
the episodes that are sensitive to palatability changes, was shifted towards longer durations. That
is, a different EPC duration range may have defined episodes that increase in the number of licks
with increases in palatability.
It is argued here that Experiments 4 and 5 results suggest a relative enhancement in
sucrose solution palatability that accompanies the relative, access-induced sucrose solution intake
increase. The lack of episode size differences within the short EPC (≲ 1 s) range was likely due to
procedural differences between this and previous work. Specifically, how the microstructure was
recorded here was different from the previous literature. In Experiments 4 and 5, rats were
provided with ad-lib access to both food and fluids over 24 h access periods. In contrast, most
other microstructure work has revolved around short, scheduled sessions, often 60 min or less,
sometimes utilizing water or food deprivation, and often conducted at similar times daily (Davis,
1989; Davis & Perez, 1993; Davis & Smith, 1992; Spector et al., 1998). To the best of my
knowledge, Experiments 4 and 5 are the first to report the ≲ 1 s EPC microstructure over 24 h
access periods while comparing the palatability of different fluids, or of the same fluid under
conditions that might be expected influence palatability of that fluid.
To further strengthen this interpretation of the palatability results, a second lick based
measure of palatability was explored, the initial lick rate. This palatability measure predates short
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EPC episode analysis and reflects palatability increases in increasing lick rates over the first few
minutes of access (Davis & Levine, 1977). However, the lick rate is a rate of responding measure
and, therefore, inherently less robust as previously discussed in the introduction (see The Problem
with Consumption or Response/Reinforcement Rate Value Measures, p. 45). Nevertheless, initial
lick rates in Experiments 4 and 5 were in good agreement with the 4% sucrose being more
palatable than water, and similarly that the sucrose solution palatability was increased after E4D
relative to ED access. The lick rate measure further strengthens the interpretation of Experiments
4 and 5; short EPC (≲ 1 s) episodes were not reflective of palatability while longer duration EPC
episodes may have been. Moreover, Experiments 4 and 5 results suggest additional access factors
may control sucrose solution lick microstructure.

Limited Access Versus All Day Microstructure Recordings
The fact that over both Experiments 4 and 5, water and sucrose solution episodes began to
diverge in size with EPC durations beyond 1 s is at odds with the preceding literature and
suggests an underlying systemic cause. As has become increasingly apparent throughout this
dissertation's experiments, the 24 h nature of the E(3, 4)D/ED access protocol led to different
results from many other studies, including studies examining lick microstructure. Differences
include the interval over which the solutions were provided, the duration of the lick
microstructure recordings, along with ad-lib food and water availability.
Most previous microstructure studies exploring palatability with short EPC episodes,
constrained access to the stimulus fluid alone, in the absence of food or fluids, often for 30 – 60
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min sessions daily (e.g. Davis & Perez, 1993; Davis & Smith, 1992; Davis et al., 1994, 1995;
Spector et al., 1998). In a sense, these studies reported the microstructure of scheduled “meals”
that were arranged by the experimenter, in a manner that ensured that some of the fluid was
consumed. This contrasts with the design of experiments reported here, where bouts licking for
palatable fluid could be initiated spontaneously throughout the rat's sleep/wake cycle. That fluid,
the sucrose solution, was also available in addition to rats' regular diet, under non-deprived
conditions.
With limited duration microstructure recordings, fluid access is usually scheduled to occur
once daily, often at a similar time. For many of these studies, rats are first trained to drink the
solution in the recording chambers, usually a distinct environment, separate from the home-cage,
and often in conjunction with some form of food or water deprivation (Davis & Perez, 1993;
Davis & Smith, 1992; Spector et al., 1998). In some microstructure studies, deprivation had to be
maintained during the experimental recordings to ensure that a meaningful amount of the fluid
was consumed. When the microstructure of bitter, quinine adulterated solution intake was
assessed, water deprivation was also necessary (Hsiao & Fan, 1993; Spector & St. John, 1998).
Training often consisted of pre-exposure to the test environment, often with the same fluid
available that would be later presented during the testing phase (e.g., Davis, 1989; Davis &
Smith, 1992; Spector & St. John, 1998). Once rats learned to drink avidly, intake was recorded
over the limited access test sessions, often for 30 – 60 min. In some studies, the recordings
sessions were also preceded by potential cues, such as removing food 2 h before the test (e.g.
Davis & Smith, 1992).
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In contrast to the short scheduled sessions in the previous short EPC (≲ 1 s)
microstructure work, rats in Experiments 4 and 5 were never trained to drink any fluid. With ED
access, the sucrose solution was available almost continuously, while with E4D access, the
solution was provided at the start of the dark cycle every 4th day. In all experiments, sufficient
amounts were provided to suffice until bottles were replaced or removed. In Experiment 5, rats
were transferred to the chambers in which they were provided with a sucrose solution for the next
23.5 hours. While the transfer to the recording chamber may have served as a cue signalling
sucrose solution availability to the E4D rats, they continued to receive most of their sucrose
solution access within the home cage. In Experiment 4, with rats housed in recording chambers.
The only cue that served to indicate solution access to E4D rats was during the bottle's placement
into the chamber at the start of the session and the presence of the bottle spout within the cage.
Throughout a 24 h access session, rats were free to spontaneously initiate bouts of solution, water,
or food intake.
The different nature of the lick recordings sessions here, relative to previous work, likely
influenced the lick microstructure observed. However, very little work has explored lick
microstructure at the microsecond level over 24 h periods. The literature that has, suggests that
spontaneously initiated, longer EPC episodes, under non-deprived conditions have different
dynamics than intake over scheduled 30 or 60 min/day sessions (Rushing, 1997; Rushing et al.,
1997).
Consider the progression of condensed milk solution intake over shorter, 30 min/day
sessions previously explored in both deprived (Davis et al., 1995), and non-deprived rats (Davis
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et al., 1994). In this work, the entire 30 min session is considered to be the “meal.” The rate of
licking throughout these “meals” was best modelled with an exponential function. The lick rate
was high initially before declining gradually throughout the session. Lick rate was also found to
proceed similarly over 30 min/day sessions with access to a range of sucrose solution
concentrations (Davis et al., 1994). In contrast, Rushing et al. (1997) found that spontaneously
initiated meals (300 s EPC), over 24 access sessions, for the same condensed milk solution (no
other food was provided), had a square-wave like progression. Once a meal was initiated, a high
lick rate persisted throughout the entire 300 s EPC episode, which terminated abruptly. This is
markedly different from how the sucrose solution was consumed over 30 min daily sessions. And
while it is difficult to compare previous work examining lick microstructure of a relatively
energy-dense fluid (2:1 condensed milk:water), relative to that of the 4% sucrose solution, it
appears that spontaneous versus scheduled intake proceeds differently. It is also notable that
meals initiated by non-deprived rats required to bar press for solid food pellets also displayed a
similar meal progression (Collier, 2005; Johnson, 1996). That is, the rate of lever pressing
remained constant throughout the meal until the meal was terminated, rather than starting at a
high rate and gradually decreasing.
To the best of my knowledge, only two other studies have examined longer-term
microstructure at the microsecond level, under conditions that might influence palatability
(Marco et al., 2009; Rushing et al., 1996). Rushings et al. (1996), examined the effect of the
exogenous peptide bombesin, due to its feeding reducing properties, on 24 h licking for a
condensed milk solution. It was later reported that the size of bursts and clusters was unaffected,
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while 300 s EPC meals were reduced in size. Note that the failure to observe burst and cluster
size differences was not reported in the original study but referenced in a later published letter
(Rushing, 1997). Second, relative to normal Long Evans rats, a strain bred for obesity was
reported to have smaller 500 ms EPC clusters, but similar 300 s EPC meals, when consuming a
liquid Ensure diet as their sole source of food (Marco et al., 2009). There are appear to be no
other studies systematically exploring the impact of palatability manipulations such as a range of
sugar concentrations, on shorter sub 1 s EPC episodes over 24 hour periods.
The remaining 24 h access duration lick recording studies focused on coarser
microstructure recordings (6 s bins), examining longer duration EPC episodes, usually the 300 s
duration. Some of these studies compared intake across various sugar concentrations (J. C. Smith,
2000; Spector & Smith, 1984). The 300 s EPC episodes did not increase monotonically in size
with increasing sugar concentrations over 24 h periods, as the short, sub 1 s EPC episodes
increased in size over the shorter 30 – 60 min access sessions. However, the 300 s EPC duration
is significantly longer than the EPC at which episode size began to diverge across the palatability
conditions in Experiments 4 and 5. In microstructure Experiments 4 and 5, following intake
increases caused by the switch to sucrose from water, or the intake increase with E4D relative to
ED to access, an episode size difference began to emerge between the 1 s and 20 s EPC duration
range. Therefore, in or around this EPC range, it may be that episode size is sensitive to fluid
palatability manipulations as recorded over 24 periods in ad-lib fed rats.
However, the 24 h microstructure studies did not examine EPC durations other than 300 s,
due to technical limitations of the time. Instead, the authors tried to link the lick rate of the 300 s
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EPC episodes recorded over 24 h, to palatability changes (J. C. Smith, 2000; J. C. Smith &
Sclafani, 2002; Spector & Smith, 1984). Over different sucrose solution concentrations, provided
over different 24 h periods, the average lick rate of the 300 s EPC episode was reported to
increase as the sugar concentrations increased (J. C. Smith, 2000; Spector & Smith, 1984).
Similarly, this average 300 s EPC episode lick rate varied with saccharin solution palatability (J.
C. Smith, 2000). However, not all of the few studies reporting average 300 s EPC episode lick
rate, have found it to covary with other measures of value. In one study, low 1 or 2%
concentrations of maltodextrin, sucrose, or saccharin, alone or combined, were provided over 24
hour periods (Sclafani et al., 1998). The average 300 EPC episode lick rate was not found to
reflect their relative value as measured in the two-bottle, 24 h preference tests for these solutions.
Moreover, as sucrose concentrations increased beyond 10%, the mean lick rate of 300 s EPC
episodes did not appear to be particularity sensitive to further increases in concentrations,
possibly due to a ceiling effect on the rate of licking (Dotson et al., 2012; Spector & Smith,
1984).Therefore the lick rate of 300 s EPC episodes as a palatability measure is not an especially
robust finding.
While the lick rate and value may covary under some conditions, this may not always be
the case. The average rate of licking may have limited explanatory potential, reflecting the
duration of the EPC or the episode's size. Moreover, as has been repeatedly stressed throughout
this dissertation, rate measures are liable to influence by factors that are unrelated to value or
palatability and are probably best avoided or used as secondary value measures if necessary(see:
The Problem with Consumption or Response/Reinforcement Rate Value Measures, p.45).
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Together, evidence suggests that the intake of palatable fluids proceeds differently over 24
h access session than over short scheduled sessions. It appears that, with the longer duration
access to food and fluids, the EPC range for episodes that are sensitive to palatability changes
was also shifted towards longer durations. Further work exploring lick microstructure over the
EPC duration range, while systemically manipulating both access duration and palatability of the
fluid is clearly warranted.
Because the argument that lick microstructure reflected palatability changes in
Experiments 4 and 5 rests mostly on the comparison between water and sucrose lick
microstructures, two additional issues regarding this comparison are considered. The first is
whether comparing sucrose and water lick microstructure is a valid comparison to make. That is,
whether they can be compared with the same metric. The second issue is whether the longer-term
access influences microstructure due to longer-term learning about the solutions' postingestive
properties.

Sucrose Solution and Water Comparisons are Valid
As previously discussed, one explanation for the larger water than sucrose solution short
EPC episodes in Experiments 4 and 5 is that the fluids have distinct microstructures that cannot
be directly compared. That is, the size of short EPC episodes may reflect fluid palatability
differently for water than for sucrose. While there are relatively few reports comparing short EPC
episodes of water licking to that of other fluids, the existing literature does not appear to support
the notion that short EPC episodes index palatability of water differently from other fluids
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(Discussed in further detail in Water Versus Sucrose Intake and Intake Microstructure (Days 7, 8,
9, & 10) p. 128). Moreover, the initial lick rate findings agreed with the expected palatability
results.
Previous work suggests that short EPC (≲ 1) episodes size for sucrose solution, water, or
other fluids, recorded over limited duration access sessions and under similar conditions, reflects
those fluids' relative palatability (Baird et al., 2005; Hsiao & Fan, 1993; Spector & St. John,
1998). This evidence is taken from short term studies, and further studies should compare how it
applies to 24 h access recordings. Given that short EPC water and sucrose solution episodes
recorded in Experiments 4 and 5 were consistent with each other but not with the previous work,
suggest that a different EPC range, if any, reflected palatability. Comparing Experiments 4 and 5
water and sucrose solution episode size over the EPC range suggests that the EPC duration for
episodes that reflect palatability was longer. A longer EPC duration would make intuitive sense as
the fluid intake was less constrained by access duration. Nevertheless, sucrose solution and water
have differences that extend beyond taste (sucrose has calories), and further work should address
the extent similarity or difference of water and sugar microstructure. Moreover, how access
duration influences the size of episodes is an empirical question that should be evaluated. This
could be done by comparing lick episodes size over the EPC range and varying access durations
and palatability of the fluid.
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Does Postingestive Experience Influence Lick Microstructure?
The choice experiments and the microstructure work revealed that longer-term 24 h
access tests are different from short term tests. In Experiment 1, with the longer-term access,
preference for the more concentrated solution decreased in favour of the less concentrated
solution. This change in preference was not so surprising given that rats had longer-term
experience with postingestive consequences that provide less immediate feedback than taste
(Panksepp, 1973; J. C. Smith & Rashotte, 1978). It might also be asked if the lick microstructure
was affected by rats learning about sucrose's postingestive consequences over the extended 24 h
access sessions. This is unlikely for two reasons. First, rats overwhelmingly preferred the sucrose
solution to water no matter how long water and sucrose were provided together. Second,
comparing the microstructure of sucrose intake over the very first hour of sucrose access, before
any experience with the solution, shows that short EPC episodes were larger with water than with
sucrose intake (see Figure 57, Appendix A). Water lick episodes, including bursts and clusters
(240 ms and 500 ms EPCs), were larger before rats had a chance to experience the postingestive
properties of sucrose, with the size difference appearing more pronounced over the first hour than
over the first 2 days (see Figure 30). Therefore it does not appear that extended access experience
was responsible for the deviation in microstructure results from previous work.

Lick Microstructure Summary
Lick microstructure data in Experiments 4 and 5 were consistent with relative accessinduced changes in sucrose solution palatability. While no differences in the size of short EPC (≲
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1 s) episodes were detected between the access conditions, longer duration EPC episodes
increased in size with E4D relative to ED access. Importantly, the same trend was observed when
comparing sucrose and water lick microstructures. The increased size of the sucrose relative to
water episodes also emerged as the EPC duration was extended beyond several seconds. While
previous work has shown that the size of episodes with short EPCs, 1 s or less, increase with
increasing palatability of a fluid, those experiments differed from the work reported here in one
fundamental way. In the previous work, rats were provided with short, scheduled access to the
target fluid, while here, rats had the opportunity to initiate episodes of intake spontaneously
throughout their sleep/wake cycles. Although little previous work had examined the
microstructure over 24 h sessions at the microsecond EPC resolution, previous evidence suggests
that intake and intake microstructure proceeds differently over spontaneously initiated meals than
over shorter, scheduled access sessions, particularly with deprived animals (Collier, 2005; D. F.
Johnson, 1996; Rushing et al., 1997).
While it is possible that the EPC range that reflected palatability in Experiments 4 and 5
was shifted towards longer durations relative to work with short scheduled sessions, this was not
established here. It is not clear if the longer EPC duration episodes that varied in size with access
condition would also increase in size with the sucrose concentration over 24 h sessions, in the
same way that the short EPCs (≲ 1 s) episodes increase over limited duration scheduled sessions.
However, this is an empirical question that can be addressees in subsequent work. In this regard,
it was encouraging that the initial lick rate, while not an ideal measure of palatability, was also
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consistent with an access-induced increase in fluid palatability. Future studies should assess the
relationship of the EPC duration, access duration and palatability.

Conclusions and Significance
Three main conclusions follow from the experiments in this dissertation. First, the
dissertation's main thrust: the work here provides evidence that the value of the sucrose solution
is influenced by access-schedules, with E(3, 4)D relative to ED access leading to value increases.
Next, two additional unexpected findings became evident throughout this work. First, the
microstructure results suggest that rats treated 24 h access sessions, every few days, or ad-lib
every day, very differently from short, scheduled intermittent access sessions. Second, related to
these more extended access situations, any changes in food or fluid availability may have ripple
effects on consuming other foods or fluid available. These three broad findings will be first
discussed in more detail before discussing this work's broader implications.

E(3, 4)D/ED Access Changes Sucrose Solution Value
Collectively, evidence in this dissertation supports the hypotheses that E(3, 4)D/ED
access-induced intake differences were accompanied by, and potentially driven by, accessinduced increases in the sucrose solution's value. The first of the two choice tests and the lick
microstructure analyses (Experiments 1, 4 and 5) provided evidence supporting access-induced
increases in the value of a 4% sucrose solution following E3D or E4D relative to ED access. The
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second choice procedure and the PR test (Experiments 2 and 3) produced null results, perhaps
due to design issues, or due to that the access-induced changes in value were relatively weak.
This work provides the first evidence of access-induced changes in the palatability of a
food or fluid in the absence of deprivation. In previous work, PR breakpoints for vegetable
shortening were evaluated with the MWF protocol, suggesting increased rewarding efficacy of
vegetable shortening with more intermittent relative to more continuous access (Wojnicki et al.,
2006, 2010). However, comparisons with the present work should be made with caution. As
discussed, limited scheduled daily 1 – 2 h access sessions employed in the MWF protocol may
differ from the intake over longer periods that span rats’ sleep-wake cycles.
Two additional issues should merit further discussion. First, if the body of results suggests
an increase in the solution's perceived value, it might point to an increase in the liking component
over the wanting component (Castro & Berridge, 2014; Dwyer, 2012). This argument rests on
the interpretation of two pieces of evidence, which will require further empirical study. First, the
comparison of sucrose and water solution lick microstructures suggests an access-induced size
increase of the relatively short EPC episodes. While the EPC duration at which the size
differences emerged was longer than what was previously used to measure palatability changes
(Davis, 1989; Davis & Smith, 1992) this EPC range was still relatively short on the time frame of
seconds. E4D relative to ED rats did not initiate more episodes at these EPC durations, but the
initiated episodes were longer. If rats perceived the solution as "sweeter" after E4D relative to ED
access, then perhaps drove longer drinking episodes. However, further work should address
whether these short EPC episodes do indeed reflect palatability by examining 24 h intake of
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different sucrose concentrations. Future might also examine neurobiological manipulations that
also manipulate liking (Castro & Berridge, 2014).
The fact episodes differed in size but not in number, along with the absence of accessinduced breakpoint differences, may suggest that liking was enhanced relative to wanting.
Breakpoints are typically used to measure changes in incentive salience or wanting (Overduin et
al., 2012; Uematsu et al., 2011). However, again further work is needed to address the absence of
breakpoint differences as the results were inconclusive (see Experiment 3 discussion for
methodological considerations 111)
A second point that should be addressed is that the results' overall pattern does not suggest
that satiety changes may have been responsible for the access- intake increases. In Experiment 1,
preference for the Standard was higher after E3D than ED access, but the total sucrose calories
consumed over these tests were comparable. In Experiment 5, in which food intake was tracked,
the access condition did not influence total calorie intake, with rats adjusting how many calories
they consumed from each source. Had diminished satiety been responsible for the intake
increases, it would be expected E(3, 4)D rats would also consume more calories overall than ED
rats.
The work reported here suggests that the solution was perceived as more palatable or
sweeter when available with E3D or E4D, relative to continuous ED access. A change in value
can reflect a change in the quality of a food or fluid or a change in how the value of that food or
fluid is perceived. For example, the quality of a fluid can be altered by making it sweeter or more
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bitter, which results in increased, or decreased reward value or palatability of that fluid (Reilly,
1999; J. C. Smith & Sclafani, 2002). On the other hand, changes in the rats, physiological state or
experience with a food or fluid can alter how the value or palatability of that fluid are perceived
by the rat while not changing the substance itself. For example, food deprivation can enhance the
value and palatability of a food reward (Berridge, 1991; Davis & Perez, 1993; Hodos, 1961).
With the E(3, 4)D/ED protocol, rats were never deprived, and the solution provided was always
the same in quality. Only the experience with sucrose solution access frequency was manipulated,
with the solution being additional to the rat's ad-lib diet.
Experience can also influence the perceived value and palatability of an ingested
substance in several ways. It is well known that gastrointestinal malaise following the intake of a
food or fluid can result in a conditioned taste aversion (Garcia et al., 1955). Conditioned taste
aversions lead not only to the avoidance of the food or fluid, but are also accompanied by
reductions in the perceived value palatability of that food or fluid (Baird et al., 2005; Lin et al.,
2012, 2017). Conversely, a flavour paired with a sugar solution can be enhanced in value and
palatability (Riordan & Dwyer, 2019). The rats’ previous experience with a food or fluid that
varies in terms of palatability and value can also influence the food's or fluids' perceived
value/palatability in the future (incentive contrast, Flaherty, 1996). Rats’ intake of a lower quality
reward (e.g. low sucrose concentration) that follows experience with a higher quality reward (e.g.
high sucrose concentration) will be lower than in the absence of that previous experience. The
converse is also true. Rats that only had experience with a low sucrose concentration may
consume more of the higher sucrose concentration than naive animals, or animals that only had
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access to higher sucrose concentrations. More recently, it has been shown that some incentive
contrasts are reflected in the lick microstructure, suggesting that contrasts also affect the
perceived palatability of the solution (Dwyer et al., 2011, 2018; Wright et al., 2013). Therefore,
just as the previous history of access with a food or fluid of a given reward value or palatability
can influence the future perception of value or palatability, I show here that the access frequncy
history can affect how the value or palatability of a sucrose solution is perceived in the future.
Access frequency appears to be a distinct type of experience manipulation, influencing
value and palatability. While it is not clear to what extent these different manipulations leading to
changes in value/palatability share common underlying mechanisms, a growing body of evidence
suggests that foods or fluids can become more or less palatable due to experience. Perceived
changes in value or palatability may be an important factor influencing the selection of available
resources. Access frequency may affect the intake of more or less frequent resources available in
the environment.

Longer Daily Access is Different from Short Access Sessions
In addition to the changes in value and palatability, an accompanying theme that emerged
from the work in this dissertation underscores that intake, and the selection of different resources
for consumption, may proceed differently in a chronic relative to an acute access situation. That
is, episodes of intake that are initiated by the rat over the course 24 h or longer periods may take
on a different course, and may therefore reflect a different underlying mechanism than episodes
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of intake over short, scheduled sessions, particularly if those sessions occur over repeat test days
at similar daily times.
George Collier’s behavioural economics work provides additional perspective for
examining intake over longer durations, relative to short scheduled sessions. Collier often
emphasized the distinction between open and closed economies when considering ingestive
behaviour (Collier, 1982, 2005; Collier & Johnson, 1990). An open economy encompasses the
commonly studied experimental situation where variables are experimenter controlled as much as
possible. For example, a rat that is provided with palatable food or fluid by the experimenter once
a day must become accustomed to eating at the prescribed time. In contrast, closed economies are
self-contained environments in which rats can discover, select, procure, and consume resources.
While access to resources can be governed by different rules, and resources available can vary in
terms of abundance or accessibility, it is up to the rat to distribute its behaviour. The reasoning
here is that how the rat allocates its time and effort represents an optimal or efficient distribution
of its behaviour (Collier, 2005).
In this sense, the E(3, 4)D/ED protocol, and all the experiments conducted here, except
for the PR sessions, were closed economy experiments. Rats were provided with access to
different foods or fluids and were tasked with distributing their intake, time, and effort between
them. Over more extended periods, how rats distribute their behaviour among different resources
may differ from intake that occurs over discrete, scheduled sessions.
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For instance, in the microstructure work reported here, the EPC duration of the episodes
reflecting palatability may have been shifted towards longer EPC durations relative to those
reported previously in the literature. One factor that affects the length of a bout of feeding or
drinking is the mechanism that stops it. This mechanism may be different when access is more
continuous relative to shorter, time-restricted sessions. Recall that even non-deprived rats
provided with 30 min/day access to a sweet, condensed milk solution start drinking at a high rate
when the solution is made available, with the rate declining throughout the session (Davis et al.,
1994, 1995). From this example, it might be concluded that once an episode of feeding or
drinking is initiated, the rate of feeding or drinking gradually slows with negative, satiety
signalling, postingestive feedback.
In a 24 h situation, it might be similarly assumed that a meal, once initiated, proceeds at a
decreasing rate until the rat is full. Therefore, it might be expected that the size of an episode of
feeding/drinking and the interval of time until the next meal, should be positively correlated. That
is, the larger the meal, the more satiated the rat is when the meal stops, the longer the period until
the next meal is initiated. Conversely, the longer the interval to the next meal, the hungrier the rat,
the larger the meal. However, such correlations have not been clearly demonstrated in freely
feeding rats, and may not be present in a closed economy with more continuous access to foods
or fluids (Collier, 2005; Collier & Johnson, 1990). Rats with once per day access to a palatable
food that is better than their always available diet might consume as much of that palatable food
as possible until satiety mechanisms constrain them. However, rats with more continuous access
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are freer to distribute their intake throughout their active cycle, and their meals might be
terminated or initiated by different mechanisms.
These observations accord well with the limited data from high-resolution lick
microstructure studies describing intake over 24 h durations (Rushing et al., 1997). As described
earlier in this discussion, rats with longer-term, 24 h access tend to start and stop their meals
abruptly (see Limited Access Versus All Day Microstructure Recordings p. 193). This differs
from the short access condensed milk solution example, where the intake rate gradually declined
throughout the session. Episodes of intake might proceed differently in different procedures,
depending on how resource availability is configured. More work is required comparing short
access work results with ad-lib situations.

Changes in the Availability of Calorie Containing Resources In Longer Daily Sessions
Another aspect of intake revealed by observing rats over longer durations, particularly
those spanning multiple days, is the integration of different nutrient or energy sources into the
diet. Across all experiments in this dissertation, rats were provided with multiple caloric sources,
which also varied in taste and energy density in some of the experiments. The availability
changes of the various caloric sources had ripple effects on how much of each food or fluid was
consumed. Additionally, there was an interplay between the selection of caloric resources and the
access-induced intake differences.
As previously discussed, in Experiments 1 and 2, it appeared that rats were treating the
Standard and Alternate solutions as distinct food sources (see Standard and Alternate Solutions
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Were Treated as Distinct Food Sources, p. 180). Recall that, over 24 h periods of ad-lib access to
a single sucrose concentration and lab food, intake of food declines with increasing sugar
concentrations until it accounts for about 40% of the total daily caloric intake, with sucrose
calories making up for the rest (Collier & Bolles, 1968b). Once this ratio of food to sucrose
calories is reached, it is maintained with further concentration increases by a reduction in the
sucrose solution volume consumed. The fact that rats balance overall calories from different
sources in this way underscores their sensitivity to energy intake from various sources over
longer durations.
In both Experiments 1 and 2, intake of Standard relative to Alternate calories3 appeared to
follow a trend similar to that of food relative to sucrose solution. Rats decreased their intake of
the Standard with increasing concentrations of the Alternate, but only up to a point. Initially, the
intake of the Standard decreased as the Alternate concentration increased. However, beyond 12%
(Experiment 1) or 20% (Experiment 2) Alternate concentrations, all rats continued to consume
relatively stable volumes or calories of the Standard despite further Alternate concentrations
increases (see Intake of Standard and Alternate solution by weight Figure 5). Beyond these
concentrations, combined sucrose calories appeared to plateau. At the same time, it appeared that
the ratio of the Standard to Alternate solution calories became fixed, just as the ratio of food to
sucrose solution calories becomes fixed with sufficiently high sugar concentrations (see
Preference for Standard Solution Calories Figure 10). As with the food intake, when the
3

The Standard solution and both types of food, both pellets and regular lab food, had a fixed caloric density, so
the volume or weight consumed reflected calories consumed. However, the Alternate solution was varied in
concentration, and therefore in energy density.
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concentration of the Alternate was increased, rats decreased the volume of Alternate solution
consumed, apparently to maintain that fixed ratio of Standard:Alternate calories (see Figure 5).
Preference differences were revealed in Experiment 1 but not 2 (for in-depth discussion
see Choice Experiments p. 175). In Experiment 1, the ‘true’ preference difference, the point at
which E3D rats consumed more Standard and less Alternate calories than ED rats, co-occurred
with the plateauing of Alternate and Standard calories with Alternate concentrations beyond 12%.
In other words, while the number of combined sucrose calories was the same regardless of access
history, E3D rats consumed a greater proportion of their sucrose calories from the Standards than
ED rats. Presumably, the change in the ratio of Standard to Alternate calories consumed was
driven by access-induced value changes of the Standard solution.
The fact that combined sucrose calories stabilized suggests that food intake had also
stabilized. However, food intake data was not collected in Experiments 1 or 2 to complete the
picture of overall calories consumed. In past work in our lab, food calories were consumed in
similar and stable amounts over the longer-term with E3D, ED, or no 4% sucrose solution access
(Eikelboom & Hewitt, 2016). Food calories were recorded in Experiment 5, where food type, but
not sucrose solution concentrations, were manipulated. While this was a design quirk rather than
a feature, it is informative in this context.
In Experiment 5, rats had a choice between lab food and sucrose solution intake in the
home-cage, but between pellets and sucrose solution within recording chambers (For further
details, see, Experiment 5 Methods, p. 150). At the same time, rats were also provided with E4D
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or ED access to a 4% sucrose solution. Pellets appeared to be preferred to the lab food.
Irrespective of the access condition, rats consumed more calories from the pellets than from the
lab food (See food and sucrose calories consumed Figure 41). These increased pellet calories
were consumed at the expense of sucrose calories, with solution intake dropping off markedly in
the chambers. This change of food source also appeared to be disruptive to the emergence and
maintenance of access-induced solution intake differences. Again, rats appear to regulate their
overall number of calories consumed, and a change in one calorie source had ripple effects on
intake from other calorie sources.
Perhaps part of the reason for the failure to observe access induced differences in the PR
procedure was due to rats learning to regulate their intake of the food and sucrose. In this
experiment, E3D/ED sucrose solution and ad-lib food access were provided in the home
environment over 24 h periods, but the value was measured in another environment in which
sucrose solution availability was restricted (both in time and amount), while food was not
provided at all. In Experiment 3, rats were first trained in the operant chambers, then received
E3D/ED sucrose access in their home-cage (12 E3D and 36 ED exposures), before being returned
to the operant chambers for the sucrose solution breakpoint tests. During the shorter (usually an
hour or less) operant sessions, the sucrose solution was not available in the home-cage. What rats
learned to regulate their overall intake of food and sucrose solution calories in the home-cage
may not have necessarily been reflected within the operant chambers.
The relationships between resources, the foods and fluids, and the frequency of their
availability appear to be important here, both in terms of how much and how often the food or
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fluid are consumed. These relationships are likely learned, as reflected by rats adjusting their
intake accordingly over time. Such adjustment may occur over a longer period, which has
previously been referred to as the regulatory window of feeding (Collier, 2005; Collier &
Johnson, 1990). The access-induced value changes may reflect one aspect of the regulation of
intake over time. These access induced changes might help motivate the consumption of less
frequently available resources, as suggested by the interplay between the access-induced changes
to perceived value and the selection of calories from different sources. Access-induced value
differences appeared to influence the selection, but not total calories consumed.

Future Direction and Broader Implications
Major themes in this dissertation revolve around the interplay between the intake of
various foods or fluids, their value or palatability, their access frequency and access duration. Of
course, these themes may touch upon many aspects of eating and drinking behaviour and a few
areas of further consideration are discussed here.
While lick microstructure analysis has proved fruitful for gaining insight into rats’
affective response to tastes, the influence of access-session duration over which lick
microstructure is recorded needs further exploration. The EPC range reflecting palatability
differences between water and sucrose appeared to deviate from the EPC range reported in
previous literature. This appeared to be a consequence of the 24 h access to both foods and fluids.
Further work exploring lick microstructure over the EPC duration range, while systemically
manipulating both access duration and palatability of the fluid is clearly warranted.
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Additionally, the evaluation of breakpoints in a separate operant setting may not have
been a fair reflection of the rats’ 24 h situation. More than just breakpoints, this observation
underscores that the entirety of the rat’s feeding and drinking situation may be important when
considering specific aspects of feeding or drinking. For instance, further PR based approaches for
measuring fluid value changes with the E(3, 4)D/ED protocol might be better served with homecage based procedures, such as the lick-based PR applied by Sclafani and Akroff (2003). In this
way, breakpoints could be evaluated while not disturbing overall feeding and drinking.
Additionally, more complex situations explored over longer durations spanning days or weeks
can help further our understanding of how the overall feeding and drinking behaviour interact
with environmental factors such as availability or ease of access (Collier, 2005). Examining
intake over restricted periods is important but may not always reflect the full spectrum of
ingestive behaviours and may not necessarily generalize to other situations. Considering that
lickometer and or other sensor-based monitoring approaches are passive and unobtrusive, they
may be a useful, additional consideration for monitoring the overall feeding and drinking
behaviour.
Another limitations of this work might be the sex and age of of the animals, which was
always young male rats (see Animals p. 70). While the choice of males rats was practical one, and
in keeping with most of the previous access-intake work, some past experiments have confirmed
that E4D/ED access-induced differences do emerge with female rats, and are maintained over the
longer term under E2D access conditions (Celejewski, 2011). Additionally while the
developmental profile of the access-intake differences may be complex, in general E(3, 4)D/ED
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access-induced intake differences have always been observed following adolescence
(Senthinathan, 2020).Therefore, the E(3, 4)D/ED access intake changes appear to generalize to
some extent over age, as well as sex.
Finally, it is important to ask about the functional relevance of the access-induced
value/palatability changes. One suggestion is that access-induced intake differences encourage
the intake of less frequently available yet still essential nutrients. Rats are omnivorous, and unlike
herbivores or carnivores, they need to maintain dietary diversity to obtain all required nutrients
(Collier, 1982). When rats encounter multiple familiar resources, as in the experiments here,
access-frequency-induced changes to value or palatability might motivate the intake of the less
frequently available resource. Rats appeared to maintain this diversity of intake even in the face
of an increasingly palatable alternative, suggesting that this mechanism might be fairly influential
under the appropriate conditions. The caveat here being is that intake in this dissertation was
always observed under conditions of surfeit.
Humans are also omnivores and often have access to multiple foods or fluids which can
be chosen to be consumed or not. Considering the clinical importance of overeating, which can
manifest itself in conditions such as obesity, bulimia nervosa, or binge eating disorder, it is
worthwhile to explore whether similar mechanisms influence eating and drinking in humans
(Anis et al., 2010; J. O. Hill et al., 2003; Holden, 2001). In particular, binge eating disorder may
share features with increased intake observed with the E(3, 4)D/ED protocol. Binge eating
disorder is characterized by the consumption of greater amounts of food over a discrete period
than would be normally consumed under similar conditions (American Psychiatric Association,
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2013). This is similar to what occurs with E3D or E4D are relative to ED access. Rats with
intermittent access consume more on days when the solution is available, relative to rats with
continuous access, and it may be said that they are binging. Therefore, this access protocol might
be utilized to explore binge-like behaviour.
In a similar vein, drug dependence is, in part, marked binge intake of drugs (SanchisSegura, 2006). Pre-clinical work has shown that different access schedules can influence the
intake and value of some rewarding drugs (Ahmed & Koob, 1999, 2005; Allain et al., 2015;
Calipari et al., 2013; Hao et al., 2010; Kawa et al., 2016; Morgan et al., 2002, 2005; Paterson &
Markou, 2003; Wee et al., 2008). Could a similar behavioural mechanism that influence foods' or
fluids' value contribute to such the disorders of excess in humans?
Aside from pathological overeating, an experience that may be shared by many while
dieting, or at least while abstaining from preferred foods or fluids, is that these might be desired
more during their absence. Also, consider that common a property of delicacies across various
cultural contexts is often their scarcity. Similar mechanisms might influence food or fluid choice
and intake in humans, sometimes perhaps in more subtle ways. Overall, this work may have
broad implications on eating and drinking behaviour, particularly on factors that regulate intake
changes in the absence of physiological need. A better understanding of these mechanisms might
have broad implications on approaches to controlling human overeating behaviour.
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Figure 1: Mean (±SEM) intake of a 4% sucrose solution with continuous and intermittent access. Over Phase I, intake
increased with alternate (E2D), third (E3D), and fourth (E4D) day access but remained at lower, stable levels with
continuous access (ED). In Phase II, with E2D access only, the intake differences established in Phase I were maintained.
(Adapted with permission from Eikelboom & Hewitt, 2016)
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Figure 2: Sample lick data grouped across different EPC durations. This illustrative data
is taken from a sample rat licking for a 4% sucrose solution in Experiment 5. Ungrouped
individuals licks are shown as 0 s EPC. As the EPC duration is increased, episodes of
drinking also increase in duration, consequently encompassing a greater number of licks.
For the 30 s and 300 s episode criterions, size and duration of the single episode depicted
extends beyond the 5 min x-axis (as labelled). Note that while time is plotted on the xaxis (ticks along the bottom), the ticks along the top of the figure represent the number of
licks that have occurred up to that time point. Therefore, the ticks, representing every 200
licks are unevenly spaced.
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Figure 3: Mean (±SEM) intake of a 16% sucrose solution with E3D or ED access in Phase I and of a
4% sucrose solution with E2D access in Phase II. Over Phase I, intake of 16% was comparable with
E3D or ED access. With with equivalent E2D 4% access in Phase II for all rats, intake of the 4%
solution was greater after a history of E3D relative to ED access. (Adapted with permission from Senthinathan,
2020)
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Figure 4: Experiment 1: Phase I mean (± SEM) 4% Standard sucrose solution intake (grams, y-axis scale left;
kilocalories, y-axis scale right) consumed with E3D or ED access. Sucrose solution intake increased with E3D access
but remained at lower, stable levels with ED access.
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Figure 5. Experiment 1: Phase II mean (± SEM) 4% Standard and Alternate solution intake following a period of E3D
or ED Standard solution access. Intake of the standard solution was greater following E3D relative to ED experience
across all concentrations of the Alternate solution.
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Figure 6. Experiment: Phase II mean (± SEM) combined solution consumed following a period of E3D or ED 4%
Standard solution access. Total solution intake (Alternate + Standard) was higher following E3D relative to ED access.
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Figure 7. Experiment 1: Phase II mean preference (± SEM) for the Standard solution following a period of E3D or ED
4% Standard solution access. Preference for the standard was greater across all concentrations of the Alternate solution
following a period of E3D relative to ED access.
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Figure 8: Experiment 1: Phase II mean (± SEM) calorie intake from the 4% Standard and Alternate solutions following
a period of E3D or ED Standard solution access. Intake of Standard solution calories was greater in rats with E3D
relative to ED access histories. Varying the access history affected Alternate solution calorie intake at the 2 highest
concentrations.
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Figure 9. Experiment 1: Phase II mean (± SEM) combined solution calorie intake following a period of E3D or ED 4%
Standard solution access. Total solution calories consumed (Alternate + Standard), were higher over the lower 4
concentrations after E3D access than ED access. Over the higher 4 concentrations, access history had no effect on total
solution calories.
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Figure 10. Experiment 1: Phase II mean preference (± SEM) for 4% Standard solution calories following a period of
E3D or ED Standard solution access. Preference for the Standard solution calories was greater across all concentrations
of the Alternate solution following E3D relative to ED access.
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Figure 11. Experiment 1: Phase III mean (± SEM) 4% Standard sucrose solution (grams, y-axis scale left; solution
kilocalories, y-axis scale right) consumed with E2D access following different E3D/ED access experience. More
standard solution was consumed following experience with E3D relative to ED access over 12 E2D exposures.
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Figure 12. Experiment 2: Phase I mean (± SEM) 12% Standard sucrose solution intake (grams, y-axis scale left;
kilocalories, y-axis scale right) with E3D or ED access. Sucrose solution intake was largely unaffected by varying the
access schedule.
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Figure 13. Experiment 2: Phase II mean (± SEM) 12% Standard and Alternate solution intake following
a period of E3D or ED Standard solution access. Intake of the Standard solution decreased while intake
of the Alternate solution increased with increasing Alternate concentration. Phase I Standard solution
access experience had no impact on Phase II solution intake.
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Figure 14. Experiment 2: Phase II mean (± SEM) solution intake by Test Number and Alternate solution
concentration. Slightly more Standard solution was consumed on Test 2 relative to Test 1 at lower
Alternate solution concentrations but slightly less at higher ones.
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Figure 15. Experiment 2: Phase II mean (± SEM) combined solution consumed following a period of
E3D or ED Standard (12%) solution access. Total solution intake (Alternate + Standard) was not
affected by varying Standard solution access experience.
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Figure 16. Experiment 2: Phase II mean preference (± SEM) for the Standard (12%) solution following a
period of E3D or ED Standard solution access. Preference for the Standard was not affected by varying
Standard solution access experience.
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Figure 17. Experiment 2: Phase II mean (± SEM) calorie intake from Standard (12%) and Alternate
solutions following a period of E3D or ED Standard solution access. Standard solution calorie intake
decreased while Alternate calorie intake solution increased with increasing Alternate concentration.
Phase I Standard solution access experience had no impact on Phase II solution calorie intake.
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Figure 18. Experiment 2: Phase II mean overall solution calorie intake (± SEM) following a period of
E3D or ED Standard (12%) solution access. Total solution calorie intake (Alternate + Standard) was not
affected by varying Standard solution access experience.
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Figure 19. Experiment 2: Phase II mean preference (± SEM) for the Standard (12%) solution calories
following a period of Standard solution E3D or ED access. Preference for the Standard solution calories
was unaffected by varying access histories to the Standard solution.
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Figure 20. Experiment 2: Phase III mean Standard 12% sucrose solution
intake (± SEM) with E2D access. There was no impact of access history
on Standard solution over 4 E2D exposures.
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Figure 21. Experiment 3: mean (± SEM) breakpoint over 9 consecutive PR baseline
sessions. Prior to E3D/ED home-cage sucrose solution access, the breakpoint for a 0.125
ml 4% sucrose reward was similar across both access conditions.
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Figure 22. Mean (± SEM) 24 h 4% sucrose solution intake before and after PR baseline and testing. No home-cage
sucrose was provided during Phase III test breakpoint sessions conducted over Days 66 to 71. Beginning on Day 73,
E2D sucrose solution access was provided for all rats.
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Figure 23. Experiment 3: Mean (± SEM) breakpoint over 6 PR test sessions following
extended E3D/ED 4% sucrose access experience. E3D relative to ED access experience
had no impact on breakpoints for a 0.125 ml 4% sucrose reward.
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Figure 24. Experiment 4: Licks for water (Days 5 – 8 ) and 4 % sucrose solution (Days 9
– 30) over the dark/light cycle from representative rats (E4D access top panel; ED access
bottom panel). Lights were turned off at the start of each access session (0 hours) and on
after 12 hours.
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Figure 25. Experiment 4: Mean (± SEM) intake of (A) and licks for (B) water (Days 5 – 8
), or 4% sucrose solution with E4D/ED access (Days 9 – 33). Sucrose solution intake (A)
and licks (B) increased with E4D relative to ED access. On Day 34, rats were transferred
to standard type housing (licks not recorded).
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Figure 26. Mean (± SEM) fluid 240 ms EPC episode (burst) number (A) and size (B)
with daily water access (Days 5 – 8), or E4D/ED 4% sucrose solution access (Days 9 –
33). A) More sucrose than water bursts were recorded. The number of sucrose solution
bursts increased with E4D relative to ED access. B) Water and sucrose bursts were
comparable in size and were unaffected by the Access schedule.
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Figure 27. Experiment 4: Mean (± SEM) fluid 500 ms EPC episode (cluster) number (A)
and size (B) with daily water access (Days 5 – 8 ), or E4D/ED 4% sucrose solution access
(Days 9 – 33). A) More sucrose than water cluster were recorded. Sucrose solution cluster
number increased with E4D relative to ED access. B) Water cluster were slightly larger
than sucrose clusters. Cluster size was unaffected by the access schedule.
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Figure 28. Experiment 4: Mean (± SEM) fluid 120 s EPC episodes number (A) and size
(B) with daily water access (Days 5 – 8 ), or E4D/ED 4% sucrose solution access (Days 9
– 33). A) More sucrose than water episodes were recorded. Sucrose solution episode
number was similar with E4D and ED access over the last common recording sessions.
B) Sucrose solution episodes were larger than water episode. Sucrose solution episodes
increased in size with E4D relative to ED access.
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Figure 29. Experiment 4: Mean (± SEM) fluid 300 s episode (meals) number (A) and size
(B) with daily water access (Days 5 – 8), or E4D/ED 4% sucrose solution access (Days 9
– 33). A) More sucrose than water meals were recorded. Sucrose solution meal number
was similar with E4D and ED access over the last common recording sessions. B)
Sucrose solution meals were larger than water meals. Sucrose solution meals increased in
size with E4D relative to ED access.
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Figure 30. Experiment 4: Mean (± SEM) daily episode number (A) and episode size (B)
over a range of EPC, 0 – 2000 ms, during the last two water (Days 7 and 8), and the first
two sucrose recording sessions (Days 9 and 10). A) With EPCs 2 s or shorter, more
episodes of sucrose than of water licking were recorded. B) Water drinking episodes were
slightly larger over a portion of the EPC range depicted as indicated by the lack of SEM
overlap (~200 ms – 1100 ms). The grey ribbon indicates the SEM, with the darker areas
reflecting overlapping SEM. X-axis is plotted in 20 ms increments.
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Figure 31. Experiment 4: Mean (± SEM) daily episode number (A) and episode size (B)
over a range of EPCs, 0 – 15 s, during the last two water (Days 7 and 8), and the first two
sucrose recording sessions (Days 9 and 10). A) More episodes of sucrose than water
licking were recorded in the < 2 s EPCs range. B) With EPCs between ~1 and 3 s, both
water and sucrose drinking episodes were comparable in size. With the EPC increasing
beyond 3 s through to 15 s, episodes of sugar licking grew to surpass water licking
episodes in size. The grey ribbon indicates the SEM, with the darker areas reflecting
overlapping SEM. X-axis is plotted in 20 ms increments.
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Figure 32. Experiment 4: Mean (± SEM) daily episode number (A) and episode size (B)
over a range of EPCs, 1– 600 s, during the last two water (Days 7 and 8), and the first
two sucrose recording sessions (Days 9 and 10). A) There were more episodes of sucrose
than water licking in the < 600 s EPCs range. B) The size of sucrose relative to water
drinking episodes continued to increase with the EPC duration. The grey ribbon indicates
the SEM, with the darker areas reflecting overlapping SEM. X-axis is plotted in 1 s
increments.
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Figure 33. Experiment 4: Mean (± SEM) daily episode number (A) and episode size (B)
over a range of EPCs, 1 – 60 min, during the last two water (Days 7 and 8), and the first
two sucrose recording sessions (Days 9 and 10). A) With EPCs ~15 min or less, more
sucrose than water episodes were recorded. As the EPC increased beyond ~15 min, the
number of sucrose and water licking episodes became comparable. B) The size of sucrose
relative to water licking episodes continued to grow with the EPC. The grey ribbon
indicates the SEM, with the darker areas reflecting overlapping SEM. X-axis is plotted in
1 min increments.
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Figure 34. Experiment 4: Mean (± SEM) daily episode number (A and B) and episode size (C and D) over a range of EPCs, 0 –
2000 ms, over first two (Days 9 and 10), and last two (Days 26 and 30) common sucrose recording session with E4D or ED
access. Over the first two sucrose recording sessions, both episode number (A) and episode size (C) were comparable across
both conditions. Over the last two sessions, the episode number (B) but not size (D) increased with E4D relative ED access as
indicated by lack of SEM overlap. The grey ribbon indicates the SEM, with the darker areas reflecting overlapping SEM. Xaxis is plotted in 20 ms increments.
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Figure 35. Experiment 4: Mean (± SEM) daily episode number (A and B) and episode size (C and D) over a range of EPCs, 0 –
15 s, during the first two (Days 9 and 10), and the last two (Days 36 and 30) common sucrose recording session with E4D or
ED access. Over the first two sucrose recording sessions, both episode number (A) and size (C) were comparable across both
access conditions. B) Over the last two recording sessions, episode number, increased with E4D relative to ED access in the
sub 2 s EPC range as also shown in Figure 33, but was comparable with EPCs > 2 s. D) Episode size, began to increase as the
EPC increased beyond ~3 seconds with E4D over ED access. The grey ribbon indicates the SEM, with the darker areas
reflecting overlapping SEM. X-axis is plotted in 20 ms increments.
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Figure 36. Experiment 4: Mean (± SEM) daily episode number (A and B) and episode size (C and D) over a range of EPCs, 1 –
600 s, during the first two (Days 9 and 10) and the last two (Days 26 and 30) common sucrose recording session with E4D or
ED access. Over the first two sucrose recording sessions, both episode number (A) and size (C) were comparable regardless of
access condition. B) Over the last two recording session, the number of episodes with EPCs over ~2 s was not affected by the
access schedule. D) Episode with EPCs longer than 3 s continued to increase in size with E4D relative to ED access. The grey
ribbon indicates the SEM, with the darker areas reflecting overlapping SEM. X-axis is plotted in 1 s increments.
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Figure 37. Experiment 4: Mean (± SEM) daily episode number (A and B) and episode size (C and D) over a range of EPCs, 1 –
60 min, during the first two (Days 9 and 10) and the last two (Days 26 and 30) common sucrose recording session with E4D or
ED access. Over the first two sucrose recording sessions, both episode number (A) and size (C) were comparable regardless of
access condition. B) Over the last two recording session the number of episodes with EPCs in the range depicted was not
affected by access schedule. D) Episode size continued to increase with EPC duration, with a steeper increase after E4D
relative to ED access. The grey ribbon indicates the SEM, with the darker areas reflecting overlapping SEM. X-axis is plotted
in 1 min increments.
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Figure 38. Experiment 4: Mean (± SEM) initial rate of licking during daily water intake (Days 5
– 8), or E4D/ED 4% sucrose solution intake (Days 9 – 33). The initial rate of licking increased
when sucrose was provided in place of water. The initial rate of licking also increased increased
with E4D relative to ED access. Rate of licking was obtained by dividing the number of licks
that were recorded over the first 5 min of licking beginning with the first lick recorded.
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Figure 39. Experiment 5: Timeline for the baseline period. Rats were transferred to the
recording chambers on days 7 and 13 for 23.5 h recording sessions. Over the remainder
of the baseline, rats remained in the home cage. On days 20 and 21 rats received 4%
sucrose solution.

Figure 40. Experiment 5: Timeline for the testing period. Rats were transferred from their
home-cage to the recording chambers for 23.5 hour sessions on Days 22, 26, 38 and Days
90, 98, 106. Rats remained in the home-cage for the remainder of the experiment. Half of
the rats received sucrose solution ED while the other half received sucrose E4D.
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Figure 41. Experiment 5: Mean (± SEM) food (symbols ♦/◊) and sugar (symbols ●/○)
kilocalories consumed by rats with E4D (Black Symbols) or ED (White symbols) access to a 4%
sucrose solution, in the home cage and recording chambers. Recording chamber days are
indicated by ↓. In the chambers rats consumed less kilocalories from sucrose and more
kilocalories from pellets. Rats consumed more kilocalories overall in the chambers than in the
home cage.
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Figure 42. Experiment 5: Licks for water and 4 % sucrose solution over dark/light cycle
by representative rats (E4D access top panel; ED access bottom panel). Lights were
turned off at the start of each access session (0 hours) and on after 12 hours. The majority
of water (80.7% ± 0.91%) and sugar (84.8% ± 1.11%) of licks occurred throughout the
dark, active cycle of the rat.
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Figure 43: Experiment 5: Mean (± SEM) intake (A) and licks (B) for water and 4% sucrose
solution with E4D or ED access in the home-cage and recording chambers. Recording chamber
days are indicated by ↓. A ) Sucrose solution intake increased with E4D access but remained at
lower, stable levels with ED access. Regardless of access schedule, less solution was consumed
in the recording chambers. B) The number of licks increased when sucrose solution was provided
in place of water reflecting the increased intake. With E4D relative to ED the number of licks
emitted were similar over the first 3 chamber sessions but began to increase over the last 3
chamber sessions.
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Figure 44: Mean (± SEM) 240 ms EPC episode number (bursts) number (A), and size
(B), during water and 4% sucrose solution intake provided E4D or ED. A) More sucrose
than water episodes were recorded. Over the the first three sucrose session the number of
episodes increased with E4D relative to ED access. This relative increase was maintained
over the last 3 sessions. B) Water and sucrose episode size was comparable over Days 13
and 22. Episode size was unaffected by the Access schedule but decreased slightly over
the first 3 sucrose solution chamber sessions.
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Figure 45. Experiment 5: Mean (± SEM) 500 ms EPC episode (clusters) number (A), and
size (B), during water and 4% sucrose solution intake with E4D or ED access. A) More
sucrose than water episodes were recorded but the number of sucrose episodes was
comparable with E4D relative to ED access. B) Water and sucrose episode size was
comparable over Days 13 and 22. Episode size was unaffected by the Access schedule but
decreased over the first three sucrose recording session while increasing over the last
three.
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Figure 46. Experiment 5: Mean (± SEM) 120 s EPC episode (meals) number (A), and
size (B), during water and 4% sucrose intake with E4D or ED access. A) The number of
sucrose and water episodes was comparable and not affected by the access schedule. B)
Sucrose episodes than water meals over Days 13 and 22. Episode size was unaffected by
the Access schedule but increased over the first and last three three sucrose recording
chamber sessions.
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Figure 47. Experiment 5: Mean (± SEM) 300 s EPC episode (meals) number (A), and
size (B), during water and 4% sucrose intake with E4D or ED access. A) The number of
sucrose and water episodes was comparable and not affected by the access schedule. B)
Sucrose episodes were larger than water meals over Days 13 and 22. Episode size was
unaffected by the Access schedule but increased over the first three and again over the
last three three sucrose recording chamber sessions.
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Figure 48. Experiment 5: Mean (± SEM) daily episode number (A), and episode size (B),
over a range of EPC durations (up to 2000 ms), on water access on Days 7 and 13, and
the first two chamber sucrose access sessions (Days 22 and 30). A) With EPCs 2 seconds
or less, more sucrose than of water licking episodes were recorded. B) Water and sucrose
drinking episodes were comparable in size over short EPC durations, < 1000 ms. Beyond
the ~1000 ms ILI criterion, sucrose licking episodes increased in size to exceed water
licking episodes as indicated by a lack of SEM overlap. The grey ribbon indicates the
SEM, with the darker areas reflecting overlapping SEM. X-axis is plotted in 20 ms
increments.
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Figure 49. Experiment 5: Mean (± SEM) daily episode number (A), and episode size (B),
over a range of EPCs (0 – 15 s), on water Days 7 and 13, and the first two sucrose
chamber recording sessions (Days 22 and 30). A) More sucrose than water licking
episodes with EPCs of 15 seconds or less were recorded. B) Over EPCs ~1 s or less, both
water and sucrose drinking episodes were comparable in size. As the EPC increased
beyond ~1 s through to 15 s, the size of the sugar licking episodes grew to surpass water
licking episodes as indicated by the lack of SEM overlap. The grey ribbon indicates the
SEM, with the darker areas reflecting overlapping SEM. X-axis is plotted in 20 ms
increments.
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Figure 50. Experiment 5: Mean (± SEM) daily episode number (A), and episode size (B)
over a range of EPC durations (1 – 600 seconds), on water Days 7 and 13 and the first
two chamber sucrose access sessions (Days 22 and 30). A) Up to an EPC of ~120 s,
more sucrose than water licking episodes were recorded. Beyond this point EPC, episode
number for sucrose and water converged. B) Episode size continued to grow for sucrose
relative to water as the EPC continued to increase. The grey ribbon indicates the SEM,
with the darker areas reflecting overlapping SEM. X-axis is plotted in 1 s increments.
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Figure 51. Experiment 5: Mean (± SEM) daily episode number (A), and episode size (B),
over a range of EPC (1– 60 min), on water Days 7 and 13 and the first two sucrose
chamber sucrose access sessions (Days 22 and 30). A) For EPCs below ~2 min, more
sucrose than water episodes were recorded. Beyond ~2 min EPCs, the number of
episodes of licking for sucrose or water appeared to converge. B) Episode size continued
to grow for sucrose relative to water as the EPC continued to increase. The grey ribbon
indicates the SEM, with the darker areas reflecting overlapping SEM. X-axis is plotted in
1 min increments.
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Figure 52. Experiment 5: Mean (± SEM) daily episode number (A and B), and size (C and D), over a range of EPCs (0 – 2000
ms) on the first two (Days 22 and 30), and last two (Days 98 and 106) sucrose chamber session with E4D or ED access. Over
the first two sucrose recording sessions, both episode number (A), and episode size (C), were comparable across both access
conditions regardless of EPC. Over the last two sessions, the episode number (B), but not size (D), increased with E4D relative
ED access experience as indicated by the lack/presence of SEM overlap. The grey ribbon indicates the SEM, with the darker
areas reflecting overlapping SEM. X-axis is plotted in 20 ms increments.
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Figure 53. Experiment 5: Mean (± SEM) daily episode number (A and B), and episode size (C and D), over a range of EPCs (0
– 15 s), during the first two (Days 22 and 30), and the last two (Days 98 and 106) sucrose recording session with E4D or ED
access. Over the first two sucrose recording sessions, both episode number (A), and size (C), were comparable across both
access conditions. Over the last two sucrose recording sessions, episode number (B), increased with E4D relative to ED access
in the sub ~3 s EPC, but was comparable with longer EPCs. Episode size (D), was comparable across access conditions with
EPCs 15 s and shorter. The grey ribbon indicates the SEM, with the darker areas reflecting overlapping SEM. X-axis is plotted
in 20 ms increments.
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Figure 54. Experiment 5: Mean (± SEM) daily episode number (A and B), and episode size (C and D), over a range of EPCs (1
– 600 s) during the first two (Days 22 and 38) and the last two (Days 98 and 106) sucrose recording session with E4D or ED
access. Over the first two sucrose recording sessions, both episode number (A), and size (C), were comparable regardless of
access condition. Over the last two recording session, the episode number (B), was not affected by access experience with
EPCs beyond 3 s. Episode size (D), increased with ~20 s or longer EPCs following E4D relative to ED access experience. The
grey ribbon indicates the SEM, with the darker areas reflecting overlapping SEM. X-axis is plotted in 1 s increments.
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Figure 55. Experiment 5: Mean (± SEM) daily episode number (A and B), and episode size (C and D), over a range of EPCs (1
– 60 min) during the first two (Days 22 and 30) and the last two (Days 98 and 106) sucrose chamber session with E4D or ED
access. Over the first two sucrose recording sessions, both episode number (A) and size (C) were comparable regardless of
access condition. Over the last two recording session the episode number (B), was not affected by access schedule experience,
while episode size (D), continued to increase as the EPC increased with E4D relative to ED access. The grey ribbon indicates
the SEM, with the darker areas reflecting overlapping SEM. X-axis is plotted in 1 min increments.
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Figure 56. Experiment 5: Mean (± SEM) initial rate of licking during water daily water intake or
E4D/ED 4% sucrose solution intake on recording chamber days. A) The initial rate of licking
increased when sucrose was provided in place of water. The initial rate of licking also increased
increased with E4D relative to ED access. Rate of licking was obtained by dividing the number
of licks that were recorded over the first 5 min of licking beginning with the first lick.
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Appendix A
A possible alternate explanation for the unexpectedly larger water than sugar sub 1 s EPC
episodes is longer-term learning about postingestive consequences that may be occurring over a
time frame spanning multiple days (Panksepp, 1977; J. C. Smith & Rashotte, 1978). However,
comparing the microstructure of sucrose and water intake over the first hour of sucrose access,
before any experience with the solution, suggests that this is unlikely. Water lick episodes over
the first hour of access on Day 8, including bursts and clusters (240 ms and 500 ms EPCs), were
larger than sugar episodes over the first hour of access on Day 9 before rats had extended with
experience with sucrose's postingestive properties (see Figure 57). In fact, the size difference
appeared more pronounced over the first hour of access than over the first 2 days of access (see
Figure 30). It is unlikely that this resulted from neophobia because microstructure over the first
hour of the second sucrose day, Figure 58, was comparable to the first day's. Therefore it does not
appear that extended access experience was responsible for the deviation in microstructure results
from previous work.
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Figure 57. Experiment 4: Mean (± SEM) daily episode number (A), and episode size (B),
over an EPC range (0 – 2000 ms), during the first hour of water access on water Day 8
and first hour of sucrose access on Day 9. A) More sucrose than water episodes were
recorded over the first hour of daily access. B) Water episode size were larger than
sucrose episodes over this EPC range. The grey ribbon indicates the SEM, with the
darker areas reflecting overlapping SEM.
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Figure 58. Experiment 4: Mean (± SEM) daily episode number (A), and episode size (B),
over an EPC range (0 – 2000 ms), during the first hour of water access on water Day 8
and first hour of sucrose access on Day 10. A) More sucrose than water episodes were
recorded over the first hour of daily access. B) Water episode size were larger than
sucrose episodes over this EPC range. The grey ribbon indicates the SEM, with the
darker areas reflecting overlapping SEM.
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Appendix B
Base 10 log EPC versus episode size and number graphs for for Experiments 4 and 5.

Figure 59: Experiment 4: Mean (± SEM) daily episode number (A) and episode size (B)
over a range of EPC, 0 – 100 s in base 10 log units, during the last two water (Days 7 and
8), and the first two sucrose recording sessions (Days 9 and 10). X-axis is plotted in 20
ms increments.
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Figure 60. Experiment 4: Mean (± SEM) daily episode number (A) and episode size (B)
over a range of EPC, 0 – 6000 s (100 min) in base 10 log units, during the last two water
(Days 7 and 8), and the first two sucrose recording sessions (Days 9 and 10). X-axis is
plotted in 1 s increments.
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Figure 61. Experiment 4: Mean (± SEM) daily episode number (A and B) and episode size (C and D) over a range of EPCs, 0 –
100 s in base 10 log units, over first two (Days 9 and 10), and last two (Days 26 and 30) common sucrose recording session
with E4D or ED access. X-axis is plotted in 20 ms increments.
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Figure 62. Experiment 4: Mean (± SEM) daily episode number (A and B) and episode size (C and D) over a range of EPCs, 0 –
6000 s (100 min) in base 10 log units, over first two (Days 9 and 10), and last two (Days 26 and 30) common sucrose
recording session with E4D or ED access. X-axis is plotted in 1 s increments.
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Figure 63. Experiment 5: Mean (± SEM) daily episode number (A), and episode size (B),
over a range of EPC durations 0 – 100 s in base 10 log units on water access on Days 7
and 13, and the first two chamber sucrose access sessions (Days 22 and 30): X-axis is
plotted in 20 ms increments.
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Figure 64: Experiment 5: Mean (± SEM) daily episode number (A), and episode size (B),
over a range of EPC durations (up to 6000 s log base 10 units), on water access on Days 7
and 13, and the first two chamber sucrose access sessions (Days 22 and 30)
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Figure 65. Experiment 5: Mean (± SEM) daily episode number (A and B), and size (C and D), over a range of EPCs (0 – 100 s
in base 10 log units) on the first two (Days 22 and 30), and last two (Days 98 and 106) sucrose chamber session with E4D or
ED access.
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Figure 66. Experiment 5: Mean (± SEM) daily episode number (A and B), and size (C and D), over a range of EPCs (0 – 6000
s, [100 min] in base 10 log units) on the first two (Days 22 and 30), and last two (Days 98 and 106) sucrose chamber session
with E4D or ED access.
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Appendix C
Ingredients lists in flavouring used in the preference experiments.

Grape Kool-aid (Kraft; SKU 43000 95563) Citric acid, maltodextrin, calcium phosphate,
salt, ascorbic acid, artificial flavour, red 40, blue 1.

Artificial vanilla flavour (McCormick; SKU 66200006044)Water, ethanol, caramel
colour, artificial flavour.
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Appendix D

The “episoder” R package was written for analysis of lick microstructure. Source code
and installation instruction are available on github (Celejewski, 2016). Use devtools package
command: install_github(“acelejewski/episoder”) to install. Further documentation is found
within the package.
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